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MISCELLANEOUS

be

perfectly happy under the benign admlnstratlon of the glorious Confederacy. All
through the South it is becoming evident that
rebellion costs something.
It is a matter for
quiet thought, whether in other Southern cities, where treason is still dominant, there arc
to

FOSTER A CO.

Bath,

0/"MA BOLTS Superior Bleached
300 do All Long flax "Gov-

trumeBt contract,"
Kxtra All Long flax
Navy Fine
Delivered in Portland or Boetoa.
Bath. AprlltO.UM.
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dronlog idleness, growls and frets
moving objects
about him, as if they and not he were blainain his

the beautiful world and its

at

bie for his discomfort.

Give

child the privilege of piayieg ail day,
nay, require it of him that he take the whole
day for pleasure alone; even try yourself to
amuse him; he will soon be crying for weariness at bis mother's side, discontented, uuitappy and fretful.
Make a business of something.
Idleness
fosters discontent and discontent, mischief,
a

FLOUR, GRAIN A PROVISIONS
FOR EASTERN MARKETS.

220 Weit Water Bt., Milwaukee, Wis
84 South Water 8t., Chicago, 111
MptH

ago I knew

a

Fifteen years
fond mother who petted her

darling boy iu every possible way, for she almost idolized him. She never tired of praising his bright but effeminate beauty, and arranged with tenderest care the soft, curling,
golden hair which fell so gracefully to his
shoulders. Just treading into the teens, sur- I
rounded by every luxury which a fond but injudicious mother could procure, waited on by
hands whose willing service carried anything
hut Ilia hoped-for blessing, that boy grew ;
:
strong in habits which last tbrougii manhood.
But his was no true manhood.

Uis satiu-

smooth hands had never kuown

labor,his brow,

white and

the honest dew

fair, had

never worn

of toil.

Adverses came. He knew uo way to
!
procure his daily bread. He became a ganiWar.- Ha had learned to play in bis mother's
|
with her

parlor,

approval,

or

at least he had

>

taken his first lesson there. Now her ears
!
are Ailed and the very air she breathes is
;
marred by the coarse profanity which does not
disturb him nor seem anything unusual. lie
her

bringing
aged feet nearer the grave,
and even now they falter and tremble at its
is

verge, while the over-wearied heart longs to

j

gray-headed mother! How securely
she once rested in her fond anticipations of
the lime when he, grown up to honest and
honorable manhood, should comfort and sup-

DESIGNS,

L’

thought, kuowing

that on her

head rests the blame of the wasted life of
her son. put it is now too late for her words

J. T.

.fik.

counsels to effect what

they might

once

Years have hardened into marble
Armuess the mind she might once have moulded at her will. How many mothers of to-day,
like her, care for the temporal at the expense
of the eternal welfare ot theii children 1 How
few look into the future and work for the future! O, Woman! on you,in the beginning,

To

rests

me

mame.

blessings

Moiuers: write

instead of

lor

reproaches

yourthe

on

pure tablet of your sous’ winds! Turn
to a new page; write a new history in Amer-

Application bciug
janl8 dim

«aucy, rude aud bold, what must boys become,
who more gcucrally go and come as they

please

aud choose their own

companions!

One

ebarge of youth cannot be too careful, but yet the constant care essential to the
well-being of their children may drive parents
unconsciously to the other and nearly as dangerous extreme. Parents should not utterly
forget their own youth, nor think children in
this generation any less children than they
were in the last.
There is such a thing possible as parents being too strict with children:
shutting up the confiding heart of tire child
from their scrutiny, aud causing him to flee
from au unpleasant home to the very dangers
who has

they shuu.
rible

There is

a

great,

a

stern and ter-

responsibility rsstiug

upon parents.—
When they see this and strive earnestly to do
their whole duty, God help them! their task

is a difficult one even then.

1

says:
One million, one hundred and thirty-seven
thousand dollars saved in the city expenditure of the last year of rebel rule, it is au item
of some comfort to tax payers! But if wc add
the “defence loan” of 1801 to the other diswe
have a
of that
bursements
year,
in
saving to the people of this city
favor of i860, of the enormous sum 'o!
ttvo million, one hundred and thirty seven
thousand dollars! Could the citizen ot New
Orleans desire a better exhibit than this? It
appears to be far cheaper to suffer under the

made

early

undersigned.

to the

MOSES O. DOW, Agent.

MOLASSES,

ISAAC EMERY,
Head Long Wharf.

K/k BBLS. Northern Mesa Pork,
76 " Leaf Lard,
60Tierces Leaf Lard,
For rale

Condemned

of

Navy

Cannon I

is hereby given that on the 15th day of
February next, at 12 o’clock M., there will" be
sold, at public auction, at the Navy Yard, Brooklyn,
New York,-and at the Navy Yard, Portsmouth, New
Hampshire, the following cannon, being 32-pd's of
Gl cwt., known as “gradual increase," via:

for

Baker’i Independent Cavalry,
Washington, D. C.
Bounties *ame as other Cavalry service.
0“ Recruiting Office-FOX BLOCK. Sign of
E. HUTCHINSON,
Flag.
janl2 tf
Recruiting Officer.
stationed at

JOHN CROCKETT & CO.,
-DEAL X119 IX-

New and Second Hand Furniture,

Horses Wanted!

Cavalry

From 30 to 40 Horses
WILL BK BOUOHT

BIDDKFORD cn Thursday, Jan. 28th:
PORTLAND ou Friday, Jan. 29th:
**
LEWISTON ou Saturday, Jau, 80th;
BRIDOTOH on Wednesday, Feb. 3d ;
SOUTH PARIS on Thursday, Feb. 4th;
BUCKFIELD on Friday, Feb. 5th;
BRITTON'S MILLS ou Saturday, Feb. 6th.
Horses to be from 16 to 16 hands high, from 5 to 9
years old, compactly built in good flesh, and free
At

**

from all delects.

Buying will
day.

commence

L. F.

at

9o'clock A. M. each
jan23 dtfebG

PI.VGREK,

128 A 130
■ay 11 dtf

•

•

•

Exchange Street,

Prairie Fowls and Quail.
RECEIVED,
JUST
Iowa, and for talc by

fresh from

Trapperi in

the

J. F. WEEKS A CO..
72 A 74 Fore St., corner Franklin

Janl2 8w

1864.

have this day formed
the name of

WE

a

Copartnership

under

J. £. FERNALD A SON,
and iluil at all
of material for

time, har* the most desirable .tyltf

Gentlemen &
which

wo

Boys' Garments,

will manufacture to

In the moat

Thorough

order

Manner.

No. 37 Union Street, Portland.
Special attention given to all kinds of Wood Work
in his line, including Hatters’, Printers’, Surgeons’,
Shoe Mahers', Artists’, and general miscellaneous

Jobbing for ail classes of Pattern and Machine work
nov20 3m3aw keow

HARRIS

BROTHERS,

WHOLESALE GROCERS,
COMMERCIAL STREET,
OOSNKK

lbion F
,uj. F.

POBTLAKO

P1EB,

Harris, I

•!
u.rrij4tC»odkw3m
_

PORTLAND.

specimen

W. W. CARR & CO.,

Styllsli Goods
market, and will be sold at fair price*. Everyour

stock,

at

No. 87 middle Street.
J. E.
A. 8.

FERNALD,
FERNALD.
jaub dAwtw

ucip me bich aua nounaea.

|

Fruit (Korn formerly ocenpM by

taken the

Kjl

THE CHRISTIAN COMMISSION

now ftilly organized. §o that It can reach the
soldiers in all parts of the army with stores and
I religious reading and instruction.
Its object is the spiritual and temporal welfare ol

IS

the soldiers and sailors. It distributes its .stores bv
means of Christian men, who go without pay and
give personally to those who need, accompanying
each distribution by words of religious counsel and
obeer. and by such personal attention as may be

Philadelphia

The membenof the Commission are—
Georgei). Stuart. Esq., Philadelphia,
Rev. itollin H. Nealg, D. D., Boston,
Charles Demond, Esq., Boston,
Rev. Bishop E. 8. Janes, D. 1)., New York,
Rov. James Eells, D. !>., Brooklyn,
Mitchell M. Miller, Esq., Washington,
John P. Crozer, Esq., Philadelphia,
Jay Cooke, Esq., Philadelphia,
Rev. M. L. R. P. Thompson. Cincinnati,
Col.Cliuton B. Fisk, St. Louis,
John V. Farwell, Esq,, Chicago.
T. R. HAYES,
A.J.CH^E,
W\ R. JOHNSON,
CYRUS STURDIVANT,
U. U. BURGESS.
Army Com. Portland T. M. C. Association.

novl9 ed3m

Aid (o Union Prisoners in Richmond.
United State, Christian Commission having
received letter, of acknowledgement that supforwarded
plie,
through their agents, have been ro*
ceived and distributed among the prisoners in Richmond, invite further contributions to this humane

object.

“Many articles ol Nourishment and Com.
fori tor sick men are gencrully needed”
beyond those usually included in government ra-

tion,. Four separate shipment, by the Christian
Commission have been already marie,and othersupplies are about going forward to Klclunoud as fast
as the necessary means are contributed.
Honey for this, sent to Cyrus Sturdivant, Treasurer of the Army Committee of Portland Young Hen's
Christian Association, No. 66 Coinnercial street, or
to tha undersigned, will be promptly appropriated
to the relief of the suffering prisoners.
T. R. Hayes,
Cyrus Htuklm vabt,
H. H Huroesb,
Army com.
A. J. Chasb,

W. R.Jobhsob,
C. 8- Christian Commission, Portland, Me.
nevJbtr

residence

State street.

on

W. H. STEPHENSON,

dec 13 dtf

For Sale orto Let.

S

CLIFF COTTAGE, containing oyer 30
rooms,largestable and sheds—situated two
and oue-balf milee from Portland, and the
finest situation in Cape Elizabeth for a wa*
tering place, and summer boarders. For
(colors
GEO. OWEN,
enquire of
L
tl Winter Street, Portland.
apTdtf

rush to

t

dMl

House and Land For Sale.
Hous No. 179, corner of Cumberland

and
House

Elm street*. Lot about DO by 100 feet.
may be examined at any time. For particulars call at 164 Middle street, (up stalrsj or N. L.
Woodbury, or G. W, Woodbury, or

My
JHIL

JOHN C. PROCTER, Lima Street.
Portland, Sept. IS, 18S3.
oe« tl

Valises and

their

Carpel lafs

No. 166 Middle St.

of Portland and vicinity
Why should the
not trade at a
where they can buy an (hkap
as in Now York or Boston, and where
they cau purchase DKY GOODS on the most reasonable terms?
Those who have given them a trial usually come
back again and remain standing customers, thereby
showing conclusively that a fair and honorabU
treatment is by them highly appreciated.

people
place

/~\NK second hand horizontal
in annA
V/ repair,24 horse power; one Koilcr, 18 feet long,
80 inches in diameter, with two flues. For further
particulars enquire of J.C. LIBBY, Kook land, Me
ut

J. C. LIBBY, Agent.
janlS U2w*

w

Rockland. Jan. 15,1864.

No. 8
prepared

Exchange Street,
to olifer to the trade
•elected stock of

large

and

well

Wholemk and Retail

Orangei.

one

mile from Portland post office—a pleasant situ-

Also one house lot on Monument street, in Portland, on which is an unfinished house; and one lot,
about one hundred feet square, on Atlantic street;
will be sold entire, or in two lots. Terms easy.
J. HACKER.
Apply to
Jell deed A wt 151

Domestic Frnit!

and

Foreign

a

A good two-story bonse, barn, and c arriage-house, with lot 68 * 88 feet, in Back
JZUUIIb Cove Village, near Tukey’s Bridge, about

Lenagei
Lemon*.
Candle*,
Lime*,
Haney,
Caeaa Nat*.
Prune*,
Fig*.
all
kind*.
Citran,
Nat*,
Date*,
Ollre*,
Raida*,
Takacca,
Sardine*,
Cigar*.
Candle*
af
all
Faaey
deacrlpllaa.

°lhte

Minot,
Jan.

KNIGHT &

Good Location for

FROST,

and

Commission

-on* Lnite in-

Butter, Eggs, Beaus, Potatoes, Ac.
No. 2 LIME STBEET,Port land, Ms.
T>

BOV'S dtf

KNIGHT.

F. M,

□

A

NttORT.

CABINET MAKER
AND UPHOLSTERER,
No. 51 Union Street,
prepared to do all kiedi of CABINET JOB*
BlNu in a prompt and aatUlkctory manner.

18

jyFnrniture Mad-. Repaired

and

Varalthed at

SfltlKT NOTICE.
Portland. May 29.1863.

prepared to fhrniah

STEAK ENGINES and B0U.BBB,
of

Stun

1863._

lillGearisg, ShaftinR, Pilleji.ie.

Light House Work of all descriptions, anffnil
kinds of work required in building
FORTIFICATIONS.
Iron Stairs and other Arcbitermral Work*
Houses. Stores, and other buildings, fit tod with
Gas and Steam in the best manner.
In oonnection with the above is an Iron Foundry,
with a large assortment of Patterns, to which the
attention of Machinists, Mill wrights,and Ship-Builders is invited—and all kinds oi Castings furnished
at short notice.

s. ii. Colesworthy,
92 Exchange street, has just received one of
the mo«t extensive assortments of Toys, amusing
games and interesting books for children'to be found
m the city.
Every one who wishes to have bright
(ac*ft and cheerful hearts in the house on Christmas
and New Year's day. can’t fail to find the means to
produce them by calliug at Coles worthy’s. Also,
rich and elegant Photograph Albums, (Jilt Books,
pictures ami picture frames, wallets, perfumery,
fancy xrticles in great variety, 4c., 4c. Among the
numerous articles for presents, to be
found at
Coles worthy's, there are none more useful or appro-

BY AM, CARLTON A

to carry

large building recently erected.

Being the largest aud oldest manufacturers of Friction Matches iu this country, dealers, shippers, sea
and consumers, can always
on a good
article, and the only match that has withstood the
test of years in every climate.
%• Always on hand aud packed at short notice
for shipment, Card, Block. Parlor or Water-Proof,
and Paper Box, and the celebrated by am

captains

than those neat

cases

In consequence of the high reputatibn our Matchhave obtained, numbers of persons are selling an
article ot inferior quality, and even base enough to
ase our trade marks.
In order to avoid any occurrence of the kind hereafter, all of our matches will
have printed on the wrappers, “Manufactured by
BY AM, CARLTON A CO.”

INTERNAL T.t.TJfS-The largest Revenue Tax

any manufacturer of matches in New Engpaid by By am, Carletcn A Co., of Boston,
and they pay more than all others combined.
At wholesale in Portland by N. L PCRINTON.

by
paid
land is

1S7 Fora street,
Boston. Not. 1, 1888.

oovil d8m
_c_

Agent,

a situation
mercantile business as Salesman or
Book-keeper, where there is a prospoc' of becoming
partner or proprietor. Address J.A.T., box 679.
Portland.
P. 8. Should like to talk with any party at their
convenient time.
dec30 dtt
some

SCftOOlT
1864.

Catalogue

Paper Bangers,

Comer of Lime and Federal Sts., Portland, Me.
flTBPHBV H. WORTOW.
IRA T. BUAOKRTT.
JaRdoin*

and Circular addr-

m

JOEL PARKER. Ro^aU Pro/tssor.
Maas Jau. 20, 18*>4.
jan2ti w3t

Cambridge,

▲ CARD.

DR. S. C. FERNALD.

STEPHEN H. NORTON Sl CO.,

DENTIST,
175 Mid til
Street.
Kifibiscm.Drt. Bacon and Bmui.

No.

tf

Portland, May 25,1663.

Scotch Canvass.
BOLTS—from the factory of David Cor"1 I" sar k Sons, Litb—a sail cloth of superior
j quality—just received per ‘‘Hibernian’'* nud for
MoUlLVEIlY. RYAN k DAVIS.
j sale by
161 Commercial Street.
jau21 dtf

not ice.
compliance

statute, make the followof the Westbrook
IN ing statement of the condition
Jan. 25,
viz:
with the

j Manufacturing Company,

1

existing,

Amount due from the Company,
Amount invested in real estate, machinery
aud other fixtures,
Tho last valuation affixed by the assessors
to the real estate.
Aggregate value affixed to all the taxable
property of the Corporation,

8100,000
100,000
50,500
85,000
35,120

60.120
RENSELLAKR CRAM, Treas.

as.
Jan. 26.1864.
Personally at peared Keusellaer Cram and made
oath that the above statement by him subscribed, is
true, to the best of his knowledge aud belief.
HENRY WILLI*, Justice Peace.
Before me,

Cumberland,

jau27 dlaw8w

a

A

Schooner for Sale.
Tho good Schooner N. II. HALL,

18

old, 136 tons burthen, well found,
good carrier, aud 'copper-fastened.
-Cfk&ttkfcCau be bought at a good bargain, if apyears

a

plied

Wharf.
jan5 4wd&w

for soon, at

No.

6

Commercial

C. A. M. MORSE.
#

Tailoring and Repairing.
R. STORY, Tailor, No 28 Exchange St",
will make til) In the boat style, Garments of all
kinds, aud furnish trimmings if required.
Garments repaired in the neatest manner nt short
notice.
Jall-d8w

JOHN

disposed of his entire interest in his
Office to Dr. 8.C FERNALD, would cheerfully

HAVING
reccominend him to his former

patients and the public. Dr. Fkun a ld, from long experience, is prepared to insert Artificial Teeth on the“ Vulcanite Base,”
and allother methods known to the profession.
♦#
Portland. Mar 25.1662

1864,

Assessments voted by the Coxnpauy and
paid in
#
Amount of capital stock j aid in. and now

CLEAVES,
at

Law,

A

Havana Orange*.
SWEET HAVANA ORANGES

Splendid

lot of
lor sale at

ALLEN S FRUIT STOKE,

ian25 dlw

Nos. 13 k 15

Exchange Street.

M. PEARSON,
Silver
Plater,
AND M

AXUFACTUUttt

SILVER

OF

WARE,

23S Congress St.,Opp.Court House Portland,Me.

£-tf"All

kinds of WAKE, such as
Cake Baskets, Castors, Ac

Knives, Forks,

Spoons,
p and in the
best manner
Al-o, REPAIRING anti RE FINISHING Old
Silver Ware.
jau'Jy d6m

Card Pictures & Ambrotypes,
AT LEWIS' NEW OALLEET,
No. 13 Market SqM over McCoy’s Cheap
Store, and opp. V. S. Hotel.
litted up nice

new

rhotograph Room),

with
HAVING
elegaut skylight, aud all the
tu make
is

latest im*
pictures tor
all
A C. LEW 18,
to sit for their photographs.
(Late Tull * Luwie.)
oc9 diwtheseodtf
an

prepared
SroYcuu-nts,
) DAYS, at prices that will be
now

an

H,.

#

undersigned have thin day formed
sopartTHE
nership under the firm style of STUART ft CO
and will eontinne the

tWBAT.

M.

Stove and Furnace baaiaese
in nil branches at the old atnnd. Mo. 171 Middle
CHAHLE8 B. STUART.
8t.ret«
..
Janil
E.

HATHA* OLBATHB

Haring A responsible Agent In Washington, will
procure Tensions, Bounty, Prise Money, and nil
claims against the (lovers meat,
myl dtf

MARK H.

dtf_D.

Attorney

at

inducement to

STRVEMB._

Copartnership

Notice.

undersigned have this day formed a
THE
and style of
nership under the

DUNNELL,

soaart.

name

Law,

FOSTER A LI8K,

tor the

purpose of transacting a CORN, FLOUR,
CHAIN, HHOriSlON and COMMISSION BUS!WASHINGTON, D. C.
| NKSS, at store No. 2 (Galt Slock) Commercial St
(near the Grand Trask Hallway Depot).
M. H. D will prosecute snits in the Supremo Court
UEO F FOSTER
of the Uuited States; give special atteutiou to pracPortland, Jan. lat, 1888.
S. B. U1K.
tice in the U. 8. Court of Claims, and act for partiea
Jan 6 dim
having businesa in any of the Departments of the
government.
Jnn it dlmA w2n>2
__

Notice.

BIG THING ON ICE l

Bailey’s Patent Creepers
4tl—Exchange Street—49
deett eodtf

and Cnt Flowers,

WREATHS AND CROSSES. Ustetully arranged and made to order at my rstablishraent, corner ot North and Montreal 'streets,
Muujov Hill. BcmucIb may always b.' found at
Lowell A Senior's, Exchange strict. All orders
left there will be promptly attended to.
ALBERT DIRWANUER, Florist.
Jang eod3m

WARHEVS IMPROVED
FIRE

AND

WATERPROOF

COMPOSITION,

FELT

-AID-

Oravol
FOR

-m

Roofing

FLAT ROOFS.

E. 1IERSEY, Airent,
Jan26 dtf

No. 6

Notice to Conl»ctoi9,
Proposals will be received by the undersigned until 12 o'clock Saturday. Feb. 6th, 1864,
for the erection and completion of a
SCJHIflEK HOTEL,
proposed to be built on Harpswcll Neck. Me. The

SEALED

right to r< ject any or
all proposal* uot deemed *atisfactory.
Plans, specifications, Ac., may be examined at tbs
office of
OKU. M il A KD1NO, Architect
Per order.
dtd
Portland, Jan. 27,1864.

proprietor hereby

reserves

!

I
;

rilHE copartnership heretofore extstiag ketweea
JL
toe subscriber*, under the name of

COBB A JORDAN,

this day dissolved by mutual concent. Either parIs authorised to nee the name ef the 8m la setty
tlement of accounts.
LEMUEL CORE
Portland, Jaa. 16,1864.
W. S. JORDAN.

it

The undersirned will eontinne the busts see at tha
old stand of Cobb ft Jordan, and solicits n caution*
once of tha lhvors of the Meade of the aid
8m and
tbe public.
Janl8d3w*

New

the

A Fuser.
from “along «cinded yarn"
same

Administratrix."
If it

requisite to emnlov "BOMB attorney
call upon'’ Strout, to that he Strout)
can “immediately put him” (this “bomb attorney
hern") “in communication tcitk the Probate Records, and with the Administratrix,” in order to get
*TbbDividmxo“(oii #o4.64>—“#10.80'' out ofStrout,
BOW MUCH OVER 30 PER CENT OF THAT DIVIDEND,
#3.16, WILL I BN LIKELY TO REALIZE ?
D. T. CH ASK,
Assignee of Smith k Stratton.
N. B. “Thb Probate Records” speak in black
q/%d white. (See rejn>rt qf Committee qf Nine.) The
Administratrix has already spoken as follows
This may certify that Sewell C. Strout (How*
akd k Strout) was retained as Counsel to adjust
the affairs pertaiuiug to my late husband • estate, as
might best tend for my interest,and that of the heirs
at law. Hewabnot employed to buy up the
CLAIMS AGAINST THE ESTATE FOR 20 PER CENT. FOB
Had there been no assets, he
his own benefit.
would have expected pay, and been paid, for all the
services which he rendered.
Catherine B. Rounds.
oc30 TuThk Stf
Portland July 11. 1803.
is

aow

establishment, nil kinds of
Boiled Copper, Brass. Yellow Metal. *e.
Yellow Sheathing Metal. Copper Sheet bias. Stem
“
Metal. Braricr,’
SheetBraw, Coppw Sol
Y allow Metal B< Us, Spikes, Nalls, he. Alee Copper
^

tapper.
Print/ng.

Koll. for Calieo
The best skill la tha country has been secured la
tbe various departments, and no effort whl bo
spared
to produce tbe best
possible article of each
—-—*—
The oneltty will be warranted equal to
any
lured, and prices and term* will be es favorable as
those of any otbs rlr-t class maaaftetareri.
Cash paid for old metals.

WILLIAM T. BOTCH, Prestdsat
CHARLES 8. RANDALL,

Treasamrr^^

SkLLIXO

I the lire, and devote my

whole attention to the
Tothis*ud I desire a Partlie mod be a.« oily as a mountain of blubber,
supple in the back as au eel, as bland as a summer’s morning, and wear 0.1 his treacherous phiz a
perpetual smirk, llisnmme must be Peter Punk. 1
propose to constitute the < ompany, and trill be as
pious, as dignified, and as jH'mpous as an old woodchuck, cocked up on his hind legs near his hole in
“The chief end of man” writb Kune
clorti' time
k Co. will bo to feather their nest, and skin all who
In anticipation oi having our
come in their way.
shingle outfit an early dot/. I advise all the crooked
old sticks about to “hop the twig,” instead of
to sell, all
paying their DECTS, to toll,or
they have, real estate and all. without security, on a
credit qf six years—that the w idows, in due time,
be severally iustalled as “the administratrix,” aud
As fast as the assets come
wm their legal advisers.
into our hands, “my learned Brother,” otherwise
called “Brother Punk,” will wind to the right and
lett among the creditors, with the siuosity of a
snake, ana wdth the scissors of Delilah,
away 80
claims, or iu other words
cent of their
must lie "like the devil,” “pull the wool”
over their eyes, and git all the claims assignat to
D. T. CHASE.
himself for '20 per cent.
whoso
are
N. B. No one need
not up to the chalk, ana who cannot produce a piece
of composition euual to the following
“Portland. July 2.1861.
"Me. D. T. Chase—Sir:—Mr. W. T. Kiiborn
“holds a note for about #1300 against D. Libby and
“endorsed by Lewis Libby, which is ui>i>aid. lie
•'instructs us to commence suit agaiust you under
“Chap. 113. Sec. 47 of Revised Statutes, to recover
“double the amount of the property fraudulently
“conveyed to you by said L. Libby. If you desirt
•ito settle the matter, vou can do so immediately,
“without further costs, otherwise we shall institute

mysteries of the law.

ner.
as

pretend

Kr

clip

applv

qualification*

Yours, Ac.,

“legal proceedings.

Howard A Strout.”

Revised Statutes,
ch*f spokes in the wheel qf
<ito* TuThfcStf

Chapter ot

Sec. 47 of 113
wMl constitute one qf ihe
Funk k Co.

AOXST0.

MoOILVEKY. MY Alt A DAVIS.
161 Conuaereial Street, Portland.

J«n,o dim

Removal.
undersigned has removed to
107 Federal street. Ware’s Black.
where he is prop*rod more ably to meet his Meads
The

and former perou. in the

TAILORIN'U B l'SIX MSS

to'buct-

ru! for past favor*, and hope*
by a strict eye
nee*, to *hare a continuanoe of the same,
janl&dtiw
M. kf. EKDDY.

REM O V

Zj

DR. NEWTOIV
removed hie residence to No. 37 jfldMIu
Htnvl, corner of Franklin atreet.
Office as heretofore, -Vo. 116 Errkamft Stmt, la
Noble’a Block, up stairs. Office boon from 8 to l»
AM., from 2 to 3, aud from 8 to • o'clock P. M.
Dr. N. will coutinae. la conoeotioa with
general
to five apodal atteatioa to DISEASES Of
'BMALES.
OOOdtf

HAS

5ractice.

Splendid Pleasure Reaart I

THE WHITE HOUSE,
(poawaaLT
wiLaoa aotraa.i

3. Y. MILLER.PROPRIETOR.
V
This popular Hotel haa reoeally beaa perBDaBcl'tvd by Mr. Miller(ol theAlbioataod haa
URLSht en thoroughly refitted. renovatad aad red ami nutnrroua excellent alteration.
LfiSUmad.. It is located on tlie Saconrappn road,
•bout lour miles from Portland, adordinga beulife!
drive over a gqpd road, aad just about tor
enough

for pleasure.
It ha* a flue large Dancing Hall aad good
Bowling
Alleys. In close proximity to the house is a warm
and roomy Stable,
twenty aloe stalls
containing
There is also a Weil sheltered Shed, 106 toot
tong, for

hitching horses.

Partner Wauled.
INTEND to withdraw the various irons / have in

re.-pective

Bbdpobd. Mam., Jnae. 1888.

commodious

of SawSmith
date

j mui" “To

Bedford Copper * Company.
Nxw

bearing

1862:
“Uur County Records show the whole matter, and
about these there can be no question. 1 propose,
therefore, that you send your claim to some Attorney here. As Counsel for the Administratrix.! have
no desire to conceal any matter connected with the
administration. If you adopt this course, it would
he convenient. perha|*. to notify your attorney to
eall upon me, and 1 will immediately put him in communication with the Probate Records, and with the

W. 8. JORDAN.

New Bedford Copper
Compaay It
proTHE
pared to manufacture, at their new, extensive
and

Uuion Street.

Dr. I. H. HEALD

*|
X*

A/ld

SWEAT &

Attorneys and Counsellors

April 12th.

PORTLAND. MK

HARVARD COLLEGE,
For

MAN of business talents would like

louc Painters, Cniatrt, Ctuien, ud

MORRILL,

dtfiftepSS

aider tha
of
ft CO le this day
mutual consent.
afhirs of 'he late
concern will be settled at F. A. Howard’s
Lancaster Hall, by U. M.
Pldnney
Having this day sold to Smart ft Co. oar nock is
trade, we would cordially recommend them to Mr
Meade end former pet rone as worthy thair natroa*
age and confidence.
PHINN’ET ft CO.

PORTLAND, Maiitb.

deo4 dtf

York,

FORK STREET,

TWO

_

firm
rolred

ell

TERMS of Nineteen Weeks, commencing
March 7th and Skptembku 5th.

To Merchants.

STREET,

C. Stroct ( Howard k Stroud to
EXTRACTS
the
k Stbatton. New

WANTED BY F. JONES.

L4W

BLOCK),

Diawolatiea.

QUALITY BARLEY

204

iiomoeopHinic .uruicinc,
M. Seavy, at prices from 92 50 to 81 00—
including a book adapted to the case. PORTABLE
ARMY CASES of the principal remedies, with
Small'* Pocket Manual, for 82 50. DIPTHKKIA
CASES of 7 remedies, with directions, for 75 cent*.
Prepaid by mail or express, 81 00. These remedies
are successfully used by all Homuccpathic Physicians. and g vc good satisfaction where they have been
tried bv others.
dccl9-dtf

A

^5,000 Bushels

MOSES

AT TIB-

heretofore existinr
FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDER, THE copartnership
PUINNEY
style
by
‘-The

es

of

put up by

in

CAUTION.

BEST

—

OLD STAND, No. « SOUTH
8TREBT.
ltr. Sheridan tenders his thanks to the easterners
for past favors, and hopes is fotnre to merit their
approbation and n foil share of their patronare
JAMES C. HHEHIBaN.
JOHN GKirriTHS.
Portland, Jan. S, 1894.
JaaUaodlw*

NEW DRT GOODS STORE!

rely

MJpod

oath*

Stneeo and Kutie Bsaiaeaa,

aaa

CO., FUNERAL

of
friction
MAKl'FACTLRKRS
MATCHES, have removed from Union st.
their

NO.

! priate

Don't forgot to look at them If yon want to
thorn In grant variety, nt the Middle atreet

Boquets

Nos. 92.94,96, 98 and 102 Friend Bt.

rariou time and patterns,

Pipe udFutsra,

terminus of the Grand
wharves of the Boston
makes the location a desirable

Trunk Railway
and other steamers,
one for a Hotel.
1 hHPibt might be improved with profit to any mechanic or other persou having means, by the erection of Tenemens, its large depth affording ample
space tor a btock of eight or ten buildings.
For further particulars enquire of
WM. H. JERRI8, Argus Office.
defcll MWFtf
Portland. Dec. 8,

to

conart-

Plastering, Plain and Ornamental

Balmorals, Balmorals, Balmorals t

1. n

Removal.

IRA WINN, Agent,
No. 11 Union St.,
It

Hotel.

a

to the
proximity
and to the

tf

a

a

CLASS HOTEL.
near

Jaa2B dtw

SHERIDAN * GRIFFITHS,

OFFICE-117 Kiddle Street.

That valuable and centrally located Honso
mjji and Lot, No. 31 India street, for so many
■lit years owned and occupied by General Samn*el Fessenden, is offered for sale.
The Lot Is 70 feet on India street, extending baek
171 feet—containing
ncarty 14,000 feet of land. The
House is three storied, is in good repair, aud contains fifteen rooms, besides many closets and other
conveniences ; has gas fixtures throughout; it also
has a large flow of PUKE AQUEDUCT W ATER,
which is very desirable; also a large Wood Uoose
and Barn.
This a good piece of
upon which to make
improvements. It may bo fitted for a HRS7
CLASS HOARDING HOUSE, or a SECOND
Its

CKOSUAN.'

name

PORTLAND.

property

CARSLEY,

C- F-

Copartnership Notice.

Large varieties of Table Linens, Toweling*, Lines
Cambric Handkerchiefs, and fine Merino Ladies'
Blaok Uoee Just received.

or JOHN MERRILL, Jr., Gray.
12,1864.
JanloeodA w2m*

VALUABLE BEAL ESTATE

f'.

undersigned hare this day formed
TilE
ut*rthip under the
and style of

mile from

Mayall’* Fac100 acres, well
good pasture aud excellent
grass land. Will be sold at a bargain to any one
wanting a first rate farm. Possession given immediately. Inquire of JOSEPH MERRILL, West
a

POOR.

JAMMt.tfeM'lK'r

(VEAJbTHE POST OFFICE.)

SITUATED
tory, In Gray, containing about
watered and wooded,

the

Unr

Lot of Bod Blankets;

No. 81 MIDDLE

r

Dissolution or Copartaenhis.
fpilK copartnership heretofore
existing under ths
okay A Co* Is this day
if- „i,,y *•by
dissolved
thedtceaseofJoMpb Gray. TheadBUn

GOODS!

(FOX

A

Jflnmp* 22,
« 1944.
January

FOB BOYS’ AND MEN’S WEAR.

FOB SALE.

Country Produce

S

half

CROSMAN

dsy dissolved by doi-ease

Satinets, Cassimeres, Cloths

Farm lor Sale.
one

SyrMe Gaia,
Canary Seed,
Leman Syrup,

hsretofors ealsting unds

of Thom la H Poo.
*m *• "“W by C.
CBOHMAN who will
n
t-KOSMAN,
eoutinae the bus I uses at ta.
some place.
And all persona Indebted to
flam
are requested to make immediate
paymentAnd thus,
haring demands will present them lor wt tiemeat

Cotton and Wool Domestics 1

ALPHEUS LIBBY, Portland

or

BKACKETT.

DittaolnUon.

T

Justin, a lot of Cloths and Beavers for Cloaks,
which are sold by tbe yard, cut and made up into
the most fashionable styles, at the lowest jiguret,

a

J
_

NEW GOODS !

Flannels;

*• DUEAN.
?• L.

laian tr
J“*>tf

i, this

For Sale.

!

AT THE OLD STAND,

NEW DRY GOODS STORE.

DRESS

BRACKETT,

Trunks,

Street,

Received from New York daily.

ation.

SAWYER.

Christmas and New Year,

to call aud examiue

HfilV

DURAN &

for the purpose of doing a wholesale
aid r-t.ii
business ta

For Sale.

FURNISHING GOODS

body la invited

Lime Street.

c°P*rt-

*

(FOX BLOCK)

Wo, 81 Middle
•till keep np

•■UL

one.”

Near the Poet Office,

JOHN C. PROCTOR,

To be Let.
HOUSE No. 69, adjoining my

notice.

small price than a

a

litre

COPARTNERSHIPS.

FEUCHTWANGER & ZUNDEB,

to Let.

—

OUR STOCK OF

will be replenished weekly with the lateat and moil

“It i* easier to pay

HOUSE

WM. F. BONNELL, Jj.

KV’Orders for Machine Jobbing, Patterns and
oc2
Forgings, promptly executed.

PATTERN & MODEL MAKER, TIIK
Machinist and Millwright,

xrraugnuug, racing any copying also executed
with neatness and dispatch,
Plans, together with references aifd testimonials, where required, may be seen at our Otfioo.
Young Men desirous ef acquiring a practical
knowledge of Engineering (the use of instruments,
4o.) will be instructed on iioeral terms.
JOHN U. BELCHER.

Book and Show Cues made to order.

FURNISHING GOODS.

needed.
The main object of the Commission is the religious
welfare of the soldiers, but they find that they best
succeed in this by first ministering ♦
the bodily
wants, and then pointing to Christ.
At the present time the Commission are doing all
in their power to aid our soldiers who are starving in
One hundred and six (IOC) cannon at Navy Yard, | the
prisons in Richmond, and for this purpose need
Brooklyn.
large sums of money.
Funds are much needed to procure religious readForty-six (46) canton at Navy Yard, Portsmouth.
ing and such special stores as are not giveu. We be*
These guns are to be sold by the pound, and onehalf the purchase-money is to be paid at the comple- | liove all stores entrusted to us will be faitbftilly dietributed.
tion of ine sale, and the other hall upon the removal
For ftirther information,directions and documents
of the guns by the purchaser, which removal must
addressUuNRY 11. Buhukbb, 90 Commercial street,
take place within ten days alter the sale, and at the
Portland.
said
of
expense
purchaser.
Money may be sen* to Cyrub Sturdivant, 76
HENRY A. WISE, Chief of Bureau.
Commercial street. Portland, and stores to any memBureau of Ordnance, Nary Department, Washingof the Army Committee.
ber
ton City. January 18,1864.
Jan23 d3w
Where more conv enient, stores and money may be
Bent to Gbouor li. Stuart, Eeq., 13 Bank street,

NOTICE

descriptions of work connected with Engineering.
Levels for building foundations promptly fui niehod.
Disputed boundary lines adJnsted, Ac.. Ac.

LIMITED NUMBER OF MEN to be recruited

Portland, Jan. 1, ISO!.

SAXiEI

THE

or

BUSINESS CARDS.

and Lot corner of Congress and Temple
s.reets, recently occupied by Mr. Samuel
Chadwick. Inquire of

Exchange St., Portland, Me.

subscribers are prepared to make Surveys ot
Railways, Roads, Streets, Farms and Lots, in
any part of the city or country, together with Maps
or Flans of same, at shortest possible notice; also to
furnish Flans, Specifications and Estimates for
Bridges, Roads, Culverts, Drains, Aqueducts and all

MERCHANTS,

(XMonoix

-

So. 30

The Best Chance Yet!

A

For Sale

oot9 dtf

MORRIS. GREENE A SAWYER,
Thomas Block, 90 Commercial St.

jau23

IIOVVELL,

COMKACim CIVIL IMIXMKS KJiJ SURVIVORS.

by

the PARRS

Avenuo.iiov w asmngxon Bt .,
It has recently been enlarged. Yon will find good
rooms and a quiet house for ladies and gentlemen,
or the businoss man, and prices reasonable.
JOHN A. PARKS, Agent,
Formerly Proprietor of the Marlboro’ Hotel.
nov7 dW*S*w3m
Boston, Nov. 6,1863.

BELCHER &

▲re

150 Bbls. Northern Clear Pork,

in th.

to

fiublic

ex-

For Sale.
AA nilDS. HAVANA GROCERY SUGARS,

HOUSE,

Boston, go

He invites his old friend* and customers, and the
generally, to call on fcim. Grateful tor the
iberal patronage he has received since he establish*
ed himself here, he solicits a continuance, and will
•pare no efforts to give general satisfaction.
oo9 t!

any wharl in the

200 Boxei
16 Hhdi. New Crop MU8COVADO
per "Harriet*' and "St.Jaxo,” by

PARKS HOUSE.

Wysdham.

Gen. Shepley and Mayor Miller.
The New Orleans Times and other loyal papers of that city speak in the highest terms of
the administration of Gen. Shepley and Mayor Miller, both natives of this city. The Times

parties, to be delivered lor
on

returned from Boston and New York
RICH and FABUIONABLE assort-

G.

XXF\J

LEWIS RICE, Proprietor.
ocl61y

ican

Yet bow difficult is the task no one who has
had no experience can know. If girls are

or

otherwise,

Draper,

of every variety and style, which he purchased for
oaph, and consequently can give an elegant “fit
out” at the knotst cash prices.

Baring

January I,

now

life, not of fastness but of purity and
truth; teach your children lessons of virtue,
integrity and honor; educate them in habits
of industry. The young are prone to investigate new phases of life whether good or bad.
Fill the heart with good, and leave no room
lor evil to find a place.
Let the working bauds
and brain keep the enemy at bay.

or

/COUNTING ROOM over No. 90 Commercial St.
Thomas Block, to lot. Apply to
N. J. MILLER,
mohll dt f
Over 93 Commercial Street.

Cloths, Cassimeres & Vestings

tew

CITY OF PORTLAND,

have done.

selves

company

any

portation

IN NEW ENGLAND.

HOUSE,

furnish

Counting Room to Let.

dec29tf

ICE!

The Largest and Beat Arranged Hotel

When yoa visit

HASwithJust
ment of

aovtt

to

Opening!

EXCHANGE STREET,

COIUPANV.

will contract
TOK8of

THOUSAND

own

or

novl7dftm*

Company

THIS

Hanover Street.... Boston,

I

TO

Patten. Hath.

PORTLAND ICE

appointments, and on.
houses in New Eng-

THE AMERICAN

plants which
sprang up spontaneously, and which,nurtured,
might have brought forth fruit of good. No

for

Pres't Woods, Jos. MoKcen, Esq., Bowdoln College; Eev. Frederic Gardiner, Gardiner; Hon. B.C.
Bailey, Oliver Moses, Esq., John Hayden, Esq., Col.

O. C. ROLLINS,Proprietor.

thorns and tares grew

Specifications

—

Charge, moderate.

nova 3m

and

rZRMISSlOM

RIPBR8 BY

First Clan la all Its
__j of the most home-like

there and choked the few little

wonder that mother turns back from the grave

Plans,Estimates

terms.

INTERNATIONAL. HOUSE,
Junction of Exchange, Congress and Lime
fits..opposite fie to lily Hall, Portland.
;
This new and centrally located Hotel ia

port her age. Yet no seed from the Master's
Vineyard had she sown in the new, fresh soil

her troubled

FA88ETT,

Public Build ings, Stores, Town and Country
Villas, Cottages, Ac., Ac.
Detail Drawings furnished, or Superintendence in
any part of the State, when required, on reasonable

hotels.

Poor

boy’s mind, so

h.

No. 1371-2 Middle Street.

Gen. Washburne is one of the three brothers
who sat so long together in the United Slates
Congress—he being from Wisconsin, another
from Illinois, and the third from Maine. Tie
entered the service early in the war, as Col.
of the 2d Wisconsin cavalry, aud led his regiment through the arduous campaign in Missouri. Iu June, 18(12, he was made a Brigadier General, aud had command of the cavalry
in Curtis’ campaign in Missouri and Arkausas.
His commaud was the first to occupy Helena,
hastening on in advance to procure supplies
for Curtis’ famishing army. He commanded
the post there for a long time iu a most able
aud energetic manner. When Sherman’s expeditiou started for Arkansas Post Gen. Washburne went with Gen. Goruau up White river, and rendered very important service.
In Xovember, 1802, he was made a Major
General: and at the siege of Vicksburg he
commanded two Divisions in the Sixteenth
Army Corps. After the fall of that place, bcing assigned to the Thirteenth Corps, he was
put in command of the First Division; but,
although never nominally commander ot the
Corps, he has since then actually been In couimaud of it more than halt' the time, and in
that capacity has merited and gained the nnhounded confidence of those veteran troops.
As a statesman and a soldier, Gen. Washburne’s record is without a blemish. As cool
on the battle-field as in the
'legislative hall,
liis career has been one ot unwearied success.

be at rest.

of the

dBm

Arplilteot,

The Xew Orleans
Times contains the following notice of Major
Gen. C. C. Washburne:

and sin and ruin sometimes.

CO.,

For the purchase of

Janl4 lm
Gen. Washburne.

ipMdtt

Commission Merchants.

f7

Tailor tto

a

J. A. DAVIS A

money saved.
The military Governor and his appointees
have our heartiest commendation for the good
work they have done for Xew Orleans, and
they will always have that of all our loyal citiThe conductor our municipal matters
zens.
is worth more than many victories in the field
as a sure and telling stroke at rebellion. They
have been putting Xew Oaleans right before
the world, opening the way to a renewal of
property, doing better for us tban we have
done for ourselves, and making the most of
an opportunity to show to the rebellious South
the advantage ot a return to our allegiance.
And as a result of this, in whatever new
field Gen. Shepley may be hereafter employed
he will carry with him the best aud most
hearty wishes of the loyal citizens of the
Crescent City.

It is really necessary to one’s enjoyment of
life to be industrious. Let one sit down and
fold his hands continually and he will soon
weary, but having acquired the habit of indolence, he cannot rise up and shake off the stupor which has fallen around him, but remain-

ing

...»

Arbroath.

FOR SALE & TO LET.

A. D. REEVES,
NO. 98

800 do
800 do

COMMTINI ( AT IONS.

oMielow nn.l

Fall and Winter

BY-

JAMES T. PATTEN A CO.,
He.

|

nonono

PUI

-FOR

here and there some citizens who would
not like to see a Gov. Shepley and a Mayor
among them, forcing them to submit to a season of careful and judicial administration of
municipal finances; compelling them to keep
for rainy days the spare cash squandered and
stolen by good Confederate city authorities.
Hut these same millltary gentlcmau have
Ratos of Advertising:
seen tit to give us a taste of further characOne inch of spdk in length of oolumn, constitutes ! teriitic disregard of our rights and interests.
a “ayUAttx.”
They have actually been engaged in the llend•1.26 per square daily first week; 76 cents per week ; ish task of restoring the credit of NowOrleans
after; three insertions or less, *1.00; continuing eveby proceedings that no Confederate could by
ry other day after first week, 60 cunts.
been
posibility have
Half square, three insertions or loss, 76 cents; one ! any
brought to
have
woek, *1.00; 60 cents per week after.
I countenance —they
been
paying
Uuder head of Amusements, *2.00 per square per
debts
which the rebels
here could
city
week; three insertions or less, *1,60.
not think
of
to;
attending
obligations
Special Notices. *1.76 per square first week,
maturing In the days when the money-saving
•1,00 per square after; three insertions or less, *1.26;
half a square, three insertions, *1.00; one week,
Confederate system of repudiation was in
•1.26.
vogue. And they have had the assurance to
Advertisements Inserted in the Maine State
attempt a positive reform over, not only the
Peess (which has a large circulation In every part of
Confederate plan of non-payment but also
the State) for 60 cents per square in addition to the
over the rule of the day prior to secession.—
above rates, for eaoh insertion.
Lboal Notice* at nsual rates.
The city debts they have readily paid with
Traasieat adv vrtisements must be paid for la ad
money, and not in new city bonds. They
vanoe
have given up the idea of new bonds, of payg^All communications Intended for the paper
ing Paul by borrowing of Peter. It dees
should be directed to the "Editor of the Prtat, and
those of a business character to the Ptibliihrri.
appear as if these gentleman had been detirBusiness Notices, in reading columns. 12 centa
rnined to completely resuscitate the finanline
for
one
insertion.
No
less
than fifty
obarge
par
ces of the city, to pay our municipal obligaoents for each insertion.
tions, to spend the least Money possible, to
CF“Job Pbintino of every description execated
see that
all expenditures brought the best
with dispatch.
practical return to us, and to refuse to get
F. Tracy, Traveling Agent.
further in debt.
Iu short they have been
actuated by the detirmination to make the cido
what
ty
every man in difficulties who has
common sense always does—decrease the exWritten for the Press.

Canvas,

Scotch

not

Taa Portland Daily Pans is published at *7.00
per year; If paid strictly is advanee, a discount of
•1.00 will be nude.
Single copies three oents.
Thb Maine State Press Is published every Thursday morning,at *2.00 per Annum, iu advance; *2.26
If paid within six months; and (2.60, if payment be
dsuyed beyond the year.

BUSINESS CARDS.

WHOLE NO. 601.

Tho choieest Suppers will be got up tor sMgblag
dancing parties, who will Hud it greatly to their
and advantage to resort tWthe Whits House.
No effort will be spared tor tho entertainment at
guests.
decU-dtl
and

pleasure

REEVES. Fashionable
and Civlq Tailor,
Ad
•

Military. Neva!

88 Exchange 8treat.

__

COATS, PANTS and VESTS, nmd BaldDRESSSuits
made to order, at the short notice et
ness

12

hours, at

A

D.

REEVES,

«

Exahaage St.

habits, zocavk jackets, and
Riding
Fauoy Waists for Ladies, oat and mnda to

se-

der, at

A

P.

REEVES', 88 Exchange St.

DESCRIPTION
EVERY
aud Boys cut at short notice, at
88
A. D.

of Garments

REEVES’,

tor Man

Exchange Street.

Id the shape of Clothing tor Man
to order with aeatneaa and diaREEVES', 88 Exchange St

J and Buys made
1EVERYTHING
A D.

patoh.at

OF CLOTHS.
VARIETY
hand at
iugs always

Caseimeree aad Vast-

oo

A.

D. REEVES'. 88 Exohaago BE

MILITARY and Nmval Officer
EVERY
fitted out at the Tailoring Establishment ol

can

A. D.

bo

REEVES, 88 Exohaagu fit.

ATTENTION given in gutting np Boot
SPECIAL
Jackets, Punts sud Overcoats at
A.D
aovlOdtf

REEVES'. 8fi Exchange Bt.

“UlLttuoLn’a KxrnAtT Bccuu
Tonie, Dinrelic. Blood-Purifying and Invigorating. Eatoehto*
and delicate persona of both aexoa use It.
W. F PHILLIPS, Drnggfal,
Bold by

Jut8 aodhwUv

I

ask wliat can be

THE DAILY PRESS.

will doubtless

Thursday Morning, February I, HMM.
--—--

The circulation of the Daily Press is larger
than any other Daily paper in the State, aiul
double that of any other in Portland.
Terms_tT 00 per pear; if paid strictly in entrance

a’Jtisoouni o/Sl.OO will be made.

Lights and Shadows at the State Capital.
Augusta, Feb. 3,1861.
Yesterday the Resolve lor removing the

to-day intimate

Lynch

ment, without a dollars' expense, and retain
the control ol such an institution in its own
hands, and create

college

a

without State ex-

Seat of Government came up in the House in
regular course, but an unforeseen though very
pleasant event caused it to go over until to-

and Mechanics of
pense which the Farmers
Maine forever might look upon as their Institution—a proud monument of national gen-

day.

erosity. intended to honor and dignify two
callings which ever engaged the
attention of man. But enough of this for the
present.
When Mr. Lynch suspended his remarks on
the removal question—which will come up today, when he will proceed—Mr. Farwell informed the House that Gen. O. O. Howard,
was in the Governor's room, and proposed to

fflJ entering the Hall in the morning it
evident at first blush that something out
of the usual routine was upou the carpet.
The galleries were crowded with spectators,
and sables ami beauty,—not sable beauty,
brilliants and bright eyes were dominant not
only in those upper circles,but also in the areas
The light
on each side of the Speaker’s chair.
snotr of the preceding night, untrodden and
was

of the uoblest

in many places unshoveled,
to prevent this brilliant scttiDg for the respectable picture made up by the “assembled wiswas

not sufficient

invite Gen. H. to visit the House and receive

congratulations
rangement was carried out. When Gen.
Howard came in, attended by Gov. Cony and
suite and the members of the Council, and lie
was introduced to the convention by Mr. Barrows, President of the Senate, round after
round of applause made the arches ring and
the alcoves give hack their echoes. Gen.

doin'' of the State.

By courtesy to eastern members, absent at
homes, the business assigned for consid-

their

eration was not taken up until after the arrival of the northern and eastern train. Then,
on

motion of Mr.

Clay of Gardiner, the licsolve

for the removal of the Seat of Government was taken up, and inasmuch as it
was accompanied by no hill he called upou

providing

encouraging and felicistrain, and was frequently interrupted
by applause. When he closed, recess of halfan-hour was taken during which time all present, gentlemen and ladies, crowded up and
grasped the General by the hand, as Mr. Senator Spriug said in making the motion for recess, “not the riijht hand, which he had given
to his Country, but the left hand, which was
minutes in the most

tous

the mover of it to explaiu to the House tlie
for its introduction aud also the reasits passage should he favored by the
House. Mr. Lynch, of your city, responded,
and was listened to with the most profound

why

by

attention

the whole

House,as

be

gradually

paved the way for the discussion of the resolution upon its merits. He referred to the
original location of the seat of government at
Portland, its removal to this city through the
successful engineering of one of Augusta’s
former distinguished citizens; the fact thut no
voice of the
jriuuwi*i,

people

was

appealed

fciic uusnugiOLbiuu

Ulicil

to in

nearest his heart.*’

After the Convention came to order, on motion of Mr. Spring of Cumberland, Lewis
Barker, Esq., of Stetson, was called upon to
recite the beautiful little poem entitled “The
Empty Sleeve,” which he did with electric
effect, after briefly stating the circumstances
under which it was written. Gen. Howard, it
seems, made a speech last fall in Bangor to
thousands, on a moon-lit evening. While
speaking his vacant sleeve became unpinned
from his breast and fluttered in the breeze.
David Barker, Esq.,—brother of Lewis—was
present, and the circumstances inspired him
to write this little gem, which was done upou

that

limiUlCSlCU

with that act in the votes upon the subject in
the legislature, provisions for removal to Port-

land having repeatedly received

a

favorable

vote from one or the other of the two houses,
aud once at least from both, and he was about

proceeding to show the superior advantages
preseuted in your city for the location of the
seat of government, when, at the suggestion
of Mr. Farewell of ltockland, he gave way for
another matter which occupied the balance of

the spot, with theputention of reading it when
the General closed, but an alarm of tire de-

the session.

feated his purpose. It got into the papers,
however, aud has been published in the columns of the I’ress.
The recitation by Mr.

Before

proceeding to speak of this interrupting hut pleasant episode, 1 may say a word in
relation to the appliances being made to brace
up the capital/aud to secure it against sliding
from its pedestal. It is not among the most
insignificant of the facts touching this matter,
that within a few days elaborate articles have
appeared in two daily papers, published at
places far apart—Bath and Bangor—not only
opposing the removal, but urging reasons and
arguments so nearly alike as to require no' effort to satisfy ordinary minds of their common
origin—that they are as nearly related by parentage
about

as are

Barker
lowed

Letter lrom

in the
Ban-

present capitol, while both Bath and Bangor
throw out ominous biut8 of mischief likely to
result to the gi^ieral government at the present hour from mooting a question of such vast
national importance as that of where the legislature of Maine shall hold its annual sessions!

Tha Bangor paper, if I rightly interpret its
article, even suggests that the removal of the
capital at the present time may throw the
State into the hands of disloyal men! It would
he Interesting to know who the men
are,
claiming the least drop of truly loyal blood,
who are to be jostled from their course and
thrown into the army of rebellion and treason
by the settlement of such a question by the
representatives of the people.

more nor-

with some

earth,

a

This climate does not at all correspond with
this latitude. The winter seems to be made
up of rain, drizzle aud fog. Although within
3 deg. of Greenland, the thermometer has not
yet fallen to 25 deg. It has frozen but 8 nights
this winter. We have had but oue inch of
snow, which quickly
melted away. There
was one morning’s skating on a little
pond
under the trees; but I tried the ice again this
aud
found
it
would not bear. Last
morning
evening we bad a heavy gale from the north,
and to-night it is snowing, and we may
get a
little winter. Last winter, the snow laid on
the ground but a few days; there was no
sleighing, and the river was open the winter

long.

It

lAj'inuig

uui. ui

uijr wiuuow,

cloud lias passed away, and the

congeries

of brains of men who, not a tbousand miles from where I now
write, continue

sec

uiai lue

is smiwhich to-

uioon

ling on the thin veil of snow-flakes,
morrow’s sun will call home.
Along the whole coast of Norway, up to the
Noith Cape in lat. 71 deg., the salt water never freezes.
Think of that, ye dwellers in 44
1-2 deg. on the Atlantic side of North America.
Vet, with all this winter mildness, the thermometer rarely rises above 70
deg., in the
summer, and not an ear of Iudian corn can lie
grown throughout the length and breadth of
the land. The Hulf Stream, which flows
by
you and on to us, explains the whole story,
and throws upon the notrhernmost European
shores, enough trees or the tropics, to warm
the natives during the long night of winter.

to do a

large proportion of the wire-workii.g
In my judgment, the Representatives of the people know their own business, and no higher indignity can be offered

of the State.

to any man competent to
occupy a scat iu the
legislature, than for outsiders—as I have often seen done—to take them by the buttonhole and commence their pitiful game of fixing them up to suit the purposes of selfish
politicians; next to this indignity is that of a

newspaper to put forth it» grave exhortations

attempt

to control their action, performed under
oath,
by appeals to their fears, their prejudices or

“Notlx”

|

To the Editor

Extraordinary.
Cornish, Feb. 2,18*5-1.

of the Prest:

The subjoined specimen of composition
found posted iu a Post-office not a thousand
miles from this town, deserves a place in the
archives of some literary institution of the
laud.

Us

beauty can be appreciated only by a
knowledge ol the parties who are the subject
of the notice, and of the circumstances of

things may be urged the case.
i
I kfiow that much
may lie
Hiram January the—24 18tl4
laid lit iU favor. Let both sides be
beard,
Notis that my wife Left me Last august the
and then let the decision be upon the merits
l—18tlJ And i posted hlr as she Left
my
Bed and board without any
of the question. Portland is the place from
provocation forAll
bidding
persons trusting or harbing hir
which all our important lines of travel radieu my account as i ch not
pay any debts of
ate; where ail lines of travel concentrate;
her contracion from the first det
being from
the most accessible point, for all
the 1 dat 1804.
parts of tlie
agaiust removal;

•State, within our boundary. It is
Where busiuess carries business men.

place

where tbe

proceedings

of the

ture can be ventilated in the
papers
city, without requiring the

a

place
It is

a

Legislaof the

Legislature

to

daily for the purpose; nor would appropriations he required annually from the
public treasury to pay for reporting the daily
proceedings, as there is no daily paper In your
city hut would he ashamed of a lack of public
spirit and|publicenterprise a3 would beevlneed
by its neglect to report fully what might daily
transpire.
I know the
oppoiieuU of removal Uik about
the abandonment of the present capital, and

of Iluain.

Nathaniel B

whidden

The above is verbatim et literatim et
puncoriginal, anil I herewith enclose
the same that 1 may not seem to

uatim of the

exaggerate.
°—__

create a

ET"

As we are not

ijuite

Ihelr

are

ORIGINAL AND SELECTED.

Kknsebcnkport, Feb. 2, 1864.
To the Editor if the Press:
The following named ships sailed from this
place in the years below indicated, and after

being

in constant service

since,

are

all be-

alive:
Ship Gen. Pike, built in 1821, 313 tons.

lieved to be

now

Ship Constitution, built in 1823, 286 tons.
Ship Eagle, built in 1825, 283 tons, making
them respectively, 43, 41 and 39 years old.
These ships were all built for Gen. Simon
Nowell of this town, now resident in Bangor,
and, like his ships, is in good condition after a
long life-time* being now in fair health and
strength at the good old age of 84 1-2 years.
When built, these vessels were considered
wonders for size, as well as for the thorough
manner in which they were constructed; the
General Pike in particular, being built entirely of selected white oak. The first passage of
this ship was made to Charleston. S. C., in
charge of Capt. liobert Towne, now living in
this place, and was consigned to the then
well-known house of I.eland & Bro. We
think Mr. Joseph Lcland is now living at
Grafton Mass., and it is suggested that a parallel instance cannot be found in New Eng-

land, where a ship is now at sea, 43 years old,
whose first owner, first master and first consignee are all firing.
The Constitution was first commanded by
Capt. Abner Stone, recently deceased; and
the first master of the Eagle, was Capt. Thomas Nowell, now resident of this town.
These
ships have for many years been owned in New
Bedford and vicinity, and are employed in the
whale fishery. The next instance of longevity
of vessels built at this port, is the Bark Venice, now 35 years old, which sailed from here

January 18:15 in charge of Capt. Dauphin
King; this vessel was built by the late Geo.
W. Bourne of Kennebuukport, for a Boston
firm, is 354 tons and has recently been sold to
a foreign house lor 20,000 rupees.
in

Rev. Robebt

Collyeb.

—

This

distin-

guished speaker gave the second of the Parker Fraternity Course of Lectures at Music
Hall, Boston, on Tuesday evening. The
Journal says the lecturer was applauded with
great liberality, and the audience was as large
as on auy former occasion. His subject was the
“Encouragement of the present War.” He
enumerated the great historic periods in
American history—the landing of the Pilgrims ; the formation of the Constitution; the
period of Jefferson and Adams, who, said the
lecturer, were “beautiful in their lives and in
death

were

not dividedthe Declaration of

Independence, and the Proclamation of
Emancipation—referring to the contemporaneous history of each with singular force,
aud in

a

manner

such

as

to command loud ap-

One

striking passage among many
others made during the address was a comparison of some of our public men to various
metals,{.peaking of “men of iron and steel,
like Grant and Butler; men of lead aud
pinchbat'k, like Fitz John Porter and McClellan; men of a new and nameless metal
but of undoubted value, like Meade; men of
gold in process of purification, like Lincol n,
and of pure and unalloyed gold, like Shaw
and Winlhrop, aud a host of others within the
plause.

out of the woods

vale.”
Mr. Collyer gives the .Sixth of the Independent Course of Lectures at the New City
Hall this evening.

BY TELEGRAPH
EVENING

burne.

ur* On the fourth page—Miscellany.
lit Gov. Gamble of Missouri, died on Sunday last.
sy- The State of New York expends tor
public schools >3,8.19,109 annually.
33T“ J udge Whittaker is a prominent candidate for Governor of Louisiana.

J'jT'The Democratic State Committee was
Augusta on Wednesday last.
6yGen. Meade has been seriously ill at
Philadelphia, but is now recovering.
W” The Board of Agriculture adjourned
finally on Tuesday last.
ar-A son of William Lloyd Garrison, has
in session at

become connected with the editorial management of the N. Y. Independent.

&yit is said Rev. Mr. Hammond, the revivalist preacher, is about to make a trip to
Palestine, to recruit his exhausted energies.
sar-Maj. Gen. McDowell was in Boston on
Monday last. He has kept rather shady during the last year.
Sy~Rev. M. M. Henkle, pastor of a Methodist church in Baltimore, has been arrested
for treason and seut South.

EyThe Constitution adopted by
for the immediate abolitioh

-* «

Ttea

Days

■>*
--

Later

{ram Europe.
New Yoke, Feb.,‘{.
The steamship America, from Bremen via
Southampton 21st, arrived this morniug.
The steamship North American arrived out
on the 19th.
The bark Edisto, of Boston, was burned at
She was from New York
sea; crew saved.
for Cette with a general cargo.
The rebel loan was quoted at 42 a 44.
In Italy the Diralto had been seized for publishing Garibaldi's address, announcing the
formation of a committee to promote Italian
union.
Berlin journals assert that Denmark Is ready
to participate in the conference proposed by
England, provided France will.
1 hirty-two thousand Prussian troops have
been dispatched to Holstein via Hanover, aud
would cross the Elbe without halting.
The
Austrian troops for Schleswig were forwarded
>u the 20th by fifty special trains, carrying
1,000 men each, via Berlin.
The La France asserts that Prussia aud
Austria's first act will be to order Prince Au-

gustenburg to quit Holstein.
The Dagbladet says Denmark cannot comply with Austria and Prussia's ultimatum.—
What happens depends upon eventualities in
Europe aud Germany. In case of war the
German armies will require four weeks to collect the necessary strength. By that time the
Danish army will be larger than ever, and

have fortified works able to hold in check an
onainv

w

i, -n

oa

his financial

position.
gain
tw- A concurrent resolution has been
adopted in the Michigan Legislature, recommending Abraham Lincoln for the Presidency.
y The free colored people of New Orleans, those who were free born, are urging
their right to vote.
BTA young lady, says the Farmer, was
seen drunk in the the streets of Skowhegan a
few days since.
STA course of six Lecture is to be given in
Hampden, for the benefit of the Sanitary Com.
mission.

tty Mr. George McCurdy of Gardiner,

fatally injured
from

a

on

Friday last, by being

later.

Jan. 20.—It is reported that the Saxons and Hanoverians are to be withdrawn
from positions in llolstein and concentrated
iu Altona, in order to allow free passage to the
Austriau and Prussian troops.
Herlin, Jan. 20.—The 1‘russiau and Austrian troops march without
delay into Schleswig
under Marshal Van Wragel.
Jan.
19.—Prince
Hamburg,
Carl, brother of
the King of Denmark, has arrived from SchlesHe
left
the
after
wig.
country
refusing to
take the oath of allegiance to his brother.
Hamburg, Jan. 20.—One brigade of Danish
troops was transferred to-day from Schleswig
to Fleusburg. All battalions of Schleswigers
and Ilolsteiuers arc to be distributed among
the Danish regiments. The first of the Prussian troops are expected here to-day.
The
Austrians quartered here leave for Schleswig.
Jan.
20.—The
Chamber of DepuStutgard,
ties to-day resolved to place the army of Wuron
a
war
and
temburg
footing,
place a certain
number of troops at the immediate disposal of
the Confederation.
London, Jan. 21.—The Times of the 21st
has a ieport that Denmark has offered to suspend the obnoxious constitution, and adds, if
such an offer has really been made, it will for
a lime avert the imminent
danger of a war.

Kiel,

it ion Against Mobile Preparing.
New York. Feb. 2.
The World's New Orleans letter of the 2fith
has a report of an unimportant rebel dash into
An L sped

Baton ltouge.

(ten. Banks continued to send

troops

over

•Lake Poochartrain as fast as they came in
from the Teche.
lleport says the Madisonville expedition is
to operate against Mobile.
The Herald's letter says troops arc being
hurried over the lake to Madisonville.
All
parties agree that Mobile is to be attacked by

Mississippi.

Cairo, III., Feb. 2.
The steamer Diadem has arrived from Memphis on the 21st ult., on her way to Cincinnati, with 795 bales of cotton.
Gen. Banks had issued the following order
from Headquarters at New Orleans:
“All plantations not in process of cultivation
Feb. 1st, unless excepted from the operation
of this order for special reasons, will be considered abandoned, and the estates will be
rented by the Government to such persons as
will undertake their proper cultivation.”
t'iyht

with Indians in JVetr

Mexico.

St. Louis, Feb. 2.
The Democrat’s Leavenworth dispatch says
Santa Fe advices to the 15th ult. are received.
Gen. Carleton has gone to El Paso.
A fight occurred near Fort Sumner on the
5th, in which our troops routed the Navajoe

Indians, killing forty and wounding twenty-

five.

thrown

jy The Boston Post

urges the people to
up with a will and fill the new requisition of of the President.

WOen. Foster has been relieved of the
command of the Department of the Ohio, and
Gen. Schofield assigned to the position.
iy Foreign born voters in Rhode Island
are organizing themselves into an independent
political party. Only those of them who hold
real estate can vote in that State.

tyResolutions favoring President Lincoln’s re-election were adopted in the Wisconsin House of Representatives by a vote of
59 to 25.
y Fifteen thousand copies of Gen. McClellan's report have been ordered
by Congress. Sbelden <k Co. of New York will also
edition.

publish
jyThe Steamer Dc Molay, with the 29th
Maine volunteers, if she has favorable weather will reach New Orleans in twelve
days
an

from Portland.

SyGen. Fremont is again in court in New
York, with his Mariposa claim. The general
impression has been that he had succeeded in
getting a settlement years ago.
a

Sundry petitions

visit at

Harpswell,

a

while out

young

sailing

became sea-sick, and deposited her dinner in
salt sea. When she reached the shore she
found she had lost her teeth, a full set she had
purchased for $50. liatber.expensive sailing.

were

ferred.

presented and

3.

re-

Turner, from the Judiciary committee,
reported leave to withdraw on the petition of
County Commissioners of Washington for an
increase of salary.
An order directing the committee on the
Reform School to visit that Institution, came
fiom the House, indefinitely postponed.
Mr.

After some discussion the Senate insisted
on the former vote giving the order a
passage.
The resolve providing for a tenqiorary loan

finally passed.—Adjourned.

was

HOUSE.

Passed to be Enacted—Bill to change the
names of certain
persons; bill additional to
establish the County of Piscataquis; bill to
incorporate the Portland Glass Company: bill
in relation to the use of depositions in certain
cases.

The resolve in favor of the Sandy River
Bank was finally passed.
Mr. Woodman, of Portland, from the committee on Mercantile Affairs, reported a bill
to incorporate the Portland A IJamariscotta
Steamboat Company, which was read and as-

signed.
Mr. Webb, of Portland, from the Judiciary
committee, reported a bill to exempt a certain
quantity of flax from attachment on execution,
which ryas read and assigned. This bill exempts all flax raised on one half acre and arti-

the consideration
of the resolve for the removal of the seat of
Government to Portland.
Mr. Lynch continued and concluded his remarks in favor of the resolve. We shall endeavor to publish his speech hereafter. At the
close of his remarks the resolve was tabled.
A resolve in favor of the Maine Wesleyan
Seminary and Female College was read the
second time, and, after some discussion, was
refused a passage.—Adjourned
r-...

I)b. Weston's Report.—The very able report of Dr. Weston of Bangor, to the Board
of Agriculture, ou the “Influence of Manufactures on Agriculture," deserves an extensive circulation.

He demonstrates that the

policy of our legislabeing invested
in our State. But now a “more far-sighted
policy” is developing the wealth and prosperity of our flourishing State. We commend
this important document to our citizens, and
we trust our present Legislature will sustain
the resolve appended to this report, which is

former narrow-minded

tors has excluded millions from

follows:

Resolved, That we recommend to the Legislature
adoption of such measure* as iu their judgment
most effectually encourage the
prosecution of
all branches of industry, and especially the estab-

the

me.v

lishment of inacu lectures of every sort, for which
we have sufficient water power and other natural

advantages.
SPECIAL

NOTICES*

"

N.P.'Wilms.

Too favorably known to need commendation.”
Hon. CrfARLE* A. PUBLI’R,
no

Opium

nor

genuine.”
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine In
the United 8t*tes and most foreign countries, at Si
febi dim
eontsperbox.

is a Federal force sufficient to protect the
persons and property of those who take the
oath of allegiance, to induce the majority of
the people to come back to the Union.

disease of
lungs,use Howes's Cough Pills. Sold
II.
H.
and
by
Hay, Portland,
by druggists generally.
jan27 U&w3m*

rapidly de-

jy The contested election case*in Bristol
assigned for heariug before the Committee
on elections, for Thursday of next week.
Hon. Arnold Blaney Is the sitting member,
is

and we understand the case will turn on the’
right of an island lying off Bristol, to be
counted in the vote of that town.

JI^yThe Board of Agriculture, have, by
resolution, recommended to the Legislature
the adoption of such measures for the encouragement of emigration from Kurope, and es.
pecially from the Northern portions,as in their
wisdom may be deemed best adapted to accomplsh the desired end.
2y~The Kutaw, on her trial trip on Saturday, ran twenty miles the hour,—and tide
against her, on the return trip she made seventeen and and one-seventh miles.

give

One gun
been removed to

her better trim. Uer

ty-two aud
of steam.

a

engines made twenhalf revolutions with 40 pounds

or- Senator Wilson said iu the Seuute a
days since that every word spoken, every
line written, every act performed, that keeps
the breath of life in slavery iu America, for
an hour, is now a crime against the unity of
the Republic and the life of the nation. Every real statesman in America sees it; the
people see it, and slavery is going down.
few

The hall fever

raging about these
days. Calais, Waterville, Brunswick, Gardiner

is

and some other towns and cities are mak-

ing some movement (of the tongues) towards
securing the erection of commodious halls.
We hope the anticipations of those who are
moving iu this enterprise may be fully realized. A neat, commodious, well-ventilated
public ball should be fouud iu every city and
village.
ty~Wonder is often expressed that the loss
of life in large battles is so small.
The condition of the 28,000 muskets captured at Gettysburg may explain partly: Of these 18,000
were fouud to be loaded, 12,000
containing

two loads aud 0000 from three to ten loads
eaeh. In numerous inslauces half a dozen
balls were driven in on a single charge of
powder. In some cases the former possessor
had reversed the usual order, placing the ball
at the bottom of the barrel and the powder
at the top.
Not uufrequently several paper
cartriges.were packed above each other without being torn or brokeu.
One Springfield
musket contained 20 loads regularly arranged.

jy“Tbe N. Y. Evening Post,

iu

speaking

of the call for 500,000 meu, says:
“This call
therefore, means au early close of the war.

It

an early disbaadinent of ail
our arspeedy return of peace. It means relief to our brethren imprisoned iu the South,
and sull'eriug there. It means the re-establishmcnt ol constitution, law and order over

means

mies,

Dr.

alytical System

tyTo

cure a

cough, hoarseness,

or

any

Die throat and

Head Quarters Draft Rkxdexvous, 1
Portland, Me., January 18, 1864.

ORDER XO. 5.

The streets of Portland will be patroled each
day
and night by aOuard from
“Camp Berry,” and all
wearing the uniform of a United States solier will be arrested, unless they can show
proper
authority for being absent from their commands.
Soulier* thus arrested, and
belonging to other
commands, will be sent to the Provost Marshal, to
be returned to their regiments as deserters.
Citizeas wearing the uniform of the U. S. soldier
will be subject to this order.
BRIG. GEN. ROWLEY.
By order of
J. L. Dudley, 1st Lieut. 2d Art y, A. A. G.
janl9 dtl

Sersons

GREAT DISCOVERY.—An ad hesirep reparation
that will STICK.
Patches aud Linings to Boots and Shoes sufficisat
y strong without stitching;
That will effectually mend Furniture, Croakary
Toys, and all articles of household use.
Belt Makers,
Boot and Shoe Makers,
Manufacturers and Machinists.
And Families,
wlllflnd It 1XVALUABLB! It willeffectuallystoptk
leakage of Coal Oil.
It is insoluble in water or oil.
It is a liquid, and as easily applied as pasta.
It will adhere oily substances.
It is
MILTON'S INSOLUBLE CEMENT !
Hilton Brothers, Proprietors,
Provfdenee, R. I.

Supplied in packagesfrom 2

os. fe 100 lbs., by
CHAS. RICHARDSON * CO.,
61 Broad Street, Boston,
•ole Agents for New England.
W. F. PHILLIPS, Agentfor Portland.

fablTdly

The Patent Belle Monte Skirt*
fUll assortment of this new style Skirt, at Anderson's Hoop Skirt and Corset Depot, under
Mechanics' Hall.
decl9 dSm
A

Cape Elizabeth, July 1,1863.
my connection with the State Reteacher, L. F. Atwood’s Bitters
were introduced there and used with marked success,
particularly in Bilious affections.
A. P. HILLMAN.
Yours, he.,

Sib:—During

form

School,

as a

Hanover, Mb., Oct. 1,1861.
Dear Sir .—I have used L#» F. Atwood’s Bitters
lor some 10 or 16
1 have tried a great number
years.
of modiciues for Dyspepsia.but without effect. These
Bitters are the only remedy that have ever relieved
me of this distressing
complaint. My neighbors
have also been greatly benetitted by the use ot them
JOEL HOW.
IT*Beware of Counterfeits and base imitations,
tome if which arr signed “M.” F., instead of L. F.
Atwood. The arnuinc is signed L. F. Atwood, and
as a safeguard against imposition bears an extra
LtnKL,countersigned H. ft. HAY, Druggist, Portland, He., sole General Agent.
For sate by respectable dealers in medicine generjanlti timeod&w 3
ally.

HOWARD’S

~

I

CANCER AND CANKER SYRUP
OANCEIC AND CANKER SYRUP
Sarpasses all known Remedies
Surpasses all known Remedies
FOR THE CURE OF

Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Cancers, Canker, Salt Rheum, old Sores.
Erysipelas, Scrofula, Tumors, Ulcers.
Sold by li. tl. HAY, Druggist,
for Portland
Agent
aud vicinity.
uec31 eod& w3m

a

the whole South.

The President has

now

done what presses and men of all parties
blamed hint belore lor not doing, and ho cau

confidently reckon upon loyal men of all parties to support his call. Such a force as this
will collect will show the eucmics oi the Union the determination and the

strength of the
nation; itVill dishearten the rebel leaders;
and show the southern people that the struggle is in vain, and that their best way is to accept the amnesty proclamation and submit
to the constitution, the supreme law of the
i
land,

Corner Smith and Congress gtc.

CURE FOR CATARRH —Dr. Wadsworth’s
DRY UP is a certain remedy for this loathsome
disease There is no mistake about this. The Dry
Un has cured thousands of cases o! Catarrh, and the
sales of the article is constantly increasing. A word
to the wise is sutheieut. For sale by the proprietor,
H- U. BURKINUTON, Providence, R. 1. Also by
II. U. HAY, Druggist, Agent for Portland.
oot31 eodfcwbm

To Consumptive* —The Rev. E. A. Wilson’s
Remedy for Consumption, Asthma. Bronchitis,
Coughs, Colds, aud all Throat aud Luug Affections,
together with a pamphlet giving the prescription and
a short history of his case, can be obtained of
11. H. HAY. Druggist.
Junction of Middle aud Free sts., Portland.
janl d&w2m
Cy If you are going to the West, South, orNorthWest, procure Through Tickets at Lotte's Union
Ticket Office, No. 31 Exchange Street, where you
may have a choice of routes at the lowest rates ol
fare, and obtain all ntedftil information.
Nov. 3,1863.
TuThSftwtf

of Ike Condition
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—

Metropolitan Insurance Co.,
-OR TBS-

CITY OF NEW YORK, JANUARY
1st, 1*64.

CAPITAL.
The Capital of said Company actually

paid up in cash is
The Surplus on the 1st day of January,

8800.000 w
00

Total amount at Capital and Surplus,

*542 541 «{,

1904'

DAILY

PRESS

STOCK LIST.
For the week eudiugFob. 4th. 1864.
CORRECTED BY

WM. H.

pigi

li»2y*

Government 7 3-10.
State of Maim- Bund.-,.
Portland City Ronds.
Batli Citv Ronds,.
Bonds, 20 years.
Calais Pity Bonds,.
Bank of Cumberland. 40
( anal Bank.100

log
luQ
106
l«jft
106
loft
47
11J
100
111
81
63
90
60
62
108
80
91
10
98
88

lug
lot
46
109
98
llo

International Bank, (new).100
Casco Bank.l*o
Merchant*' Bank. 7ft
Manufacturer* & Traders' Bank. 60

'79
51
86
60
00
104

Mechanic-Bank.100

Portland ( ompany.100
Port laud G as Company. 60
Ocean Insurance Company,.100
At. k St. Lawrence U. K.’,.
do.
do.
do Bonds,. 100
And. k Kennebec R. K. Stock, 100
do.
do.
do.. Bonds... 100
Maine Central B. R. Bouds.
R. R. Stock. 50
do.
1st Mortgage Bonds.
Ken. k Portland R. R. Stock.. 100
do.
do.
do.. Bond-. 100
Portland A Forest Avenue U K.100
Portland Glass Company. .100
Portland Shovel Manufac’g Co. 100
Portland Steam Packet Co.,_100
Richardson'* Wharf Co.,.100
60
Cape Elia. Wharf and R. Co...

1<>7

loft
lug

log

Bangor City

78
89
6
96
86

Androscoggin

FROM

Blocks and

worthless.
90
100
100
106
none for sale.
none for sale.
none for sale.
90
10U

Total amount of

feb4d2w

RAILS
IS
U
Jna 10

America.gouthampt'a New York
Edinburg.Liverpool.New York_Jan 10
Jura.Liverpool.Portland.... Jan 11
City of Cork.LivdPpool.New York.. Jan IS
North American. Liverpool_Portland.Jan 18
AMa.Liverpool.Horton.Jaa 11
Bavaria.Southampton.New York... Jaa 28
Hecla. Liverpool.New York... .Jan 17
China.Liverpool.New York.. ..Jaa SO
Bohemias.Liverpool.Portland_ Feb 4

Arabia.Liverpool.lioetou.Feb

«

Saxouia.Southampton.New York Feb #
Africa.Liverpool.... Boston.Feb 13
Bremen.Southanipton.New York Feb 17

Australasian.Liverpool... .New York... .Feb 17
Illinois.Now York. Aspinwall....Feb 3
Kedar.New York.. Liverpool.Feb 1

.Livtrpdol.Fob

Edinburg.New

Y ork.
Y'ork

America.New
Bremen.New York
Boston

....

Liverpool.Feb

6
6
8
8
•
10
IS
IS

Bremen.Feb 18
Bremen_March IS

Liverpool.Feb

_

10,488 07
» 981

27

78,876 36
6,19916 #542.641 86
030,900 tW

’,EREJ,IAH DOW, Agent.

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,

York Liverpool.New York. Jan
Hibernia.Galway.New York ...Jan

Jura..Portland.... Liverpool_Feb

33,875 00

lS.Oft 00

Loe.ee, Claima and Lin-

btlitiee,

nominal.

Germania.New York.. Hamburg.Feb
Nova Scotian .Portland_Liverpool.Feb
City of New York. New York Liverpool. Feb
Evening Star.New York Havana .Feb
Hibernia.Boston.Galway. Fab
Australasian.Ntw York

Bonda, payable

demand,
other Miscollaneoui item*,
Amount due for Fire Premium!
on Foliciea ls>ued at Office,
Amount due for Marine Premium. on Policiaa iaancd at
Office,
Amount of Bill! receivable for
Premiums on Marine Rieka,
Intereat due and neeraed, bat
not yat payable,
on

Amount of

86

FOR

Irat

Han of record on Uniacumbeted Real Eatate,
195 750 00
Amount of Loan, on U. 8.

worthless.
70

Mortgage., being

**'•

SAILING OF OCEAN STEAMSHIPS.
BU«I
City of New

of Cub in
Bank at North
America,
.27,818 27
Amount ort'aeb in
Metropolitan Bank 15,742.70
Amount in Office.
155 93 *43 716 911
Amount in baud, of Areata
and ban Franciaco Hanker.
andiucooreeoftraii*mi**ion *1,200.00
Amount ot U. 8.
Treasury
Note., 7 3-10 market value. 106 625 00
Amount of N. V.
city Block,
\ olunteer Fuu.l,
6 800.00
Amount of Loau. ou Bonda

Amount

Par Value. Offered. Asked.
Description.
Government 6s, 1881,.
106
107‘
Government 6-30.

242,541 85

ASSETS.

WOOD,

Stock and Exchange Broker, Exchange St., Portland

17

OrriCBOVTHB Coif PTSOL LXU or T Hel,’L’KKSJICT> )
Washington, Janaary 29, 1884.

WHIU18, ty utiihcloiy evidence presented
V T
to the undersigned, 11 has bssa mad* to
appear

that

tbs

first National Bank or Portia ad,
la the County of Cumberland and Statu of Maine,
bus bean duly organised under and
aceerdiag to
the requirements of the art of Congress, entitled
“An set to provide a national currency secured
by
u pledge of United States
Stocks, aad to provide for
the circulation and redemption thereof,”
approred
February 28, 1813,and has compiled with all the proTisians of laid act required to be compiled with before commencing the bosinesa of
Banking
Row Taaazroaa I, Husa McCulloch,
Comptroller of the Carreaey, do hereby certify that the
First National Beak uf Portlaad, County of Cumberland and Stale of Maine, is authorized to etmmence the business of Bankieg under the set afore—

said.
I> TE8TIMOHT
seal of
1864.

Bavaria.Naw York.. Hamburg.Fab ID
Morning Star.New York. .New Orleans Feb SO
Adriatic.
New York. Galway.Feb 23

waaaiop, witness my hand aid
oSlec, this tweBty-aiath day of deanery,

I (BALOV I
I ovrtcE I

HUGH Mi cruocu,

Comptroller of

Curieucy.

the

NO. 221.

IMPORT*.

ST. JOHN SMITH, President

Lit ERPOOL—Pr Steamship Nova Scotia, 73cases
Hardware, J B Tad. 1 case Hardware. Davis, Baxter
* Co, 1 case mdse. J E l'rindle, 2,418 ban Iroa. 90
bdls do, 141 bdls sboet Iron. A E Siemens k Co. 123
bdls Iron. Ellis. Newstl k Co. 1 box. 1 ease. 6 bales
mdse, Thos Paddock. 4 blids, S crates Earthsn ware
1 tre Glass ware, J Pattoa k Co: 82 cases lists.Thos
May. 3 casks Earthen ware, W Graven, 7 pkgs Seed,
A G Davidson.

WILLIAM EDWARD OOCLD, Cashier.
frht edlw lawkm

DiHSlHliSB.
heretofore existing between

Copartnership

The

the enbecrlbers Is this day dteeolred by motual
eonaeat. V. C. Haxeox ia authorised to settle the
affhiroof tha late firm.
V. C. HANSON.

ELIJAH VAHNE1.

Portland. Feb. 3, littt.

anything injurious

Dr. A. A. Hayes, Chemist, Boston.
combination for Coughs."
Dr. U. F Bigelow, Boston.
“I recommend their use to Public Speakers."
Rev. E. II. Cuafix.
“Mitt salutary relief in Bronchitis.”
Rev. S Seio fried, Morristown, Ohio.
Very beneficial when suffering from Colds."
Rev 8. J. P. Anderson, St. Loai*.
“Almost instant relief in the distressing labor qf
breathing peculiar to Asthma.”
Rev. A. C. Koolestox, New York.
“They have suited my case exactly, relieving my
throat to that l could stng with ease.”
T. DUCHARM B,
Chorister French Parish Church, Montreal.
As there are imitations, be sure to obtain the

elegant

“An

ADVERTI8EMENT8.

Statement

Pres. Maas. Senate.

“Contain

that is needed

is

.HF*Consumption and Catarrh, and all disease# of
Langs, successfully treated by InhaBy C. Mouse, M. D.,

the Throat ana
lation.
aul8’62 sod

Brown’s Bronchial Troches*
“/ have never changed my mind'respecting them
from the jirst, excepting to think yet better qf that
which / began thinking well qf."
Rev. Henry Wabd Bki< bib.
“The Troches are a staff qf life to me."
Prof. Edward North,
Pres. Hamilton College, Clinton, N. T„
“For Throat Troubles they are a specific.”

NEW

the

Asia.

J. W. Kelley, Aasociatfifounder ofthe Anof Medicine, and successor to his
father, the late Dr. J. Clawson Kelley, will be in attendance at 214 Congress street, Tuesday and Wednesday, the 9th and 10th of February. The sick are
invitod to oall. Office advice free.
feb4 dlw*

y The Union sentiment
veloping itself in Texas. All

Beautiful Complexion, free from Tmn, Pimand Freckles, may easily be procured by uAng
“BALM OF A THOUSANDFLOWMBb." For
shaving it is unsurpassed—a tingle drop making a
a flue lather.
It i.« composed of palm-oil, honey and
ether valuable articles, highly perfumed by Its own
Ingredients, and when used Tor washing, night and
morning, renders the skin toft and white, and free
from blemish. Price 50 cents. For tale by A. A.
HAY, Agent for Maine, and all drnggists.
nov26 deodkoew3m
A

ples

senate.
A bill to aincud Chap. 0, Sec. 28, of the revised statutes, was read aud assigned.

as

come

land and water.

Prom the Lower

was

pung.

and some of uer coal has

ilrnno

the Ar-

provides
of slavery.

It is said Larmantine is about to marrich Russian princess, and thereby re-

ry a

Augusta, Feb.

—

kansas Constitutional Convention

lady on

PAPERS.

MAINE LEGISLATURE.

SW~ On the first page—Iuduslry, original;
Gen. Shepley and Gen. Miller; Gen. Wash-

CL/- The Lewiston Journal says

iu relation to a

draft, the enrollment act now
before Congress will have an increased interest. The two classes will be united so that
the draft, if It comes, will be from those between the ages of 20 and 4.7. The
exemptions will not be
extended, and there is yet
some doubt about the
retention of the commutation clause.

iWBMMMBM—1^——

Senior*?

who have

equal length.

boarding the members of the Legislature,
•ailing peanuts and candy in the rotunda, or
the “pickings and stealings” found around the
Capitol? I don’t believe any such thing; and
the sly intimation made in the
Bangor paper
does great injustice to the people of this valley, and reflects no credit upon the mind or
minds in which it first had its
origin. It looks
amazingly as though the wires which have
given off such dispatches in the cities referred
to, form a junction with a battery not far
from this place; a battery not*made
up o,

I am aware that some

to the

slides under at a little after three. At noon
he gains au altitude of only 10 deg., and &
clad with a sun-set glow all day long. The
moon shiues brightly from her seat near the
zenith, aud when ’lis clear, the larger stars
may be discovered at “high noon.”
As you, however, are also a lover of the exact, I will give you the figures.—Gothenburg,
lat. 57 deg. 42 m. 24 1-5 s. Dec. 23, sun
rises, 8.46. sets. 3.13; length of day, 0.28 night,
17.32.
June 23, sun rises, 3.02, sets, 9.02,
length of day, 18, night 6.
What seems strange to me is, that while the
shortest day is 0.2.8, the shortest night is only
6. I should have supposed they would be of

Is Bangor loyalty in danger? Doubted.
Is Balh in danger of going over to the enemy? Who dares suggest it? Is Augusta
and the Kennebec valley held to their allegiance by so paltry a consideration as that of

their selfish interests. We
hope the Legislature may look the whole question of removal
fairly in the fueg, and despite the button-holding of Augusta or Portland, despite the prognosticaliouwof evil from Ruth or iiangor, despite all considerations save those of the geuerai weal, vote precisely as
they think best
for tbe general good.

as

portions
special study:
Gothexbubg, Dec. 23, 1863.
My dead Gua n death kb :—This is a glad
day for the North-land. The sun has reached
his winter solstice, and to-day commences his
return to tbe land he had so nearly forsaken.
1 received your interesting and instructive
letter long ago, and have only waited that
something might turn up worthy of being the
subject of an epistle to yourself. But he, who
waits for turn-ups, waits in vain, and 1 have
gained nothing by my delay, except the necessity of asking your pardon.
As you are a lover of nature, I have, at
last, taken this day of nature's glad change,
as the one in which to address
you; knowing
that the day at least is worthy.
The sun does not rise now till nearly 9
o'clock, skims along the southern horizon, and

similar arguments, and talks about
gor
the half a million!!) expended in building the

people’s

Sweden.

not made the climate of the various

of the

uses

chosen servants and

Gothenburg,

therly portion of western Europe;
particulars which will surprise all

of intimating that your city has a large cat
under the meal, which cat is the payment
by

to the

most en-

Spibwixk.

ble general information; especially
climate of that region, aud the still

and becoming a
■upon the generosity of Portland for accommodations, and even goes to the indecent length

UUk

fol-

of bis descendants,al’ortland boy, now resident
in Gothenburg, Sweden, as possessing valua-

Bath talks
the present noble structure,
sort of mendicant, dependent

--

was

We commend to our readers the following extract of a letter to oue of our citizens, from oue

the Siamese Twins.

expended
buildings.

perfectly electric, and
by cheers and applause of the
was

thusiastic character.

abandoning

the Slate of all the money
erection of her beautiful city

ar-

Howard addressed the convention for fifteen,

reasons
ons

The

of the members.

the

Where

to the

farmers
wbat
t be done with it. Appropriate it
for the purposes of an Agricultural College,
for which it is admirably fitted, while the forty acres of land surrounding it would work in
admirably as the nucleus of an ex|>erimental
and model farm. Thus,—Portland supplying
buildings free for government purposes, with
accommodations filly per cent, better than ever had here,—the State could avail itself of the
liberal and munificent endowment oi an Agricultural College by the General Govern-

NAIRN

PORTLAND

done

Mr.

with it?

1KARRIED.
Notice.
The business will be conducted by

At Christ Church, Bnloion Fails. N H.. Feb Id
by
Rev Dr Edson, or Lowell. Mass. John P Olney, Esq
or Wyoming, R I, and Miss Harriet A Watson, of

Salmon Falls.
In Saco, Charles S Wharf and Miss Hannah U
Seldon, both of Gardner.
In Boston. Feb 2d, by Rev Dr. Bartol. Lieut Wm H
Motley, of Portland, 30th Mains Reg Vet Vote, and
Miss Katie B, ilnngbier ofthe lata Nathaniel P Mora>,
Esq, of Salem, Urn.

Messrs. V. 0. XAMSOR ft CO,
At the OM Stand, 146 Middle Street,
Whom

_DIED.

North Yarmouth

In Westbrook, 2d inst, «n. Sarah Winslow,
aged
■

16 years.
la Yarmouth. Jan ao. Mrs Lucretia B, wife of David True, aged 57 years 8 months.
Boston Journal please copy.
In Biddeford. Mr Oliver P Millikan.
Printer, aged
43 years 7 months.

la Biddeford, Mr Samuel Lowell, aged 67 year* 2
days.
At Portsmouth Grove Hospital. Rl. Mr Samuel C
of Kenaebuuk, aged 22 years, ofthe 38th
Thompson,
Mats Reg.
In Lewiston. Ella F, only child of
Jotoph H and
Hattie J Stetson, aged 4 years 4 months 24 days.
In Dedham, Geo M Spoford, son of Lt Col W p
Spoford. aged 20.
In Bath. Lillian M Lennox, aged 9
yean II mos.
In Tops bam, Mrs Martha U Johnson,
aged 87.
MINIATURE almanac.

Thssrnday,.Febraary 4,

■na

risen.7.10 | High water,. 7 11
.6 191 Length of day*.'- 8.11
St®
Th”——l»r.... .3 s’slosk A. M. 32 4«.

THI Spring Term wiU commence Peb. 15th
X Board can be had at “Russell Hall" with the
The Classics, Modern Languages, Musis
Drawing, Penmanship aad “New Uymi aatics • are
taught by a permanent board of teachers. Leetares will be firea upon the Natural Sciences, and a
Normal Class be formed.
Mrs. noyt wUl inks
charge of the Primary Departure it Address tba
Principal. E. 8. HOY f, ar
Janaary 30. 18*4. JAMES BATES, Secretary.
teb4 eod2whw2w*
—

teachers.

M. L. A.
A Regular Meeting or this Assoc ratios will be
aV held at their rooms, Saturday, Feb. «th, 1864.

at 71 o'clock P. M
st which Urns the lotlo mg question will be up for discuaeion:
Rttolctd. That the interests of the Country demand the re-election uf ABRAHAM LINCOLN a*

precisely,

President <f the United States.
Aff., C. E. Joee,
Neg., C. U. Haskell,
H. F. Furbish.
Liras. H. Fling.
The shore named gentlemen hare accepts! the
position* a-signed them, and the a I reuse ion «ill pee-

Th/public’ere
cordially iavltad.
Pur

NEWS.

Wednesday,.....Febraary

febddtd

llr.ml.all

Ifinba.

U..Se..

York.

Sch Maine. Fogg. Freeport for Boston.
Sch Emma Oaks, Johnson, Freeport for Boston.

CLEARED.
Br

brig J Polledo,

Hunt.

Mari wick,

Matanzas, George S

Brig Ortolan, Gooding, Matanzas. Geo 8 Hunt.
Sch Hattie Boss, Poland. Matanzas, I L Came.
Sch Emma Furbush, Yerrill, Fortress Monroe. KG

York k Son.
Sch C B Jones, Freeman,
Steamer Locust Point,
Emery k Fox.

Baltimore,

II K

order,
GEO. H. SMARDOM. Rec. Sac.

CITY OF PORTLAND,
3.

ARRIVED.
Steamer Montreal, 1'rince, Boston.
Steamer Locust Point, Hoffman, New

Academy,

YARMOUTH, MK.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

Unk

be roand

adapted Mr tha wholesale aad retail trade.
*b4 dSw
T. C. HANSOM A CO.

^——M————

MARINE

can

Boots, Shoos, Rubber* ft Leather Goods,

Stickncy.

Hoffman, New York, by

is h«r.by given that arraageine'Dbfhar*
been made by the Mayor aad Aldermen for the
NOTICE
of

Vaccination of the inhabl ants of this
purpose
at the “Portland Dispensary” office, over Edward Mason'a Drug Store, entrance on Fadcral
8 rret, where all persona unable to pay 'o' that service can have tha same performed gra'uitously.
Office open from 3 to 4 o'clock every day exc.pl

city

Sunda s.
Dr. Thoata* Feeler, City Physician. ha- also been
employed to iircciaate the scholar- ol* the several
schools in the city.
fet>4 d4w
Par ardor.

DivMeaft.
and after thu day,

dlridead of Two Djllare
ON
per .bare leee l.orerameal tax—will b>- peld
the
la Federal
a

(took,
currency, of the A tlaulle k
St Lawreaee Kailroad Coanijr, to .barebolden of
record oa the llet of Oeoeiaber lent
0148. K. BAKKETT. Tretrurer.
Offer of Atlantic i St. Latrrcnee Railroad Co.
Tortiand, Feb. 4, 1364.
eod?wU
OB

Lav sir bed—From the yard of Messrs E. k A.
Sewall, Bath. Feb 2d, tbc entire white oak A 1. ship
named Intrepid, recently sold to Charles K Green,
Esq, of New York, to be commanded by Capt H O
Wfnsor.
DOMESTIC PORTS.
BOSTON—Ar 2d. sch Black Warrior, (of GenkUboro) Morse. L'Etang. NB.
Cld sch William Pickering, Quinn, Hilton Head,
S C.
Ar3d, ship Gen Grant (new) of and from HBth;
sch Geutilc, Perkins, Gloucester.
Cld Br ship Eastern Belle, (new of Liverpool) Jos.
Webster, New York; schs Charter Oak, Crowell,
New York: eeh Signal. Hopkins, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 1st, sch Ade ine, Ke’sey, Boston
for Baltimore; J H Horton, Freeman, Tangier for
Boston (and proceeded )
Also ar 1st. steamship City of Bath, (C S transport)
Sears, Port Royal 80; brigs Tabaco, of and irom
Bremen 80 days; L W Eaton, (Br) Grand TurkTI;
sch E H Eldndge, Tangier, for Boston
Below, ship Monarch of the Sea, Kirkaldy, fin Liv*

erpooi.
Cld 1st.

Thompson,

ship Anuie E
Simpson, Glasgow; bark Jane A Bishop, Downey, Havana; brig
Crimea, Uitchborn, Cardenas.
Ar 2d, steamer Matanzas, New Orleans.
Cld 2d, steamer Merrimac, Sampson, New Orleans,
via l’ortiaud: brigs Rolling Wavo. Collins, CieufaAlexandria; schs
egos; T B Watson,
Hardscrabble, Gregory. Duck Creek; Francisco*
aud E J Willard, Parsons, Portsmouth; D

Thompson,

Kilby

Griffin, Linnekin. Gloucester; Rockaway, Conley,

do; Bay State, Uallett, Boston; Grapeshot, Snow.
Baltimore.
Ar 3«l. brig Thom ax Owen. Neuvitas.
HOLMES’S HOLE-Ar 1st. sch Convoy, Merrill,
Portland for Baltimore.
NEW ORLEANS—Ar 24th ult, barks Persia, Jones,
Boston; Angela Brewer. Foss. New York.
FORTRESS MONROE—Parsed the Guard Ship
81st. *ch A Baker, for Boston.
BALTIMORE—Ar 31st, sch G M Partridge. Door.
New York.
Ar 1st, brig Isaac Carver. Ames. Portland.
Cld 31#t, brigs Tangent, Matthews. Portsmouth. N
U ; Trindcleu. Havener, do via Cambridge. Md; sobs
Ann, Bedell, Presto. Thatcher, and Nimrod, Turner,
New York; Kate Carlton, Bowden. New Orleans;
Suuiro k Bros, Alley, and John Rogers, Taylor,

Washington.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 1st, schs Marietta Tilton,
Tilton, Port Royal SC; James Satterthwaite, Long,
Alexandria.
Cld 80th Br bark Mary E Purdy. Barbadoes; schs
Snow Flake, Dickerson, Norfolk; Defiance, Hammond, Boston.
Cld 1st.

ship

Charles D Mcrwiu.

Riley.New Orloans.

PROVIDENCE—Sld 2d. sch John Farnum. Hall,
Bristol, to finish loading for Philadelphia
Also sld 2d, bark Cephas Starret, Gregory, Philadelphg.
BRISTOL—Ar 2d, schs Utrald, Knight, Providence, to load for Baltimore; John Farnum, Hall, do,
to tiuish loading for Philadelphia.
NEWPORT—Sld 2d, schs Joseph Maxwell, May,
Baltimore for Boston; Elizabeth Ann, Bvngs, from
Provincetowu for Philadelphia.
Cld at New Bedford. 2d, bark Elizabeth, (of Westport) Francis. Atlantic Obcan.
BATH—Sailed 3d iust, ship Gen Grant. Boston.

rOREIQN PORTS.
Sailed from Cicnfaegos 22d ult, sch C Fautauzzi,
Brown, Philadelphia.
Ar at Halifkx, 29th ult. brig Leonard Berry,Steele,
New York ; sch Pioueer, Morrison, do.
Sld 29th, sch Blue Jacket, Horne, New York.
«

SPOKEN.
Jan 30,15 miles N of llatterax, schs Nelly Baker,
aud Recruit, Bostou for Newbern, NC.
Jan 2. lat 68 11. Ion 86 32. bark Sea, Brown, from

Liverpool

for Boston.

FrjrAari Aradruf.
Spriag T.rm of this tliurt.hlug Iu« ilatioa
wUloomraeao* Wadaeiday, Fob. 341b, 1314 aad

TUE

•ootlaar elevea weeks.
B. P SNOW, A. M Priacipal
U B. SEW
Fry.burg, Feb. 3, 1364.

ALL. Secretary
tebi d(i w3w6

TmeMCEl I* be Lei.
A small Tcosaent, containing six rooms
Also, a small STABLE in the rear of Green
street. Enquire at 4j6 Congress street.
Ieb4 dlw*

For Sate.
Bouse No. 377 Congress Street. For terms,
Be apply at house, or add res* the *ub»criber, care Palmer B Co., 19 tireen street, Boston
L. H. TITCoMB
feb4 tf

m

Portland, Feb. 3,1864.
[From State llouie, Augusta )
To C. H. Doughty. Provost Marshal:
General Order No. 9 —The Commaader-in Chief
ordersaud directs:—1st—That all «n is*meats af • r
this date, and assignments of men heretofore full* ted, now una* signed, shall be to tt e credit of the
places of residence,if iu this State, of the volunteer
respectively. 2d—Anticipated action of the Legislature wi.l provide for the payment of all bounties
other than the Government ot the United States,
from the 8ta*e Treasury to the solditrs in person ut
the designate 1 places of rendezvous. This course
will folly protect the soldier’s rights without the intervention of brokers or agent*, whose interference
will be discouuteuancod.
Id—Municipal authorities
of cities, towns end plantations should torthwita assume the control of deficiencies aud present call.«xcept so far as the saine is progressing in the bauds
of persons specially appointed by the Commanderin-Chief to recruit for organizations in which thtv
are rai-iug, or are to be coium ssioned.
4th-Meu
re-enlisting in the field, as al.o recruits for all other
orgauizatious, may rely upon receiv.ug three hundred dollars cash bounty in hand, in addition to (bat

by
Crovnled
th—AHhough quotes for the
for want of

the Govcrouuut of the United 8tate«.
last call are not as-

signed
specific instructions from the
War Department, two-third* of the'uumfcer required under the call of Oct 17,1368. may be regarded

as the apportionments of each locality, aad enlistments be secured accordingly.
By order of the Commander-in-chief.
JOUN L. MODS DON,
fet4 dlw
Adjutant General.

uotice

to

all

hereby gives public
THE
concerned, that he has been duly anpoiuted and
subscriber

taken upon himseli the trust of Administrator of
the estate ot
TIIOMAS H POOR.
late of Portland iu the countv of Cumberland,
deceased, bv giving bond as the law directs; he
therefore request* all persons who are indebted to
the said deceased's estate to make immediate payment; and those who have any demaud* thereon, to
exhibit the same for settlement to
1> ItEDEKlC A. POOR.
w3w 6
Poriland, Feb 2,1864.
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Supreme Judicial Court.
JANUAUV TEEM—DAVIS,
J., PKK31DINU.

M kdnksday.—In the

case

TO Tax

of Nickerson

Gillepsie the Jury returned a verdict for
plaintiff for $44,93—the amount claimed and
r».

interest.
No. 315.—North Berwick Co. r*. New Eugland Fire & Marine Insurance Co.
The defendent Company at Hartford, Conn.,
by their agent insured the stock and machinery in plaintiffs woolen mill at North Ber-

wick,

to the amount of

lars.

The mill and contents

eight

thousand dol-

were destroyed
2,1801, and during the life-time
of the policies of insurance. Defendants object paying the insurance, on the ground of
breach of warranty—the mill being run in the
night, against stipulation. Not finished.
T. M, Hayes,
John Band.

by

lire Nov.

Shepi.ey & Dana.

Municipal

Court.—Feb. 2d.

Wednesday.—John Sheridan, for violation of the Lord's Day by keeping his shop
open on the Sabbath, was fined $5 and costs,
which he

paid.

Edward P. Tunmore and John Cronan were

brought up on search and seizure complaints.
J. O’Donnell, Esq., appeared for the defendants, and the

cases

continued to next

were

Wednesday.
Sanitary Aid Concert.
To Ike Editor of Ike Press:
1 would like to call the attention of our
citizens
to

through

the columus of your paper
given in aid of

the coucert that is to be

the Ladies’

Sanitary Committee, on Monday
City Hall. Some of
the best amateur musicians of tbe city have
kindly volunteered for tbe occasion, and we
feel assured that all our music-loVing citizens
will gladly avail themselves of the opportunity thus presented them of listening to home
talent, as well as assisting the committee in
evening

next at tbe New

their labors for sick and wounded soldiers.
The funds of the

society

are now

in an ex-

condition, and any assistance will be
particularly acceptable; will not the people of
hausted

Portland lend their substantial aid to the
cause by a crowded house on Monday eveB.
ning next?
LV.I__O

Horse Traisiso.—The exhibition byD.
Magner, Esq., on Tuesday, of his trained stallion “Turco,” attracted great attention and
was admired by all who witnessed it.
The
horse is of the Messenger Black Hawk breed,
and was raised in the State of New York.

Though

splendid

animal yet so vicious had
he become that Mr. Williams, his owner, about

eighteen

a

siuce,sold him to Mr. Magner
for $140. Under the training of his uew owner
he has become so kind and gentle that $1000
has been refused for him. He is guided by
the motion of the whip, without wearing headstall or reins, and follows his master like a
dog.
Mr. Magner will give another exhibition of
months

‘‘Turco’’ at 4 o’clock this afternoon in Market
Square, and will show the remarkable power
he has over the horse, a power, which, by his
system of Instruction, he imparts to his pupils.
The system of Mr. Maguer in horse shoeing,
which he illustrates with models, has attracted
great attention wherever he has been, and it
is prouounced by farriers and horse dealers to
be the best that they know ol.
It is not his iutention to open a class for instruction in this city, as his calls in the country are so numerous as to forbid it. He will,
however, give an exhibition at 7 1-2 o’clock
this evening in Robinson's Riding Academy,
South Street, in illustration of his theory of
traiuing a horse. He will handle and manage
his own hone first, and will then try his power
upon several strange animals, the most vicious
and unmauageable that can be brought forward.
His system in this respect is altogether different from that of Mr. Rarey, as he uses no
straps and does not throw the horse. It takes
him from five to ten minutes to subdue the
wildest horse that can be found. A limited
number of

tickets, at 50 cents each, will be
issued. They may be had at the Preble House
or at the door of the Academy in the
evening.
We advise all who admire
tend this exhibition.

a

fine horse to at-

Abe You Sick?—Have you doctored on
this one’s system, and that one’s system, and
found no relief? Do you want to get well,
and have the rosy hues of health mantle your
cheeks, and the red and rich blood of the

strong man and strong woman circulate in
your veins ? W« doubt not that you do, the
more especially if traces of
Consumption, Cancer, Scrofula, and similar feaiful but curable
diseases are within you. Then let me
suggest
that you call on Madame Manchester, at No.
11 Clapp Block.
It is a very rare disease
that she will not cither cure or make better.
Call and consult her at once, ye afflicted ones.
•

Bold Robbery.—Monday 'evening, about
7 o’clock, a young man about 22 years of age
went into the candle factory of Mr. Bober*
Hull, on Green street, for the purpose of disposing of some tallow. Mr. Hull purchased
it of him, and had taken out his pocket-book
to pay for it, when happening to turn his head
for a moment he received a blow which rendered him senseless for

a

moment or two. On

recovering he found that the scamp had made
off with the
about

pocket-book,
forty-niuc dollars.

which contained

cy William Jackson, the colored coachot Jeff. Davis, who escaped from his master. and who has spent some months in
England,'is now in our city, and proposes to give
lectures upon the system of slavery as conducted at the South, wherever his services
may he required. HU personal experience in
this matter will render his lectures highly interesting.
matt

&y Sam Sharpley’s Minstrels will give an
entertainment at Deering Hall this evening,
the only one for the present, as their
engagements in other places arc such as to
prevent
their remaining here.
Those who love good
singing, mingled with fun, will crowd the
house to-night.
jy A Robin»ou, No.

&1

Exchauge street,
has received the
“Copperhead CathechUm,
for the iustrucliou of such
politicians as are
of tender jeure; with admonitions
by Fernando the Gothamite,
High Priest of the order of Copperheads.'’ From it one can learn
the chief aim and duty of the
copperheads.
if At a

meeting of Cumberland Steam
Fire Engine Co. No. 3, held at the Chief Engincer's office last eveniug, the
offi-

following

elected: Foreman, C. H. Bowker;
Clerk, S. A. Cliesley; Fireman, T. Cook;
Steward, H.S. Bennett.

cers were

iy Prof. Grover, who has been lecturing
successfully in the Eastern part of the State
on Phenology, will visit several
places in this
vicinity for the purpose of addressing the people. Give him a hearing.
EyAdvertisers are requested to hand in
their advertUements as far as possible, before
one o’clock in the afternoon,
dtf

Portland

Daily Press.

---

SENATE.

Washingtom. Feb. 3.
postponed until to-

I he enlistment bill was

ol Mr. Carlisle, the report of the
committee on the Judiciary in the Hale case
was adopted, and the committee
discharged
from its further consideration.
On motion of Mr. Fessenden, the Senate
took up the House revenue
hill, as reported
Irom the Finance committee with amendments.
Mr. Fessenden explained at length the effect
and merits of the committee’s amendments.
The further consideration of the revenue
hill was postponed until to-morrow, on motion
of Mr. Hendricks.
Mr. Sumner presented a protest of Hermans
in Boston against the President’s scheme of
reconstruction. Kefi rred.
The Senate adop id an amendment to the
revenue bill,
levying a tax of 00 cents on all
spirits sold or distilled and removed for conor
sale previous to the first of July
sumption
_

next.

The bill repealing acts
allowing foreign
goods to be imported into Canada through the
United States, or exported from Canada
through the United Suites, was referred to the
Foreign committee.
The bill establishing a uniform ambulance

system

was

passed.

A resolution
pay of soldiers.

was

introduce equalizing the

....

VVVI Itu

liUlll

IUC

Post Master General relative to the failure o!
mails between Washington and New York.—

Referred.
The Senate then went into executive
sion, after which they adjourned.

Recent Raid on the R. d O. Railroad—
Defeat of the fnetny and Recapture of
federal Prieonere—Capture of a federal
Steamer.
Baltimore, Feb. 3.
Tbe American lias tbe following:

The

Cumberland, Md., Feb. 3,-12 M.
guard ol one company of infantry posted at Patterson's Creek bridge, was attacked
at 1.30 P. M. yesterday by 500 rebel cavalry,
and after a spirited resistance, iu which two of
our men were killed and ten
wounded, the
greater part of the company were captured.—
This accomplished the reliefs set fire to the
bridge and started off with their prisoners.
The employees on the railroad stayed the Are
and saved the bridge with only slight
damage.
Gen. Avcrill, with his command, who had been
sent out from Martinsburg this morning, overtook the rebels near Springfield and a severe
The

XXXVIII 00NGBE8S—First Session.

morrow.
< )n motion

■

FROM WEST VIRGINIA.

ses-

IIOCSK.

engagement ensued.

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad is now entirely clear of the enemy, and the full operation of the line will be at once resumed.
Wheeling, Va., Feb. 3.
Gen. Kelly telegraphs this afternoon to Gov.
Boreman that the reliefs have been driven
back from the line of railroad at all points and
are now in full retreat.

The damage to North Branch and Patterson

Creek bridge is but trifling.
be in workiug order iu two

Mr. Myles, of Pennsylvania, defended Judge
Woodward from the attack made upon him by
Mr. Myers, and argued that the conscription
had proved a failure.
The amendment to strike out the $400 clause
was agreed to, thus
leaving it at $*00.
The following clause was struck out of the
bill: “Aud if any drafted man shall
pay money

for the procuration of a substitute, such
payment sliall operate only to relieve such person
from draft in filling that quota, and his name
shall be retained on the rolls in
filling future

quotas."

Without any further action the committee

rose.

The bill for the construction of a ship canal
around Niagara Kalis in New York was referred.
A bill was reported for a
ship canal for war
vessels from the Mississippi to the Northern

States.—Adjourned.

Gen. Scaurmar and one of his start' were taken
prisoners. The rest of the passengers and
crew were released.
The rebels also burnt
the telegraph office at Red House.
The telegrabh line is uow working over the

such

as would give the department
power to
control the action of companies carrying the
mails, and in the matter of changes without
reference to mail connections.

The amendments reported by Senator Trumbull to-day to the law forbidding members of
Congress from acting as agents for the prosecution of claims,
proposes to repeal the provisiou which precludes them from
acting as
counsel or agent in any event or before any
commission.
Heads of Departments and
Chiefs of Bureaus, Clerks and other officers
of the government are prohibited from
accept-

LIVERPOOL PRODUCE MARKET.
Ashes
quiet aud steady. Rice steady. Liuseed Oil quiet
and steady, llssiu quiet and steady. Spiiits turpentino—no sales. Petroleum firm; refined Is lOid
(8 l> lid.
Latest.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan 20.—The
sales to-day were 2,000 bales, iuclediug 300 bales to
speculators aod exporters. The market closed very
dull and slightly lower.

Expeditions

into

Xorth

of Prisoners and Destruction
Stores—Hebei Camp Rroken up.

of Hebei

Fortress Monroe. Feb. 2.
The steamer S. It. Spaulding arrived tills
forenoon with twenty-one rebel prisoners from
Newbcrn, recently captured by the Oth Vermont

On the

27th, Capt. Cody, of the 24th N. Y.
Battery, proceeded with his command to Tysell county, X. C., wheie they
captured live
men, who have been guilty of a series ol robberies, one of the murderers of Titians, two
Confedeiate officers, and 1000 sheep.
There is a large rebel force at Kinston, X.
C., probably anticipating an attack.
Gen. Wistar recently sent a force out from
\\ illiatnsburg to the twelve mile
ordinary,
and broke up a camp of rebel
scouts, captured
eight horses, eight rifles, and a large quantity
of provisions and two
prisoners,returnlug with
wounded.

FROM TIIE SOUTHWEST.
Threatened Attaeh on Xatches- Movement*
of the Rebel* in Louisiana.

Cairo, 111., Feb. 3.
Natchez advices of the 23d ult say that
there were 000 rebel cavalry six miles from

that place threatening an attack.
A deserter reported that two
brigades of
Louisiana and Texas troops ate marching for
Louisiana to the Mississippi river, to operate
m the vicinity, with the view of
temporarily
blockading the river to get arms and ammunition from the East
trans-Mississippi department. It is said the enemy have
already succeeded in crossing several thousand stand of
arms aud a large amount of ammunition.
The steamer Lilly Martin, captured by
guerrillas last Thursday, has been taken up
the Arkansas river. A gunboat will
probably
be seut up after her.
Governor Johnson has authorized the formation of a regiment of mounted men for the
suppression of guerrillas.
General orders have been issued
ordering
measures for putting down raids.

The losses by guerrilla operations have
been repaired, anu Union refugees will be
supported by assessments on seccsssionist*.

eral

$8,00

$17,50 per

Nkwiikrn, N. C., Feb. 1st, I
via Fortress Monroe ;id.
j

To Major Gen. Butler:—Karly this forenoon
our outposts at Baehelson’s Creek were attacked by the enemy, represented to be a
force of about lb,Out) strong,
consisting of
Thake's brigade and Picket’s entire division.
It

being impracticable

to make an adequate
defence, our force fell back in good order, dethe
stroying
camps, abandoning but few stores,
with a loss of 50 to 100 men and one section
of light artillery. Our forces are now so arranged that we are confident of a successful
resistance. Almost simultaneously with this
attack the enemy advanced on the south side
of the trent—with what force it Is difficult to

estimate—and

were

handsomely

repulsed.

Communication continues with Morehead
the enemy are near the road with
the evident intention of cutting it. The commander of Beaufort is aware of the situation,
and will use every effort to prevent any interruption with the road.
J. W. Palmer, Brig. Gen.
(Signed)
Later.—The section, of artillery supposed
to have been lost at Beech Creek
may be preserved.

City, but

Arrical of the Steamer Atlantic.

New York, Feb. :U
The steamer Atlantic, from Hilton
Head,
briugs the 02d Ohio Regiment of re-enlisfed
veterans.

Thousand.

Thousand.

one

Cigars

at $20,00 per one Thousand.

Cigais

at

$22,00 per

one

Thousand.

Cigars

at

one

Thousand.

Cigars

at

$25,00 per
$35,00 per

one

Thousand.

many others, were postponed.
7 he Senate Xavql Committee also
passed
upon all Uie naval nominations before them.
They likewise considered and will report the
bill to equalize the grade of line officers in the

Xavy.

W. H.

AND LOCATION.
The name of this Company is Tan Market Finn
Insurance Company, incorporated in 1863, aud
located iu the city of New York.

use.

coal sent from this wharf will be sent iu

JAMES II. BAKER.

STATEMENT OF THE CONDITION!
—OF THE-

Co.,

19, 1864.

Amount of
Amount of
Aiuouut of

property insured about
92,000.0t000
premium notes on deposit,
108,25900
property insured the past
364,877 00
Premium notes deposited the past year,
20,896 96
Amount of losses the past year,
4,838 50
Of which allthat have become due have
been paid.

Due on previous assessments
(aud consid red collects*
ble) Premiums iu bands of
agents,
Assessments Just completed
and now iu the hands of
Collector,

$10,042 31

370 00

scrip,

8,75000
The expense of the Company the past
year,

including

the

coinp*usatiou

a

Railroad Cam.

Amouut due for

of

Camden & Atlantic Railroad. He held that
only exclusive franciiise held by the joint

the

companies was that of through transportation
of freight and passengers between New York
and Philadelphia, and referred not to local

business. He ordered a reference to be made
to a master, to take an account of
passengers
and merchandise carried over defendants’
roads between New York and
Philadelphia,
and make a distinct account of soldiers and
munitions or war carried over said
roads, and
that any final order
concerning the last accounts should be reserved until the
coming of
the master’s report.

only

in

Trnnrnrr.

Wasuixoton, Feb. 3.
The following dispatch was received at beudquarters of the army here to-day:
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 2.
Geu. Dodge reports that on the 24th ult. our
force, under Col. Phillips, drove Roddy to the
south side of tlie Tennessee river, captured all
his trains, cousistiug of over 20 mule teams,
MO head of eattle, 000 sheep and about 100
horses and mules, and destroyed a
factory and
mill which had largely supplied him.
John A. Rawlins.
(Signed)
Urig. Gen. and Chief of Start'.

and
expenses,

285 80

to

$822

77

proportion.

CHARLES HUMPHREY, President.
JOHN WATERMAN. Treasurer.
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Secretary,

HRS

-TO BE-

r

OL D

Vo

JbOirt
One

SALiE,
of
Ijiug

LITTLEJOHN A CUASF,
No.4 Central Wharf.
jan30 dlw*

Krie.
Pacific Mail..
Erie

preferred,.

Hudson.

.22*5
lol;

141"

Harlem...K!!l04

Reeding..!!!!!llft>

Michigan Central. 183
Pittsburg, Fort Wayne and Chicago. 88
Michigan Southern. 9n
Illinois Central scrip,.127
Cleveland A Pittsburg. uji
Cleveland A Toledo..
135*
Chicago A Rock Island,.
148

STAMP,

2(3 01

7,400 00

At CITY HOTEL

Hoorn Ho. 22,

Penny

Tokens of

BEST

QUALITY,
any
THE
97.50 per thousand, for sale br
JoRN
and iu

quantity,

at

GAULT.
No 1 Park Place, New York.

All orders by mail
ed.

or

express

promptly

forwardIeb2 dOt

1,332 18
426 36

Incor-

before me this 29th of JanWitness my hand aud official seal,
.1 II WARIflUTRN
Notary Public.

j

3w

will receive

new track which lies between the mouth of the Cumberland aud Oxford Canal and the intern ction of
jlhelr present track north of Dauforth afreet, in

^Portlaud.

Also for maaonry for the abutmeuta of u ltridge
across Danforth street, aud for the wood work of
aaid bridge.
Prop' sail* for the whole, or any part of aaid work
will be considered, the Company reserving the right
to accept anv portion of such proposals a$ it may
with a prottlo of the work, may be
•oen at tho office of the Engineer, near the gas
J. NOYES,
works.
Engineer of P. k K. K. R Co.
Portland, Keb. 2, 1864.
febii d& wtfebtt

to

joiu a private party

for

Lenrulng Hie Diflereul Dances,
please leave hi. name at
Robinson’s, under laanc&ster Hall,
previous to Wednesday noon, Feb. 3.
iebl dil*
will

Jh

HI* C. HI* A*
next meetiug of the M.

The
for Lectures aud

Tlelseta, Oss Dellar may be obtained of the
Committee of Arrang. meets, or at the door.
MUSIC BY CHANDLER'S BAND.
rSr-Daacing to commence at 8 o'clock.
fobs did

SAN SHARPLETS MIJiSTRELS,
WILL

Thursday
with another

jhbi

"StoSSur

See imnll hill*.

Gtilery 26 cent*.

Doors open at 7. to commence at I o’clock,
FRANK LILLY, Agent,
8AM SHARPLKY. Manager.
jau27 d8t

A coarse

-_

swagr***-•
‘*

HALL.

OO

To Let.

And

continuing

fcb3d'2w

every

5th, 1864,

Friday Evening thereafter.
I

N. WALKER.

mTdEMIMG,

Ikledical

Electrician,

No. 11 Clapp’s Block,
CORNER OrcONORESS AND ELM STREETS
to the cltiiene ol
respectfully
Portland and vicinity, that be has permanentWOULD
announce

ly located in this city.

During

the eleven months
that »e have been In town we have cured some of
the worst forms of disease in persons who have tried
other forms of treatment in vain, and cunug patients in so short n time that the question is often
asked, do
stay cured 7 To answer this question
we will say that all that do uot ,tay cu ed, we will
doctor the second time for nothiug.
Dr. D. hae beeu a practical Electrician for twentyone years, and is also n regular graduated physician
Electricity is perfectly adapted to chronic diseases
in the form of nervous or sick headache; neuralgia
in the head, neck,or extremities; consumption,when
ta the aoate stages or where the lungs are not folly
Involved; acute or chronic rheumatism, scrofula, hip
diseases, white
spinal diseases, curvature
ot the spine, contracted muscles, distorted limbe,
or paralysis, St. Vitas’ Dance, deafness, stam-

mering
hesitancy of speech, dyspepsia, indigestion, constipation and liver complaint, pile*—we cur*
•very cate that can be presented; asthma, bronchitis, strictures of the chest, and all forma of female

January.

dec2»dtf

Apply

Ely Hleotrloity
The Rheumatic. the goaty, the lame and the las?
leap with joy, end move with the agility and elasticity of youth; the heated brain in cooled; the frontbitten limbs matured, the uncouth deformities removed; faintuenn converted to vigor, weakneac to

strength; the blind made to nee, the deaf to hear and
the palsied form to move upright; the blemishee of
youth are obliterated; the accidents of mature life
prevented; the calamities of old age obviated, and
ootive circulation maintained.

LADIES
uw

uai* wiw

Mima

ivvl

BUM

wru

BlUIBacni

lame and weak backs; nervous and sick headache;
diuincssand swimming in the head, with indigestion and constipation of the bowels; pain in the aide
and back; leucorrhoBi, (or whites); (Sailing of the
womb with internal cancers; tumors, polypus, and
all that long train os diseases will find in Electricity a rare means of cure. For painfal menstruation,
too promise menstruation, and all of those long line
of troubles with young ladies. Electricity ia a certain
specific, and will, in a short time, restore the sufferer
to the vigor of health.
uM "« have an Electro-Chemical Apparatus tor
extracting Mineral Poisou from the system, such as
Mercury, Antimony, Arsenic, Ac. Hundreds who
are troubled with stiff
weak backs, and various other difficulties, the direct cause of which, in
nine oases out of ten, is the effect of poisonous drugs,
oan be restorod to natural strength and vigor by the
use of from five to eight Baths.
Offloo hoars from S o'clock ▲. v. tc 1
14
*
f; and 7 to Sr.i.
Consultation Free.
jyl4 laedt

joints,

BEMJ. TOGO.

■ORE TEOTIRONIAUI!
MUS.

MANOHB8TBM

la oooatutly readying-Htotad
MtoMhb of
aitoniikinf nru porfcraaod by bar. ‘-g
many reoently roooired are the
tollewtag, Wtoah oao
oommended to the aottoo of the afflicted. ■- «...
ohaator aay bo ooaatltad at
Ho. 11 Clapp’a Block,Boon Ho.*.
the

A CASE OE SPINAL DISEASE CUBED.
Thia la to oertliy that 1 weat to ate Xra.
**---r
tar laat March with a
daaghtar of aalao taowMod with
aplaal diaoaae, for which aho tad ban 'ritnil Mg
ire yean, ud by a Bashar oi
phyaMaae of all
kiBda: ud aho haa tad twuty-uo
appUeattan at
electricity applied, bat all to ao edbat; hot ata aaol
Uaaally grew worn. 1 aaaoe to tta ooaoMoo, aa
the laat reaort, to go aad aee Mre.
rin. ag
didao; aad to ay great aarpriae ata told WB tta flaM
cacao of tta diaoaae, aad hew.ata tad bon
toaultar
to time, which
noooragad are to try her BodWug.
I did ao. aad aow ay daaghtar ia able to ha
aaoood
the hooao allot the tiae. She aha itdaa too a* W>
toea aeiloa wit hoot ny tmMa ar
taoaaeiatoaatond
1 thlak ia a ehort tlao ata will ba roeiarad to
putoot
haaHh. Biaoa By daaghtar haa tan
daataa*ta. 1
have heard of a great may cun that Mn.fflnctote
tar haa cored. I thlak if uy
paren daaarm patronage. it la the one who triea to pruervo the taffllh
of the took aad talhHag; aad I kaow that ata naa
every edert which lioa la tar power ta
ar
patloata.
Babab JU

£

Dr—miet. Motor, ttagwrt Mb.

Mu. MaBoaarraa—Dear Madam
—Thlaklag a
atatoBCBt of ny caao aaay ta af aarrtoa to athaaa
I
haetea
to
aimilarly afflicted,
give it to yu.
Thia la brioty By caao—I waa takn atok ahoot lg
moatha ago with the Liver Conphiat la a try hod
force. I applied to foar didhroat phyaiaiau, tat awaeived ao bo.odt util I called n yea. At ttat
1 tad givn ap baeiaon, aad waa la a
rary had athlae
bat after takiag year Bodiatoa tor a ataat ttaa I tagu to recover, ud ia two Btatta 1 waa
troll, ud had gaiaed acvoral pnah eft
au troly eay that by yoar akill 1 aa a
|
Joe
by a&aa.
Bottom f Main* Dtpot, Parting, Mb.

t£

REMARKABLE CURS OKA CASE or DROP
ST CURED BY MRS. MANCHESTER.
Thia la to oertliy that I have ban eared af tta
Deapoy*f hltonyeaaetudiagby Mn.
iTii
tor. I have been to phyaiaiau la Bootee. Maw lark
aad Philadelphia. They all told au that
they aaatd
do Bothiag for bm, aaloee they tapped ato aad at*
eared au that by tapplag t oaold ltva hot a ehort
tieeo. I hadaudeapsy etladtogataBa aad Hvo
aa loag u I eoald with tta
dtooaee, aad thn die. Oa
By way home I etayad am Bight ia fiMaed wtth
a friend of taiac, ud told thaa what
By Blad vu
a regard to ay diaoato.
They daally paeandad aa
A

aad told aa ay eon exactly.
I waa ao nh aetoaiahed to thlak that tta told BO
oorreetiy, that 1 tald her that I weald take tar Bodleian, aot kaviag the I coat toith ttat they wooM
ao uy good, or that I ahoeld got tta
alight eel retool
from uy eoaree whatever; daally 1 took the aodioiae ud wnt hoau. Ia oaa week Dam the Hue 1
eOBBoaoed takiag tta -•'Vu I tad over three
gallant of water pace me la torn heart; aad ^ totlow tadhrere Bay ta aaeared ttat It woe a great Ntoal
to bo. I had aot bees able to He dews la had at
Bight belbre thia for two yean. How I on lie dowa
wtth perfect nau. I hare takn tar uadletao tor
eight Boathe, aad aa ae well m ny u oaold wtoh
to bo, ud ao aigu of dropey. I wooid advtoa all
that are took to go aad ooaeait Jibe. MtmoktMor,
evn if they
taro beea givn op by attar phyeieiua. I have ant tar a Boatar of cocoa of other
ud
the hae oared thea alee. So aad au
dieeaeee,
for TOHratlvM.

I kid

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam is the most
highly approved medicine ever discovered. It
has stood (Ac best of all tests. Time, having had an
unprecedented sale of nearly forty years. It is
recomrouuded
by our best physicians, our most eminent citizens, the Press, the Trade. in tact by all
who kuow it. For certificates, which can be given

THE

exteut, see wrappers to tack bottle.
The proprietors will checrfYillv refund the money it
not enft rely satisfactory. Price 60 cents and If: the
large bottles much the cheapest. Pe careful to get
the genuine, which is prepared only by KEED, CUTTER A CO.. Wholesale Druggists, Boston. Sold la
Portland by dealers generally.
fl. H. HAY, Druggist, corner Middle and Free
deefi iadfm
streets, Whoi esale Agent

to a)moat any

m

Copartnership Notice.
T HAVE lliia dav admitted AMOS L. MILLETT
X a, an equal partner in my Grocery butane.
Hereafter the buaiiieea will be conducted under the
■tyle and name of WILSON A MILLKTI' at tha
old aland, STS Coainwa street.
WILLIAM L. WILSON.
Portland, Jan. 1.1964.
jau2 lwtoodtf

BOSTON STOCK
January 1, 1863,

January 1, 1804.

Beings complete condensed history of
The Stock Movements for the year,
comprising the unparalleled fluctuations in
Bank, Manufacturing and Railroad Stocks,
witk Semi annual

Dividends,

Also, MINING SHARES.

part of the Stock opersokthkhn hk.rds grass.
ations of the day. Tb** whole in convenient form
Price 16 c*nt*. For sale by
for reference
DANA & CO. 1 jao30diw J. l». MARTIN,Stock Broker,Boston.
forming

so

prominent

a

mmam

totowr

fhtlk

tiaeilluaoi,
■klTAlMMi.
Banger, Jfoino, April V.
Ovfxob

Hotraa—From I A. ■■ Mil t F. M.
aaglT InAoatal ed

OK CONCEXTKATKB

LYE.
Family Soap-Maker.
ECOMOMT;

ECOWOMT I

Krenr family can make tta own *009

KUoton

gToaaa at

a

ooat ef

konf**!';

ualTtSlu

a«

poaad with Bnponlfler, which Is thraa ttm
airenplk </ rotaah.
0^Fall dircotloai coco jaay each
i non can.

MOT 1CH.
The gaaaiac Saponlder le only pat ap la 1-lb. la oa

by

the

rtSNSTLVANIA SALT-MAMVWACTUMIMO
CO., Patentee, aad <ele Manafhctararc.
Beware ef CoantorlhlU ! Bo .are yea bap tha taoa
can.

For Ml. in Portland
Twitch. II h Chapman.
C. TOFPAN, It

aorddkwiidhn

FLUCTUATIONS,
to

fkltk. kal

oaaaot bo .baked la her .kill la telling aad earing
dlaaaee.
CaaaLaa a. Hnaaoa,

Fsr t'sugbsi Cslda mad Csusamptleu.

now

inUhgtoafc

to

or

eomplaints.

VT

the .We of tta eaboartber,aanor

ONE or THE GREATEST CUBES —EMCOED.

Feb.

TO THE ATFLIOTE D !

an

room. over

**Z?%EiY£i5e.?s»let bf

KHAIM,

ouauuacixo

Friday Evening,

**-

t? g5&r * oo.

P^rnmt0at*

of tlx aitemblit* will be given at

DOW’S

Aasocia-

A.

GRASS SEED.
f.b3 8.i»

February 4th,

programme.

A pUaaant
two-.tory hoata aa
aoag
Poach atreet— 9 room—in flae Clark,
ardor 1—»
paiuted aed papers ■ throughout, elth bad
for a garden. Rent fUO. Rev at Ha. To
jaalttw

cans,

C. M

A Stated Meeting of tho M. C. M. Association will be held at the Library Room, on
Thursday eveuing, Feb. 4th, at 71 o’clock.
lebS 2t
F. M. CARS LEY. Secretary.

500BUSI,KL8

Night,
new

Parquet 60 cents,

•

HI.

AT

APPIAR

Deering Hall,

act upon the recommendation of the Governor aud
Attorney Genera), and cause the enforcement of
capital punishineut according to the Statute made
aud provided,
dr* 1 he public are invited.
f«b3 td

C.

MORE-!

ONE MIGHT

Debates will be held at
Ar^tion
TiFthe Library Room, on Friday eveuing. Feb.
6th, at 7| o’clock.

HI.

N OTICE.
wishing
ANYthegentleman
purpose of

Committee of Arrangements.
Prrs. G. tV. Tec*.
Vice Pres. 8. F. Hearse.
II.
N. Ha lev.
Sec’jr
Treas. C. ll.LiTTLxriKLD,
A.8. Spauldixo,
b. 11 Mkhrill,
J. B. Donut,
Perry Oliver,
F. A. LiTTLEriELD,
R. H. Waite,
G. A. Uahsoe,
Moses Day.
Floor Managers.
G. W.Tbl b,
8 F. Bxarsx.
H. N. Ualxv,
C. H. Littlxiield,
1’xrrv Oliver,
Moses Day,
F. B. Khioet,
A. 8. Spaulmeo.

QUESTION FOR DISCUSSION.
Resolved, That it is the duty of our Legislators to

Copper.

M

rjIHK

swellings,

lOIIN DOW, Agent,

(SECOND FLOOR).
She will give correct information in regard to the
past ami future, and advise invalids respecting their
feb2 d&t*
u*alth. it desired.

House usd Let fer Bole.

LANCASTER HALL. PORTLAND.
Tuesday Evening, Feb. *, I MU.

palsy

sworu

Ii-b3

CUSm2a*,

RCrUS
Fore and Rachange Mrwti
feWtf

The southerly Teaemeat of tho hloohof tea
houses No 10plumbstreot. LotahoatttxM
feet. House ia
good order. For r-—tislais
°r
j°HN c

..

they

Specifications,

—

new.97*

9348.234 63

drem expedient.

_

Mi**ouri 6’*.
American Gold.
168*
Canton Company.
88A
Cumberland Coal Company preferred
.. 57}
New York Central,.
iog:

7,446 32

proposals until the tenth of the
preseut month, tor grading that portion of their

-MAY BE SEEN-

Stock Market.

J

1

Eighth

now

2 581 10
134 60

fllHE Portland and Kennebec Railroad Company

Schooner HATTIE
iu Portland, as she
came from sea; It4 tons, coppered about
T one year since, well found iu sails, riging. Ac and six years old.
For particulars enquire of

ROSS,

Rent MM.
Corner of

\.j

On

49.600 00

To Hatlroad Contractors.

136 Middle Stre.t.
U4wi,

Sijnu of the. Asia.

New Yon*, Feb.J3.
Second Board
Stock* better.
United State* 6’* 1881
coupon*.10f>!
United State* 6-2U coupon*,.
1WJUnited State* one year certificate*

I

'I

BARGAINS!

SIIAW,

To be Let.
Dwelling Hoaee No. 44 Winter street

/-■A

-AT-

136.672 09

6

ew.

FOR SALE a TO LET

M

av n

THEIR SEVENTH ANNUAL BALL,

DR. W.

Nos. 98 & 98 Exchange St., Portland, Me.

MADAME BUVAN
Halifax, N. S., Feb. 3—11 P. M.
signs of the steamship Asia. Weather

1

intend to close ofT my entire stock of Furs at
very low prices for cash.
Now is the time for

J»n2R

30

8TATE OF NEW YORK.
City and County or New York, ea:
Ashua Taylor, President, and Henry P- Freeman,
Secretary, of the Maksut Fiuk Insur % sci Company, being severally * worn, depose and say, and
each for himself says, that the foregoing is a true,
full aud correct statement of the affairs of the said
corporation, and that they are the above described
officers thereof.
ASUUA TAYLOR. President.
H. P. FREEMAN, Secretary.

j

a

a it 1;

-WILL tSVB-

112 ?2rj 00
6,000 10

Government Tax,

Subscribed aud
uary, A. D. 1864.

febl eodlw

OV

;

Lend.

8,564 46

putting

Company.

STOCK

4 632

out tires, Ac
facilities for
iu attested copy of the Chaiteror Act ol
poration accompanied a former statement.

liy

the foregoing it will readily be perceived that
no money is wasted in managing the business ot the
Company or in supporting its officers. It is a strictly
mathoI
Every expense not really necessary is avoided, and the utmost degree of prudeuce
and ecouomy exercised throughout its business at*
fairs.
The cost of insurance in this Company upon farm
aud other detached dwellings lias not exceeded onefourth of one per rent per annum, for the past twenty
years—upou more hazardous property iu the same

eodtd

The Dirigo Association

910,379 36
6,728 59

Losses, Claims, and
Liabilities.
914,300 54
The greatest amount insured on any one risk it
but
as
a
will
not
rule
exceed
910 000.
930,0U0,
general
The company has no geueial lule as to the amount
allowed to be insured, in any city, town, village or
block, being governed in this matter, in each case,
by the general character of buildings, width of fits.,

9580 97

Printing, Postage, {stationery
All amount

9328.903

99

Total amount of

President, Secretary and Treasurer,
of Directors and agent* for
services,
Taxes, and other incidental

P48[no3

00
99

and unpaid,
noue.
Amouut of Losses incurred, and iu
none.
process of adjustment,
Amount of Losses reported on which
no action has been taken,
Amount of Claims for Losses resisted
by the Company.
Amount of Dividends declared aud due
aud unpaid,
none.
Amount of Dividends either cash or
not
declared
but
none.
due,
scrip,
yet
Amount of money borrowed,
none.
Amouut of all other existing claims
against the Company, being for iuterest not called for on outstanding

9103.000 00
1,000 00

over,

estate,

And

Tmssrrox, X. J., Feb. 3.
Judge Chancellor delivered his opinion today in the ease of tbo Camden & Amboy Railroad against the Delaware
Ray Railroad and

No
fine.

LIABILITIES.
Amouut of Losses adjusted, and due

assets:
Real

9300,000

Amount of casi in bauds of Agents,
aud iu course of transmission,
Amount of uniucumbered lical Estate
iu Brooklyn,
Amouut of U. 8. Treasury Notes, market value,
Amouut of Uauk Stocks,
Amount ol Loans on Bonds and Mortgages. being first lien of record on
uuincumbered Real Estate, worth at
least 9327,600,
Amount ot Loans on Stocks and Bonds
payable on demand, the market value
of securities pledged, at least 968,696,
Amouut due for premiums on Policies
issued at office,
Amount of Revenue Stamps iu office,
Due for iuterest accrued,

use.

Deposit notes

o’clock.

SOCIAL ASSEMBLIES !

Total amount of Capital and Surplus,
ASSETS.
Amount of cash iu Market Bank,
Amount of cash iu Company’s office,

Sric#

Present indebtedness of the Company,
including outstanding notes, interest
and losses not yet due,

to commence at 8

ball.

CAPITAL.

Capital of said Company actually
paid up in cash is
The surplus on the 1st day of Jan. 1864,

Diamond.
CHESTNUT COAL, (Johns') well screened;
99.50—good for small stoves, or where the
raft can be readily checked,
CUMBERLAND COAL, a prime article for

JANUARY

Jickett,

Strong.

Tickets $1.GO—may be obtained of the
Committee of Arrangements or at the door
Music by CHANDLER'S FULL OKCUESTKAL

The

the

Fire Insurance

A- I>
Wm.

B. F. Nelson.
Samuel Grace,
Alvin T. Walsh,
Jarnes Adams,
Alvin J. Poland.

Chaa. F.. Carle,
FLOOR MANAGERS,
Wm. Henncisy.
(’apt. L Pennell,
A. I>. Pickett,
Wm. Strong.
B. F. Nelson.

NAME

good order, carefully picked and screened.
Other varieties, to wit :
LEHIGH, Sugar Loaf, Hazleton and Old Lehigh
Nav. Company's.
8CHU Y LK1LL. (W. Ash,) Loiust Mountain.
RED ASH, the geniine FRANKLIN JOAL.afeo

EVIMXG

THR-

OP NEW YORK.
On the first day of January, A. D. 1864, made to the
Secretary of State of tho State of Maine, pursuant
to the statute of that State.

at 198 Commercial St.,
xt/v (Richardson's Wharf.) Portland.
The undersigned has sold the Johns' Coal for nine
year* last past. It has given general satisfaction.
Whore there is a fair draft, no coal excel* for

ro& THE YEAR

FOYE, Agent,

Market Fire Insurance Co.

A XA TONS Stove tfio,

on a

Feb. 17, ’64,

ARRANGEMENTS,
Sec. Wm Uennessy,

hase,
Andrew Nelson,

Street, Portland, Me.

-OF

JaoJt d8w
JOHNS’ COAL.

Maine Mutual

Lent.
the

of Portland several small
KRTS
INr'nl- dtr
1 he Under will uletaa forward

FIRE111, MIllTMMKIHt

Statement of the Condition

FOR SALE LOW FOR CASH.

janISiseodtf

Ob

L. C

Henry Koop.

3 Moulton
jnn30 dim

aud bills

DorUion of

Livermore. Clews k Co.

Insurance under Open.Special or General Policy,
npon Hulls, Cargoes and Freights, against all the
usual marine haiards, and war risks, at lowest curvent rates. Dividends made annuallydn cash or
scrip, at the election of the insured. All losses
promptly settled at office of

at $40,00 per one Thousand.
Also from $50,00 to $100,00 per one
Thousand.

Smiths’

A

••

Cigars

cooking

COMMITTEE

Capt. Leonard Pennell.

Shlwm'A

at $15,00 per one Thousand.
at

Ho. DO Portlaad Street, Portland.

AT LANCASTER HALL.

n
tn
u iv

1

per one Thousand.
per

At

Jan" dtf

and Civic

Wednesday Evening,

JWe

Hermann Koop, Arm of Hermann Koop k Co
H Lontrel, Arm of Francis k Lontrel
Allen McLean k Bnlkley.
<•
A C Marvin,
AS Marvin fc Co
Melius,Cnrrlcrk Sborwood.
John W Mott, 33 YY hitehall.
Arm of Devlin, Iludson k Son.
•“■^“.Ofden,
J tt Partridge, 58 Beaver street
K Poillon,
Hrm of C A K Polllon.
••
Sam-I G Heed,
8 G Need A Co.
M
Jno Savery’s Sons.
?
Jaoob K Telfair, •• Moody A Telfair.
T H A B Vetterlein A Co.
Henry Thierman,
Mwa-d Lnkart,
Cnkart A Co.
E J Weeks,
Weeks. Douglass A Co.
••
N H Wolfe,
N H Wolfe A Co.
Allston Wilson, 11 Wilson A Cammann
W N Woodcock, " Marsh, Bros A Co.

Exchange Street.

Cigars

Second-Hand Candle

Te be Let.

V»»!

WM. ALLEN, JR.,

Cigars
Cigars

anted. I

tfcn^ he

On

Embury, President Atlantic Bank,Brooklyn
Jed Frye, Urm nf Jed Frye A Co.
Charles Gould, 2 Hanover street.
Edward Haight, President Bank of Commonwealth
C J Jauson.Srm of Janson.Bond k
Co,NY k San F
G

atse Com.

of

BALL!

Ieb3

E C Cowdin k Co.
■>
c B Atom & Co.
400
Water street.
Dennington.
DeWoll, Hrm of D K DeWolf k Co.
W Klwell,
Jae W Ktwell k Co.

/»»«•
Daniel

and for iaJe by

»

Communication with Moreheal City

L L
D K

eapital, will

A good canvasser
wanted in every town

,,

S
£..
,.-C..Lo,W'lin'
(.has tV
Darling,

one

Firemen's, Military

Dancing

^-V S7UUIU TI juia'it sirt-ei.
HE Browne. Arm of U E. Browne k
Co.
0 M Brwggiotti. 109 I'egrl street.
W H Breeden, 107
street.
Liberty
Janes E Brett, Arm ot
Brett, Son k Co.
■'
K J Brown,
E J Brown fc Co.

or all Grade?, la store

$7,50

igg,*F|

hmTl»« » —U
AtX fled it for their
advantage to oail
grew .treet, near New
City Binding
*
Jau8 tf

Committee

Will give their seventh annual grand

John R Bacon, 63 South street.
Sidney B Kevins, Arm of Bevaus k Marshall.

CIGARS!

at

)

McLkllan,

BAND.

DIRECTORS.

QOBHil, ME.

Hrfrat of Roddy

Attack by the Rebels at Hoc kelson's CreekRetreat of our Forces—Attempt to Cut Fed

A. L. McCabtby, Secretary.

Iid5,000

at

w Commercial street.

Feb. 4,1864.

ASSOCIATES, EX-FIVE; Ml

per,vent

n

Cigars

fotSdl««

POBTLABD

ril

"

Wholesale Drag
*

“PRO BONO PUBLICO.**

The Board ol Directors hare resolved to
pay an
Interest of Seven per cent on the
outstanding Cer.
tifleates ol 1 rotit, to the holders
thereof, or their lerepresentatives, on and after Tcsbdav, the 16th
ebruary next.
They have also declared a Dividend of Three
to the Stockholders,
payable in cash, on
and after Tuesday, the 16th
day of FebruaryJ next,
free of Government Tax.
And the Director! have also declared a
Dividend
ol Twenty per cent on the net earned
Premiums
for the year ending 31st
December,
1868. to be issned
to tbo dealers in Scrip, on and alter
Trial..Y, the
22d day of March next, free of Government
Tax
G. HENRY HOOP. President.
A, W. WHIPPLE, Vice President.

Drain

a

Bkmj* Kinorhury, Jr.,)J
Arrangement!.
feMtd
[Courier copy.)

*176,487 18

Wool—quiet mud unchmnged.

la

J. W.»1*ERKIX8 A CO.

_

Horatio Stubbing,

*316 088 94

Th« Company,had on tho 31st
December,1863,
the following Asset*:
United States Government Stocks, and
loans on stocks, bonds and real estate, *90,202 91
Cash on hand and in bank,
61 309 81
Dills Receivable and Uncollected Premiums, and claims dne Company,
831,924 43

bbls; New Orleans 56

to wok

■

COMMISSION.

Thursday Evening,

7

ana

Country,

-BY-

**48,897_77

w.

H

aehington Report*.
New York. Feb. 3.
The Commercial Advertiser's
Washington
dispatch says the tax on petroleum has been
Informally considered by the Committee on
\V ays and Means. They have also considered
the tax on tobacco. A delegation of butchers
were before the committee
to-day, remonstrating against any increased tax on beeves.
The special committee to iuquirn into the
expenditures of the Xavy Department will
meet to-morrow. The matter first to be investigated is that concerning purchases made
by order of the Department not in accordance
with law, where exorbitant
prices were paid.
The Senate Military Committee have
passed
upon a large number of military nominations.
Gen. Schofield's nomination,
together with

stockholders,

or

SIXTH LECTURE,

Jacob

Help Wasted.
two hands
OHkml Paint
Store.

AID OF THK

IK

U. S. SANITARY

per celt to scriphoiders, paid, 1.3,246 09

18}.

with all practical expedition.

FROM NEWBURN, N. C.

cent to

the

the Preee cftu«

at

___feb* <Ut

!

Rev. ROBERTCOLLYER, of Chicago,

Looses paid and ascertained, *171.66186
Reinsurances, Expenses, Tax*
cs, and Commi-isious paid,
63,699 83
Leu Interest Dividend of7 per

Cotton—1 @ ljc higlior;
dling uplands.
Floor—Receipts 11,770 bbls; sales 12,.'DO bbls: State
and Western 6 @ 10c higher; Superfine State 6 60
6 06; Extra do 9 95 g 7 10; choice 7 la® 7
26; Round
Hood Ohio 7 40 ® 7 00; choice do 7
66® 9 60; Superfine Western 6 65 ® 0 75: Extra do 7 06 a7
70; Southern firmer; > ales 2AM bbls; Mixed to
good 7 76® 8 16
Fancy and extra 8 20 ® 11 00: Canada 6 8 10c higher; sales 1400 bbls; common Extra 6 95 ig: 7 Kc Extra good to’clioice 7 80 ® 8 90.
Wheat—1 ® 2c higher; sales 112 000 bush; Chicago
Spring 1 66 8 159; MilwaukieClub 1 66)8 1 61 Milwaukee Amber 1 69 ® 1 01; Winter Red Western 1 tC
81 70; Michigan Amber 1 ft) g 1 fijj.
Corn —closed heavy at an advance ol 18II: sales
108.0D bush; Mixed Western shipping 124 ®127Yellow Jersey 115 ® 119.
Oats—closed steady
Beef—more active; sales 1800 bbls; Country mess
6 00 8 7 00,
Pork—a shadeeasier; sales 1260 bbls; mess 20(0;
old do 19008 19 12}; new do
220082125; prime
16 00 8 18 CO.
Cut Meats—firmer.
Ilacon—firm.
Dressed Hugs—unchanged.
Lard—unchanged ; sales 7U0 bbls at 11 ® 18ic.
Whiskey—firm; sa'es 1300 bbls at 88 g 95.
Rice—firm; sales 600 bags Rangoon at 7] ® 8c aud
260 bags Patna at 8j.
finger—active and firm; sales 660 hhds New Orleans 13 ® 14}; Muscovado 12} 8 13; 12(0 boxes Ha-

13 Ac 13

State of

....

Nnw Yoke, Feb. 3.
sales at 84 8 *ljc lor mid-

Regiment

The Spaulding brought the steamer Thomas
Scott in tow, she being disabled.
Gen Butler has received the following dispatch:
“On the 20th ult. Gen. Palmer seut an expedition to capture a force of rebel cavalry in
Jones and Onslow counties, N. <J.
They succeeded in routing the enemy, captured twenty-three men, with their horses and equipments, destroyed 150,000 to 200,000 pounds of
beef, and captured several mules, horses, Ac.

Feawl,

THK-

-OK

61
J-*310,913
Add interest received
and due,
6,126 33

Mew fork Market.

Stores—quiet.
Freights to Liverpool-lower; Flour 10}d;

COURSE

LECTURES

**38,686 <6

Amount marked off as earned
during the year,
*835,818 69
Less Return Premiums,
24,904 93

closed at 90 J8 901 for money.
AMERICAN SECURITIES.—Illinois Central railroad 26 @ 24 die; Erie Railroad 64J q, c.",■

150

WANTS, LOST,FOUND
A BRASS kKV. K .'.airs

*ORK •)»"u»rJr 13ih. 1304.

SiTiTPWlvr

Naval

Carolina—Capture

THE CITY OF NEW YORK,
40 Pine Street*

HENT of tho
Company’s Affairs for the
ITATE
f fourth fiscal
Yoar,ending December 31st, 1(48:
Amount of Premiums outstanding 31st
December, 11362,
050 aue 77
Amount of Marine and Inland Premiums
written from Jan. 1st to Dec.
31st, 1868, 880.199 98

Broadsiuffs—steady and unchanged.
Provisions—quiet and steady.
Produce—steady.
LONDON MONEY MARKET, Jan. 20,-Consols

g66

ing

pay for services iu connection with claims,
contracts, accusations or arrests before any
departmeut or military or naval commission.
The fine on conviction is limited to $10,000
and two years imprisonment at the discretion
of the court trying the same.
The Senate to-day in executive session confirmed the following appointments: W. U. U.
Waters as Rreceiver of public monies at Ne-.
braska City; Alex. McCready, Receiver of
public monies at Dacotah City; John W.
Boyle, do. at Vermillion; D. T. Ralph, S. Dorr,
do. at San Kraucisco.
In accordance with a call for a caucus of
Union members of the House, a meeting took
place to night. Representative Morrill occuIkied til A (’hair.
Ahoilt fcivtv inamhara urora
present. The object was to consult and harmonize views on the measures pending, including the enrollment bill. A disposition
was manifested to transact
public business

OF

Tallow dull aud downward.

Molasses—firmer; sales

FROM FORTRESS MOV ROE.

Transmission

lessened bv the increase of burden. Since the
adoption of the schedule of Nov. 23d, by
which the time was reduced to ten hours between Washington and New York, the
irregularity has been greater than before, partly owto
the
increase
of
iug
great
passengers aud
the consequent delay in receiving aud dischargat
local
ing passengers
points. The line is
made up of five seperate roads, and the companies seem to regard the transportation of
muils as a secondary importance, subordinate
even to ordinary freight, aud
changes of the
mail train arc made without the knowledge of
the department and discriminates against the
■nails in case of danger of losing connection.
It is stated that a double track is in progress
on all the roads.
The road through Pbiiadelpbia'is actively pushed, the bridge over the
Susquebannali is under construction, and the
united efforts of the road will secure the remedy much sooner than it could be obtained by
a new line.
A practical placing of these lines
under one management by concert and harmony of action is suggested as a complete
remedy. It is hinted that the difficulty in
supplying the demands for labor and material
in case of the organization of a new company
and the consequent relaxing of efferts by
the present line would aggravate the difficulty.
No legislation is recommended unless it be

VUIU IMIUUaU.

43s.

INDEPENDENT

——

Washington Marine Ins. €».,

LIVERPOOL BREADS TUFFS MARKET.—Flour
quiet and steady. Wheat 1(8 2d higher under the
warlike aspect. Corn firmer; mixed 30a 6d.
LIVERPOOL PROVISIONS MARKET.-Beef
steady. Pork firm. Bacon steady. J.ard firm at 42a
6d

ENTERTAINMENTS.

OFFICE OF THE

Coffee— doll.

one man

Washington, Keb. 3.
The Post Master General has replied to a
resolution of the Senate asking the reason of
the frequent failures or mails between New
York and Washington. He attributes them
to the insufficiency of equipment in cart aud
engines to meet the increased demands of
travel and transportation. There beiog but a
single track the number of trains has been
reduced to prevent collisions, aud the
speed is

w,

MISCELLANEOUS.

steady.

vana

FROM WASHINGTON.
of Mails between JVew I ark
and Washington—I’roseedings of the honate— Union Caucus.

The railroad will

days.
Gov. Boreman also received a dispatch from
that
the
steamer Levi,
Galliopolis stating
which laft that place for Charleston, West Virginia, last night, was captured and burnt at
Red House on tbe Kanawha river.
Brig.

*/aiumui

The House resumed the consideration of the
resolution amendatory of the confiscation bill.
Mr. Wadsworth, of Kentuchy, combatted
the views of Mr. Stevens, of
Pennsylvania,
that this is a public war,
maintaining that it is
a civil war carried on within the
State. The
laws of war do not authorize the
conquest of
individual property on land but forbids it.
The House went into a commiitee on the
amendatory enrollment bill.
Mr. Amos Myers, of Pennsylvania,
proceeded to show that it, as had been asserted, the
draft was unpopular, it was because of certain
traitors who had striven by their speeches to
reuder it odious.

The rebels were driven

through Springfield and south of Burlington.
Many rebels were killed and wounded and our
captures are large, including the recovery of
our own men taken
yesterday and many
horses. The enemy are making rapid tracks
for the back country, hotly pursued by our
cavalry. The rebel raid intended on New
Creek has been thwarted by Gen. Averill's
quick movements.

Commercial.
Per steamship America at New York.
LIVERPOOL COTTON MARKET, Jan. 19._Tlie
•alee tor two days were 6.600 bales, including non to
speculators and exporters. The market closed dull
and jd lower, except tor American which was

by W. F. Phillips, Bade
Blaekrioae .treat, Borina,

HlBiae Trlrgraph

C«Mpu|,

of the Melao Tolegrapb ComTUE.tockhol.lcrs
pauy
hereby notMed to meet at tha eAeo of
the Xucricen
are

Telegraph Company la Bancor on
TUESDAY, the sixteenth (Kith) day ef Feoiaary
next, at teu (10) o'clock in the forenoon, to set a. on
an

offer of the Americau

Telegraph Company

to

purchase the stock of the Melee Telegraph Company, under the provisions of their lease to Mid
Americau

Telegraph Company;

aad

To act
upon any and all questions growing oat of
the provisions of Mid Icmo.
By order of the Diraotors,

Port,..d,Jan.APMEB“,,jU5rS;^

OF

Short Scientific lecture.
have invited tue to deliof scientific lectures before
ver a course
first subject to which
you, and l comply. The
You
1 invite your attentiou is the “Elbow'.
have had lectures on the baud, the foot, tlie
leatures of the face etc., but tiie elbow although it plays a very important part in physical economy, has been overlooked, If not altogether elbowed out by all scientific lecturElbow is taken from the Saxers before me.
on, except in cases of amputation, when it is
taken directly from the arm.
As the foot plays a very important part iu
ail the various walks of life, to say nothing of
the hop, skip and jump, so the elbow' is iutimately connected with very nianv of the
shifting scenes of human existence. The lover
presents his elbow tviLli all tenderness to the
blushing maiden by his side, as they take au
affectionate stroll together and as it touches
the neighborhood of her beating heart, her
hand fluttering on his arm, meanwhile, like a
frightened bird, what a thrill from that elbow
along the nerve of his arm, and thence defuses itself through his entranced eorporality 1
The elbow plays an entirely diflerant part
when a strong man elbows bis way through a
Hearts don’t flutter, but ribs ache
crowd.

My hearers;—You

consumedly.

It is on his elbow that the lover rests when
he reclines
—“Neath yonder nodding beach
That rear? it? oM fantastic root ?o high
And
the

muses

upon his mistress, and it is upon

elbow, too

that the

dying

man

ollen sup-

ports himself to look for the last time upon
the

setting

sun.

line thing to be able to crook the elbow.
A still elbow would render that old
laslioned social custom, shaking hands, a very
awkward proceeding, and make it impossible
for a lover to adjust a coal sleeve around the
waist of his mistress with anything like grace
or satisfaction.
While there are great manifest inconveniences attending an inability to crook the elbow, thousands have gone to premature
graves on account of crooking that useful

It is

■

a

nnpniluni)

tnn

nftpn

it WAIllii

«iy

lijtvr*

Iippii

belter to have born with stifl* elbows ami
never recovered from the disorder.
Whether the operation is performed elegantly and gracefully by young men at a fashiouabie bar, or by trembling, blear-eyed old
sots at a Buckport doggery, it is equally ruinous iu ts tendencies, aud results frequently
in transforming the elbow-crooker into a student of Natural History, with colonies of
snakes and other reptiles in his brogans. My
hearers if you crook your elbow before the
bar-keeper, do it with your thumb on your
nose, accompanied by digital gyration in token

that he “can't

come

it.”

1C an. —The following we commend to
young men, as golden advice:
I CAN. Of course you can. You show it

looks, iu your motion, in your speech,
everything. I can! A brave,hearty,
substantial, soulful, maDly, cheering expression. There is character, force, vigor, determination, will in it. We like it. The words
have a spirit, sparkle, pungency, flavor,
geniality, about them, which lakes one iu the
right place.
I can! There is a world of meaning expressed, nailed down, epigramized, rammed
in your
in your

into these few letters.

Whole sermons of
solid-ground virtues. How we more than admire to hear the young man speak it out
bravely, boldly, determinedly; as though it
was an out-searching of his entire nature, a
It tells of somereflection of his inner soul.
thing that is earnest, sober, serious; of something that will battle the race, and tumble
with the world iu a way that will open aud
brighten End mellow men’s eyes.
I can !
What spirit, purpose, intensity,
reality, power and praise. It is a strong arm,
a stout heart, a bold eye, a Arm port, an indomitable will. We never knew a man, possessed of its energy, vitality, Are and light,
that did not attain eminence of some sort. It
could not he otherwise. It is in the nature,
constitution, order, necessity, inevitable of
I can! rightly,
events that it should be so.
truly said, and then clinched and riveted by
the manly, heroic, determined deed, is the
secret solution, philosophy of men's lives.
They lock I can lor a motto, and went forth
and steadily made themselves aud the world
what they pleased.
Then, young men, if you would be somethiug besides a common dusty, prosy, wayfarer iu life, just put these magic words upon
your lips, and their musing, hopeful, expan
ding philosophy iu your hearts and arms. Do
it and you arc a made man.

MAINE STATE PRESS,
POR

1

routine

manner.

A Little incident (weighingeight pounds)
safely transpired iu a carra'ge in New Haven,
Conu.. last week. The ladv was on her wav
to a hotel, and was much surprised—so was
the hackmau.

Iu the march of life, dou't heed the order to

‘yiglit about,"
light.

when you know you are about

genlluian presented lace collar to the
object of his admiration, and in a jocular w ay
said: “Do not let any one else rumple it.”
“Vo, dear,” said the lady, “I will take it oil'."
A

a

What did William Tell's son say to his parent after the apple was shot from his head ?
“Father,” said he ‘,‘I've had an arrow escape.”
If It was not good lor Adam to live single
when there was not a woman on eartb, howvery eriinnally guilty are old bachelors, with
the world full of pretty girls.

B. P. H. R.
Berry’s

standard preparation that has been thoroughly
tested; its composition is in strict accordance
with hygienic rules and scientific principles—is not
the ephemeral production of a day, but the result of
long and patient study, experiment and research,
a

BEING ▲ TRUE

Renovator anil Restorer of Hair
In

J. T. OILMAN, Editor.
lu starting the Portland Daily Press the
Proprietors were influenced by what they lielievcd to be a demand of the loyal public sentiment of tlie State, and the generous reception
w hich it lias met with, and the unexpected measure of success which lias uniformly attended it
thus far, afford the most satisfactory evidence to
the proprietors that they did not misconstrue the
public demand. The Press lias been in existence
but one year and a half, and though it was commenced with no previous canvassing, and with
the field, to a superficial observer, fully occupied
by paiiers having old associations and honorable antecedents, yet in its brief history it has
gained a circulation never before attained by any
daily paper in the State, and a hold upon public confidence and respect most encouraging to
the proprietors, and stimulating to their cherished desire to satisfy the public wants by making such a paper as shall be deemed a public necessity by the loyal people of Maine.
Though the Press has had a success far exceeding the most sanguine exjiectations of its
projectors, and though comparatively few subscribers have been beard to complain of its acknowledged deficiences, and few demands fur its
improvement have come to the notice of its proprietors, and though it may have been all they
could afford to make it at the past and existing
exorbitant prices of printing materials and stock
and with its present patronage, yet the proprie
tors have long felt that it is far short of what a
leading journal in the commercial and financial
center of the State should be; and that the enterprise, the wealth, the public spirit and the
ast increasing population of Portland demand,
and should therefore sustain, such efforts os are
ueoessary to make a paper commensurate with
the growing importance and commanding position of their
The Business of this city should demand much
more space fur its advertisement than her numerous merchants and manufacturers have as yet
claimed fur its accommodation; while the great variety ami importance of thenewsof theday—Foreign and Domestic, Civil and Military —imperatively calls for more attention than the patronage actually enjoyed by any paper in the State
w/tlllil iiiLtitV

luiufitnrinir

■<lutn
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tors of the Press, reusing implicit trust in the
sense slid the liberality of the people of
iainc, and their willingness to sustain all enterprises haring for their object the promotion of
our common weal, hope the day is not far dis
tant when they may, with full confidence in success, make

Sood

THE DAILY PRESS
of such enlarged and generous
proportions that,
while

the business of our city shall be better accommodated iu its advertising columns, the general news, the varied interests and enterprises of
the State, and the development of her almost unrivalled natural resources, may receive that degree of attention commensurate with their great
importance and their claims upon public attentention
thus making a daily paper worthy the
practical regard of every business man in Portof
land,
every commercial citizen of Maine, and
of every well-wisher to our vigorous Commonwealth
—

THE MAINE STATE
\
issued weekly,

PRESS,

large quarto, containing fortyeight column-*, convenient for preservation and
binding, is confidently cummendlH to the
Loyal Families oC Maine,
a

pa|*r which will ever I* found a lively, vigorous and welcome visiter in their fireside circles.
It has been increased in sire a fraction over thirty per cent., and is bow

as a

The

Largest Paper

in the

State,

anil is not exceeded in sixe by any political jiaper
in New England, and is considerably larger than
the New York quartos. It contains the news of
the day by mail and telegraph, has a large
armt correspondence, gives full market re-

ports,

FILL MARINE LIST,
and besides the discussion of the great living isA

disorganized.) promote

New and

open Day'
ISEducation.
Kuuson

Evening,
Located I860.

Thorough

Busin es

Block, Middle St,, No. 161.

Scholarship* good in any part of the United States*
The Principal has had 20 years experience; is always
and prom-

ou the spot, and attend* to his business;
ises, a* during the past 12 year*, no pains shall be
spared in the future. Five hundred references of
tne tirst class business men, with
many others of this
city, will testily to the practical utility, capaciousness aud completeness of tuy systems and manner
of teaching, and citi/.en* of other cities have testified
to the same. Diplomas will bo awarded for thorough courses. Able Assistants secured. Bartlett’s
Plan, the fouuder of Commercial Colleges, strictly
adhered to os regards not copying. Certain time#

will be devoted to Commercial Law elucidation?.—
Come all who have failed to be taught a business
Laud-writing ami I will guarantee to you success.
Applicatioussolicited for Accountant*. Separate iu
structiou given. Students can enter any time. Separate rooms for Ladies. Tuition reasonable. Intricate account* adjusted. Ladies and Gentlemen that
desire to take lesson*, or a full, or a separate course,
iu either Book-Keeping, Navigation, Commercial
Law, Phonography, Higher Mathematics, Civil Engineering, Surveying, Native Business Writing,
Card
Arithmetic. Correspondence,
Commercial
Marking, (and teaching irom printed copies and
or
address
Teat Book* will be avoided, * please oall,

the Principal.
Portland, Oct. 22,1968

K. N. BROWN.
oc29 oodfttowly

Healthy

character,

Historical aud Bi-

dyeing

other preparations.
PREPARED ONLY BY

—

HENRY A. BERRY, Chemist,
229 1-2 Congress Street, Portland, Me.
H. R. HAY, junction Free and Middle streets,
General Agent for Maine. Price f 1 per bottle.

—

locality
Trt

position.

or
ta>1 itt/iiv 1

,v,in.i,.;.H,

f

l../.

the close of the year lb04, the Press wiR be found
acting with loyal Union men, irrespective of antecedents, and opposing all disloyal men, on
matter from what stock they may have descended.
Its course for the last year and a half may be
taken iisfau indication of what it proposes for the
future.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.

DAILY~PRESS.
rent*
rata.

discounted.

Trice for throe

or

six

beautifying

For
a

n u

and

preserving

■ n

wr

the

hair,

mm n

vr mi n

composed

of vkobtadlk extracts, containing no
oil or alcohol, chemically combined and highly perfumed. Price 50 cents per bottle.
jan23 dly

J. B.

DR.

CAM

HUGHES

El FOUND

AT HI*

MEDICAL

PRIVATE

Single

ropy,

oar

year,

he

consulted

be

can

the utmost confidence by
WI1KRE
from 8
to b
hours

daily,

a. if.

sr Weekly papers in the State receiving
marked copy of the above prospectus, that will
publish so much as they find njjt erased, three
insertions, directing attention to the same editorially,and sending a marked copy to thisoffia
shall be entitled to an even
exchange with the Dai-

ly Press,for

one

year.

BklDUTOY

ACADEMY !

afflicted,

p. m.

Devoting

or

the

recently contracted, entirely removing

dregs of disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PERMANENT CURE.
He would call the attention of the afflicted to the
fact of his long standing and well earned reputation,
furnishing sufficient assurance of his skill and sue008S.
CAUTION TO THE PUBLIC.
Every intelligent and thinking person must know
that remedies hauded out from general use should
have their efficacy established
by well-tested experience in the hands of a regularly educated physician, wbo*e preparatory study fits him for all the
duties he must fulfill; yet the country is flooded with
nostrums and cure-alls, purporting to bo the
poor
best in the world, which are net only useless, but always injurious. The unfortunate should be particular in selecting bis physician, as it is a lamentable
yet incontrovertable fact that many syphilitic pa-

tients are made miserable with ruined constitutions
by maltreatment from inexpcricuced physicians in
practice; for it is a point gent rally conceded
that the study and manby the best
agement of these complaints should engross the
whole time of those who would be competent and
successful in their treatment and cure. The inexperienced general practitioner, having neither opnor time to make himself acquainted with
their pathology, commonly nusrues one system of
an indiscriminate
treatment, in most cases
use of that antiquated and dangerous weapon, Mercury.

general

syphilographers.

portunity

making

HAVE CONFIDENCE.
All who have committed au excess of any kind,whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturor years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
The Pains and Aches, and Lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may follow Impure Coition, are
the Barometer to the whole system.
Do not wait for the consummation that is sure to follow, do not wait for Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, for 1/oes of Beauty
and Complexion.

charge made.

or no
a day

passes but we are consulted by one
young men with the above disease, some of
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they
had the consumption, and
their friends supposed
to have it. All such cases yield to the proper and
correct
course
of
and in a short time
treatment,
only
arc made to rejoice in perfect health.

MIDDLE AGED MEN.

difficulty,

Address.
DR. J. B. HUGHES,
No. 6 Temple 8t., [corner of Middle] Portland.
OT*8end Stamp for circular.

Eclectic iffedical
TO THE

Infirmary.

LADIE?.

HUGHES particularlyinvitesallLadieewho
need a medical adviser, to call at bis rooms, No.
6 Temple Street, which they will find arranged for
their especial accommodation.

DR

led in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific and
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIKS will find it invaluable In all caaesofob•truetions after all other remediee have been tried in
▼min. Ittspnrely vegetable, containing nothing in
the least injurious to tne health, and may betaken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to any part of the oountry with fall directions
UK. UUUHE8,
by addressing
Hc.fi Temple Street, oorner cf Middle, Portion*.
own sex.
mm.

A

Indy

of

experience

of their
In constaut attendone

janl dtwly

SINGER’S

WOODMAN, TRUE * CO.,
AGENTS,
Wot. 64 find 66

•

•

Middle Str«.t.

•

Reedies and Trimmings always

taken the

prepared to do all kinds of
Furniture Repairing & Varnishing
-ALSO-

Bridgton,

eleven week*.
C. E ill H ON. A. M
Principal.
M D. CHAPLIN, A II.. Axbtant.
Mrs ELIZABETH HILTON. Teacher of Music.
Miss L. K. 01 BBS, Teacher of Drawing and

Painting.

•

the Academy at reasonable rates. Stureduce their expenses by boarding themselves. Special attention given to those preparing
for College. Text Books supplied by the Principal
at Portland price*.
THOMAS II. MEAD. Secretary.
North Bridgton, Jan 23, 186-1. jau23 codJt w3w
Board

on

hand,

To tlie Citizens.

ANY

THE BEST!
Middle street,
Photograph Galleries,
THE
Portland, having been thoroughly refitted and
with all the latest

near

supplied

improvements,

are now

open for the accommodation of the public.
The proprietor is prepared to supply his former
customers and all who may give him a call, with pic*
tures of every
executed in the beet manner and at reasonable prices.
Particular attention given to copying.
A. S. DAVIS, Proprietor.
dtf
Portland, July 30,1863.

FVE
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ALBERT WEBB * CO.,
-DliLIU I*-

ad)

9, 1963,
except,

in iTiti nscuniM »r

For

ajU.

Leave IslandTond for Portland, at 6 a. x.
Leave South Paris for Portland at 5.46 a. x.

8TEAM AND

H.

BAILEY, Superintendent.

HEAD OF MKKKIU/8 WHARF,

Fcrllacfi, Me.
JcSttf

Ketail.

FITTING,

lalMtf

ORGANS.

Leave Boaton for Portland at 7.30
P.

A. x.

and 2.30

The manufacturers have the written
testimony of
hundred of the best Orgauists and Musicians,
foreign and native, to the effect that they are
superior to any Instruments of the kiud that they
have ever seen. Among the testimonials of such at
Thai berg, Morgan and Zundel, is the following from
Gottschalk :
"Miwao. Mabov A Hamlin:-! congratulate
you on the introduction of a new Musical Instrument, long wanted, and sure to find its way into
every household of taste and refinement that can
possibly afford its moderate expense. Your Cabinet
Organ is truly a charming instrument, worthy of
the high praise it has received, and far superior to
everything of its class I have seen. I take ploasnre
in commending It most heartily as everywhere worthy a place beeide the Piano Forte, to which it is a
floe complement, from its
capacity for
much delightful music, saered, secular, classic and
popular, to which the Piano is not adapted.”
over a

stations.

Freight trains leave

Portland and Boston

daily.

FRANCIS CHASE, Superintendent.
cell edtf
Portland, Oct. 30,1863.
~

^

STEAMBOATS.

(Signed)
f
I

subscribers manufacture

Company offer, advantage not excelled, aa
rpHIB
A ia tome
respect* not equalled, by any other. It
already paid to widow, aad orphan* ot th. aa.

and Doable

baa

•ured. Dourly two mill ion* dollars. 1U Trustees
ia New York City ar* or th* vary drat aad Bloat nil.
able names.
It is PURELY MUTUAL, the policy holders re-

Bed and Platen Book & Job Printing Preaaes,
(Adams’ Patent,)
Hand and Card Presses, Hydraulic Presses with
wrought-iron cylinders. Standing Presses of various
kinds, Chases, Furniture, Cases, Stands, Brass Rule,
Composing Sticks, aud every article connected with

City, Lewiston and Montreal

Will, until further notice, run aa
follows:
Leave Atlantic Wharl, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 7 o'clock 1* M., and India Wharf, Bolton,
every Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday, at 6 o’clock P. H.
Farcin Cabin.*1.50
on Deck. 1.2*
*

aa

SEMI-WEEKLY

February,

‘J'J

of

the following rates:
Less than $50 at par.
$60 to $1000, 4 percent, discount.
$1000 and upwards. 6 per oent. discount.
NATB’L J. MILLER. Collator.

J. W. SYKES,
Purchaser lor Eastern Account

Health, Strength

and

Happiness

or

RESTORED IN FOURTEEN DAYS

LOUR, GRAIN, SEEDS, PROVISIONS,<-LABD,
BUTTER and WESTERN PRODUCE

Dr. Dnmas’ Concentrated Elixir of Life.
application*
AFTER
Paris, he has at length appointed
Boston, for the sale ot his

Chicago, Illinois.

Rkfkkkwokb

1

SHERRTj

to Dr.

Dumas, of
agent in
CONCENhighly sought
TRATED ELIXIR OF LIFE This great remedy
has been kuowu aud appreciated by tbe faculty ot
mediciue throughout France; also, by the Medical
Lancet, to he the greatest discovery ever made for
the restoration of mankind. This CONCENTRATED ELIXIR OF LIFE restores iu rovutbbn pays
the lost powers of manhood, whether arising from
contracted habits, effect* of climate, or natural
cause*.
The time required to effect a certain cure of
the most inveterate case is fourteen days; and If
used according to printed directions, success is certain and failure impossible. This remtdy can be
taken by both sexes, and will be found most infallinuiv crou*

Particular attention given to shipping by quickest
cheapest route*. No. 162 SOUTH WATER ST.

and

an

ble.
Dr. Dumas’CONCENTRATED ELIXIR OF LIFE
1* sold in bottles, with full instructions, at $?, or
lour times the quantity in one for $7; and will be
scut to any part of the United States, carefully and
securely packed, on receipt of remittance, to his

Wig Maker,

I
No. IS Market Square, Fort* 'nd, (up stairs.)
I7~3cparat« room for Ladies’ and Children'* Hair
Cutting.
LOUIS ANDRE,
sole agent.
A good stock of Wigs. Half-Wigs, Bands, Braids,
No. 4 Lindall St., (two doors from Congress St.,)
Curls, Frizett*. Pad*, Rolls, Crimping Boards, Ac.,
Boston, Mas*.
Junl5dLm
Ao.. constantly on hand.
ie22’63 dly

Made from the pure Balsams qf Ferment.

-ron TH*

GASCOYNE,
rUKCBASK

N. H. Downs's

Merchants,

EASTERN

OF-

MARKETS.

53 M VSO .t and 124 Bill ST REITS,
MILWAUKEE.Wisconsin,
W. B. D.

GABCOYNK.

-Refer by permission toLester Sex ton, J M. Duraud A Co.. J. A. Benedict
A Co., Wisconsin Insurance Co. Bank, Milwaukee;
W. K. Muir, Detroit, Jobs Porteous, Portland.
Janl dim

Vegetable

Balsamic Elixir.

Til II IS honest, standard old Cough Kkmkdy, made
J. in Vermont, has been used with entire success for
thirty-three years. It is warranted as usual for
Coughs, Colgs, Whooping Cough, (Youp, Asthma,
and all diseases <\f the Throat, Chest and Lungs,
aud all diseases tending to Consumption.

FLOUR, GRAIN & PROVISIONS,
FOR

valid objection w itch can possibly be brought
against the system of Lifo Insurance.
The lively
and mooses of thi* Company
is shown in tho/aef, that for th* lut thro* years ft
bu taken the lend of all tke Lifo Companies ia thi*
Country. The IMBoial Return* of th* Iaearaaoe
Commissioners showing that th* amount of It* WWW
BFRinaae for the year 1833, nearly equalled the com
bined business of an, other two Companiet in th*
United States.

prosperity

WARREN SPARROW,
General Ageat for the State of Mala*.

Central Office

Exchange Street,

a

Street,

Oeneral Commission

only

of Maine,

Internal Revenue Stamps.
Office having been raado
depository of
THIS
Revenue Stamps, the public will bo supplied at

dtf

SIVYER &

to Forfeitare!

•

Vo. 74 Middle 8treet.

urrvoua. iujl rusi uifivs

j

We have testimonial* from many of the best physicians and gentlemen of standing, among whom we
mention tbe Uou. Paul Dillingham, Lieut. Gov. of
Vermont; Hon. Bates Turner, late Judge of the Supreme Court of Vermont; Dr. J. fi. Woodward,
Brigade Surgeon U.S. Army.

JOHN F. HENRY k CO.,Proprietors,
Successors to N. H. Downs,
Watbbbuby, Vt.
26 cents, 60 oents. and $1 per bottle.
U. Hay and J. W. Perkins k Co., Portland.
novl» dfcwTOw*
Me.,wholesale agents for Mnino.

r“Price

Lyon’s Periodical Drops

Lyon's Periodical Drops,
Sure to do Good oad cannot do Harm.
Price, $1

per Bottle.

For late by all Draggiata. At wbolaaala by W. F

Phillips, H. H. Hay A Co., Portland.
aagMeodly

F

wiahing to hort
extracted
WITHOUT PATS.

STATEMENT OF THE
!

Dina Insurance

Company,

by tho

aid

of Proto tide of Nitrogen
Oxide, will do woll to call oa

Ob the 1st day of November. A. D. 1363, as required
by the Laws of the State of Maine.

DR. W. R. JOSRSOR, Dentist.
Dr. J,, haring

tome eighteen yean ataeo prepared
aad administered I hie gaa to hie Undent* while teach“Chemistry,” therefore hi* previous know).
|e of ita effect) apoa tho human ayetom whoa iaed into tho Inoge. and also of the mode of masstietaring it in lie pnreet elate, render* him ieeond to
•o other Doatht In hi* worn* of aow applying it la

S

relieving the pain anally attending tha removal af
Dr. J.’a oBaelrat

The Cupitai Stock la..„..*1.800.000

surplus

it invested

at

fOtlows

Reel estate, nuiocumbered.
*87,908 18
Cash lu hand, ou deposit, and in age at*'
bauds,
218,960 60
Unitod Stutee Stocks,
612,847 80
State and City Stocks, and Town Bonds, 669,480 00
Bunk and Trust Company Stocks,
1,047.270 00
831.SA0 00
Mortgage Bonds.
Atlantic Mutual Ins. Co s scrip, 1862-8,
18,886 80
Total Assets,
*3,026,879 74
Amount of Liabilities for Losses not
due or adjusted,
*176.411 84
Amount at risk, estimated,
116 616,479 C<
THUS. A. ALEXANDER, President.

Lucius J, Habdbb, Secretary.
Hartford, Nov. 7, 1863.

Two door, wool
doell oodtf

of aow City Hall,

OFFICE

OF

THE

ATLANTIC

Mutual Insurance

Company,

NEW YOEK. JANUARY MTU, 1M4.
rraateoa. in eoaformity to the Charter of the
THE
Company, iabmit the fallowing rtatenient of
it*
aflhir*

oa

the (1st December, 1461:

Premium* rooolvod

on Marine Ri»k»,
from 1st January, 1463, to J1U December, 1463,
e3.11!.3M M
Premium* on Policiei not marked off
lit January, 1861,
1.790.4M 34

Total amonat of Marian Premium*, el0.006.uul
No Polleie* have been iamted apoa Life
Rt*k> nor apoa Fire RUk* diuooaaected with Marine Kiafc*.
Premium* marked of hem let Jaa.,
um. to 31*1 Deoombor, 18M,
S7 6*7.666
Lome* paid during the Mine period.
3.806 661
Return* of Premium* aad Kxpeax-,.
1.U89.M7

No. 4 Iron Block, Portland Pier.

MAINE INSURANCE CO.
Augusta, Maine.
Maine Insurance

Company insure against

lots or damage by Fire, Buildings, Merchandise and Furniture, ou terms as favorable as it can
be done bv any solvent Company. Policies issued
for One, Three, or F'ire years.
J.

56
U4
44

aad

Mortgage*aad other Loam,,undry

Note*, re-ianraace and other elaime
due the Company, estimated at

Reoeivabl*,

104.96461
3,179.676 1 3
744,413 9*

Total amonat of A wet*.
#9,346,646 33
Six per cent interest oa the oatatanding ceriiffcate* of proltt* will be paid to the holder* thereof
or their legal
representative*, oa and after Tuesday,
tue Second of
next.
After marving Three and One half Million Dollar* of prollta. the onutanding onrtiffcate, of the laAIIA

ftf

will Km PoilAiiiiiail

thereof,

«r

arwl t.oi.l t.v

tho

Kail,I

thair legal representative*, on and
after
the Second of February next, from
which date all interest thereon will cease
I he certificate# to be produced at the time of |tayment, and
cancelled.
A Dividend of Forty Par Cent is declared on the
net careed premiums of the Company, for the year
ending Slat December. 1863. for which certificate*
will be issued, on and after Tuesday, the Fifth of
April next.
The Profits of the Company, ascertained
from the 1st of Jaly, 1843, to the 1st of
January, 1863. for which Certihcatee
were issued, amount to
$14,328 880
Additional from 1st January, W6S, to 1st

Tuesday,

January, ISM,

1.USD,000

Total profit* for lit ynn,
•lk.MS.SSO
Tho Certificate* pm loo* to lfiQ, bar*
boon redeemed br eaak,
11.800,110
Net earning* remaining witb the Compaap, on Dt January, 1M1,
M.MS.fiTO
By order of Ilia Board,
W. TOWNSEND JONES Secretary
■

■

TRUSTEES.

decs dtf

THE

17

The Company haa tha following Aaaeta, via:
United Sute* aad Stat# of New Tork
Stock. City. Bank and other .Stock,. 44.4bi.6Jl 3d
Loan* vecured by block*.aadotherwiae, l,46d.7ud uo
Real K*t*te and Bond* aad Mortgage*,
lu3,7<0 Ud
Dividend* oa Slock,. Intorcet on Bond*

...

J. C. CHURCHILL, Agent,

*

!

3a© 1-3 CONGRESS STREE

ert

amt frith the

Nttroaa

or

February

OF HARTFORD, CONN.,

j

noil

mRteeth

Premium Note, aad Bill*
Caah ia Bank,

deoil dtf

_

Hair Cutter and

Subject

meeting with universal favor, and obviates th*

Fobtlasd, July 17tb, 1S«J

lanve Portland.
For freight or paaaage apply to
EMERY” A FOX. Brown's Wharf, Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL A UO., No. •« West

JOHN F.

Policies not
Is

Office of Collector of Internal Revenue,

Shipper* are requested to lend their freight te the
steamer* aaearly at I P. M„ on the day that than

Mossr-* Maynard k Sons; H. k W
Chickering; C. II. Cumming* k Co.; S. U. Bo mil ear
k Co.; Charles A. Stone; Hal let t, Davis k Co., of
Boston, Mass. Ca*hier Elliot Bank, Boston. J. N.
Bacon, Esq., President Newton Bank, .tewton. C.
B. Coffin ; Warren Ellis k Sons, New York City

by

whoa desired—thus furnishing Insurance for aearl,
double the amount, for about the Mine cub payment
aa I* required ia an -all cub Company.”
The new feature In Life AMuranee, reoeatly intro*
duced by thi* Company, of lulling LIFE

HIRAM U. DOW,
REUBEN HIUU1N8,110“'

ohn.
Snebec,

r. O. Bon 471.

to over Three Million Dollar,. It accommodate* the (Mured in the Mttlemeat of their premium*,
receiving a note for a part of tbs amount

ac6 rilawfc wtmehlfi

State

Drops

An bettor than nil Pilla, Powders,
And ftnnek Preparations.

now

examining

Fir it Collection IHetrict

Periodical

Lyon’s

Til QIIiT mill BIMBO Y

Dividends declared Annnally.
■The mortality among It* member* ha* been proportional/, let$ than that of any other Life lusa*
raaoe Company in America—a remit coaseqaent oa
a moat careful and Judicious .election of lire*, aad
one of great importance to the policy holder*.
It offer* to it* policy holder* the moet abundant
•ecurity in a largo accumulated fond. amounting

September,
Viuging

The aplandid and faat Steumahlp*
j*.
m
"LOCUST POINT," C*pt..WlLL*TT,
Lo Wand "POTOMAC," Captain Shku•bMHSwowi, will,until further notice, rum
me followi:
Leave Browns Wharf, Portland, every WEDNESDAY, and SATURDAY, at 4 P. M., and leave Mer
• North River, New York, every WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, at 3 o’clock, P. M.
Thece yeceela are flttednp with dueaocommodatiena
for pasarncen, making this the moat upeedy, aafe and
comfortable route for travellers between New York
and Maine. Paeeage 97,00, including Pare and Stata
Rooms.
Goods forwarded by thia line to and from Montreal,
Bangor, Bath, Anguata, Eaatport and St.

New York.
Dee.«, 18(3,

whole li/*, short term, endowment, annuity, ye.

©eased owed, the undersigned have been appointed
Commissioners, with full power to rcceivo aud examine all the claims of the several creditors to said
estate. Sx months from the fifteenth of
A D. 1863, are allowed to said creditors for
in their claims aud proving their debts. The Commissioners will meet at the office of the County Commissioned, iu Portland, from 2 to 6 o'clock r. M. of
the second and last Saturday* of the following
months, vis: October, November. December, 18S3,
and January, A. D. 1864, aud in tbe afternoon of the
and 15th day of March. 1864,
15th day ot
for the purpose of receiving and
the
claims of creditors of said estate.

LINE.

care in
a safe

quarterly,

PUBLIC

new toru steamers

do Harm.

projtts.

the selection of its risks—strict
and judicious investment of
economy—and
Its foods—characterise its management.
Premiums received
sems-anmmally, or
annually. Policies issued in nil the various forms of

NOTICE 1. hereby given th«t the rsUt,
of Edward B. Jack, late of Westbrook, in thcounty of Cumberland, deceased, having been repe
resented to the Judge of Probate as insolvent and

usual.

the entire

ER^Special

Insolvency Notice,

The Company are not responsible for baggage te
any amount exceeding 950 in value, and that person*
al, unless notice is given snd paid for at tbo rate ol
one passenger for every *500 additional value.
dtf
L. BILLINGS, Agent.
Feb.18,1868.
romuna ana

ceiving

the arts of Letter-press,Copperplate and Lithographic Printing, Bookbinding, Stereotyping and Electrotyping, always on hand or furnished at short notice.
A new Cofo/oyue.containing cats and descriptions
•f many new Machines not before shown in their
book, with directions for putting up, working. Ac.,
and other uselul information, is now in press, and
when completed will be sent to any of the oraftwho
R. HOK A CO.,
will fbrnish their address.
Hew York and Boston. Moot
aav3 dl6w

THE STEAMERS

taken

Exchange Street,Portland, Me.

How. MORRIS FRANKLIN, Preside*!.
FLINT FREEMAN, Actury.

PRINTING MACHINES,

Portland and Boston Line.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
Ar» Kara to do Good and cannot

Vet Assets over $3,000,000,aeouieljinTceted.

A'

Tobe succeeded by the steamship JURA on the
13th of February.
decl6

Drops

AXD QUACK MEDICINES.

J. H. WASHBURN,
Notary Pnblio.

I

Horn Offloe, Mm. ua * 114 Broadway, B.T.

HEW TOSX.

Single
THE
Cylinder and Type-Revolving

Periodical

Lyon’s

ABE BETTER THAN ALL TILLS, TOWDEEM

Sfew York:

Mahufactorik*— On Broome, Sheriff f Columbia
its., A'. T., and on Foundry $t., Boston,blast.

and Liverpool
—Cabin (according to accommodation) #6<Jto #80;
Steerage, #80. Payable in gold cr ite equivalent.
Paeeuxn •..»)«
For ppo' »**♦

Freight

1,10000

Life Insurance Company

W arolaouBo,

Londonderry, UltAgow

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

20,708 08

Mutual Life Insurance.

PRINTERS Sr BINDERS'
29 and 31 Gold Street

DO HARM.

Lyon’s Periodical Drops
90,698 29

ESTABLISHED 1845.

Sort

Forest

ARE SURE TO DO QOODAND CANNOT

26,649 27
86,284 60

Jul( Swd

tfMt.tf

steamship NOVA SCOTIAN
Capt. Gkaham. will eail from thin
for Liverpool, on SATURDAY’
eb. 6th, immediately after the arri
-_ifn of the previous day from Montreal.

ALL

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

JOHN DOW, Ageat,

H. S. EDWARDS,

The

TBAM

6,716 29

either cash

i

96 A 98

No. 849 1-3 Btnrart'i Blook, CMtrtM St

RETURN TICKETS GRANTED AT REDUCED
RATES.

BBTTBB

22,498 36

CHARLES J. MARTIN. President.
(Signed)
JOHN MctiEB. Secretary.
(Signed)
Subscribed and sworn before me. this 9th of JanA.
D.
1864. Witness my hand and official seal.
uary,

New York. 22d Sept., 1963.
These Instruments may be found at the Musi#
Rooms of the subscriber, where they will be sold at
the manufacturers' prices.

PaAiengert Booked to Londonderry,
Glasgow and iiverpool.

000,1 Id OU

thereof.

GOTTSCHALK.

CARRYING THE CANADIAN fc C. B MAILS.

to

ABB

himself says, that the foregoing is a true, full and
correct statement of the aflhirs of the said Corporation, and that they are the above described officers

rendering

Montreal Ocean Steamship Go.

PILLS,POWDERS f QUACK PREPARATIONS.

I
Stati ofNiw York,
of New York, j **
Martin. President, and John Mcliee,
Secretary, of the Homk Insuranc e Compait, being severally sworn, depose and say. and each for

both

Leave Portsmouth for Portland, at 10.00 A. X. and
6.00 r. x.
Those trains will take and leave passengers at way

886,222 60

and County
City
Charles J.

vicinity.

x.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

year.

churches, vestnrs, or parlors,
offers them for sale to the citizens or Portland and

r. x.

110,126 00

None.
claims
None.
and lia-bilitiee,
*112.406 86
Thegreatest amount Insured on any one risk is
•50,000. but will not as « general rule exceed *10.000.
The Company has no general rule as to the amount
allowed to oe insured in any city, town, village or
block, being governed in this matter, in each case,
by the general character ot buildings, width of
streets, facilities for putting out fires, Ac.
An attested copy of the Charter or Act of Incorporation accompanied the statement of a previous

subscriber, being impressed with the great
TUR
excellence of these Instruments, and their adaptation either for small

Commencing Nov. 2d, 1863.
Passenger Trains will leave the 8ta>
9ME5H tion. Canal street, daily, (Sundays exand 3.30

136,660 00

of money borrowed,
of all other existiug
against the Company.
Total amount of losses, claims,

POETLAHD. MB.

CABINET

ARR'ANQEM RNTS,

A. x.

The Great Female Remedy

*'

RAILROAD.

cepted) as follows:
Leave Portland for Boston, at 8.45

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS!

Amount

Mason & Hamlin’s

novl

Drops!

-ABM-

Sure to do Goodaad cannot do Earn;

or
dividends,
•crip,declared but not yet due, None.

Works 6 Union 8L, and 883 1 386 foiall.

PORTLAND, SACO A PORTSMOUTH

WINTER

446,616

00

*2,217,114 01

Amount ot

GAS

Drops!

Periodical

Lyon’s

icmi

and unpaid,

Dona la tho boat aaaaaar.

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amount exceeding *50 in value, and tnat personal, unless notice is given, and paid for at the rate
of one passenger for every 9500 additional value.
C. J. BKYDGKS, Managing Director.

Nor. 4,1863.

or

Lyon's Periodical

Plllt, Powders A Quack Preparations.

of adjustment,
Amount of losses reported, oa which
no action has been taken.
None.
Amount of claims for losses resisted by
the Company,
Amount or dividends declared aad due

iaciuikt,

Drops!

iu imnnii all

cess

StMa Cooka, Valrea, ripened CouMtloai, Wh.lt,

Down Trains.

Lyons Periodical

Amount

Steam Engines,Steam Boilers,

Up

Trains.
Leave Portland for South Parii at 7.40 a. x.
Island Pond at 1.10 r. x.

142.264 62
$66,000 00

LIABILITIES.
of losses adjusted, and due and
None.
unpaid.
Amount of losses Incurred, aad la pro-

I. L. WINSLOW, Agent,
KAVUVAOTVUI 09

O.M.BIVVKK.

Corn, Flour and Grain,
Ccculal Sir.et,

K'VUimm

IURE TO DO GOOD AND CANNOT DO BARM.

$7,026 90

CORDS of Spruse Slabs, part of which
1
A"/vrVr are well seasoned and the remainder
partly so, which will be sold at reduced prices for a |
p.vunv.j.ni
VWV.OW,
short time, to clear the wharf, to be occupied for
Amuuut of Miseellaiu'ous Items,
other purpose*. Also, hard wood of different kinds,
duo for Premiums oa Policies
oak slabs, edgings, Ac. Apply to
issued at office,
WM. U. WALKER,
Amount of Bills receivable for Premidec7tf
Berlin Wharf, opposite Sugar House.
ums o%Inlaud Navigation Risks, Ac,
Interest due, and accrued but not due,

RAILWAY

On and after Monday, Not.
trains will run daily, (Sunday!
until ftirthcr notice, aa follows:

description,

can

DOLLARS will be given for the deteotioi
aud conviction of any person or person* Dtealiuf
papertfroi* the door* of our tibeekberi.

Cheap Wood.

JytT63dly.

citizen who may know of any Stoves, Fnn
nels, or Chimneys, where tire is kept, and not
considered safe, by notifying the subscriber, shall
find them attended to, and no names given.
II. C. BARNES, Chief Engineer.
din
Portland. Jan. 13.16U4.

No. 80

riTUE Spring Term of this Institution will comJ- menco on Tuesday, Feb.23d,l8>H, uud continue

dents

*“■

LOUNGES and MATTRESSES constantly
deed dU

Re-opened.
Me.

!

generally.

COLLEY

Store formerly occupied by Johm
H. Sukkburnk, 308 Congress Street, where

HAS

he is

aug201y

band.

Look, Look, Look.
J. C.

call, as we are
who favor ns with

us a

OFFICE NO. 49 COMMERCIAL STREET.
BAHDALL ft McALLISTEB

1881,

rxMMn

Passage

There are many men at the age of 40 or 60 who are
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the
bladder, often accompanied by a slight smarting or
bnmiug sensation, and weakening the system in a
manner the patient cannot account for.
On examining urinary dep< sits a ropy sediraeut will often be
found, and sometimes small particles of st men or
albumen will appear, or the color will be of a thin
milkish hue, again changing to a dark and turbid
appearance. Thereofare many men who die of this
the cause, which is the
ignorant
SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.
I can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and a
fell and healthy restoration of the urinary organa.
Persons who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing in a plain manner a description
of their disease, anu the appropriate remedies will
be forwarded immediately.
All correspondence strictly confidential and will
be returned if desired.

-AT-

North

The Public are invited to give
bound to give satisfaction to ail
their custom.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

mshlfitf

no

All Kinds of Hard and Soil Wood.

..

privately, andatwith
tne
all

Dr. 11. addresses those who are suffering under the
affliction of private disease, whether arising from
Impure connection or the terrible vice of self-abuse.
his entire time to that particular branch of
the medical profession, he fools warranted in Guarantkkino a Cure in all Caskb, whether of long

standing

DELIVERED TO ANY PART Of THE CITY,
AT SHORT NOTICE.
Our Coal is of the very BEST quality, and warranted to give satisfaction.
-ALSO, FOE SALE-

Pills, Powder* and Quack Preparation*.

TME GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

Continental Bank,

Of Canada.

invariably

Notwithstanding the great increase of sire in
the Weekly edition of the Press, equal to 30 per

TRUNK/

Til-

LOWEST PRICES FOR CASK,

1

1,104,707 68

(estimated)*

1

Leave
at 1 00 P.M.
Leave Skowhegan for Angnsta, Bath, Portland,
Boston and Lowell at 8 36 A. M.
Freight Trains, Portland and Skowhegan daily.
B. U. CUSUMAN, Superintendents
BN
Aagusta, Nov., 1868.
janl tf

GRAND

$2,104,707 68

N.Y.,

Coal and Wood!

Portland to Skowhegan.

Passenger Trains will leave daily,
(Su ndays excepted) as follows:
Portlaud lor Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan

Total amount of Capital and Surplus,
Amount of eash iu

SAWYER * WHITNEY.
meh30’63dly

PORTLAND AND KENNEBEC R.K.

nxH]

§1,000,000 00

Amount of eash iuliand* of pgents,aud
in course of transmission
Amount ot unincumbered real estate,
No. 4 Wail street,
Amount of United States Treasury Notes, 7 3-10 market
value,
$132,400 00
Amount of U, 8 Registered
and Coupon Stock, 1881,market value,
61,040 00
Ain’t of United States Bonds.
6-29 market value,
160,760 00
Ain't of United .States Certificates of Indebtedness,
102.626 00
Ain't ol Missouri State Bonds,
6 per cent market value,
13,660 00
Amount of North Carolina
Bonds, 6 per cent, market
value,
6,900 00
Amouut of Tennessee Bonds,
6 per cent, market value,
12.000 00
Amount of Ohio Bonds, 6 per
cent, market value,
11,26000
Amount of Illinois Bonds, 6
20.900 00
per cent, market value,
Am'tof California State Bonds,
7 per cent, market value,
61,760 00
A net of Brooklyn City Water
Bonds, market value,
11,200 00
Amount of Bank Stocks,
Amount of loans on bonds and mortgages, being first lieu of record on unincumbered real estate, worth at least
$1,661.600—rate ot interest 7 per cent,
Amount of loans on stocks ana bonds,
payable on demand, the market value

Office, Commercial St., head of Maine Wh'J

decl4

Commencing Nov. Q(

paid up in cash is
The surplus on the 1st day of December,

ASSETS.

COAI,....RO.RO.

LION’S PERIODICAL DROPS

LION’S PERIODICAL DROPS

AND LOCATION.

1863,

Chestnut Coal—rrime lot delivered for *9.60 per ton!

-AT

the city

Remedy.

ill BBTTBB THAW ALL

1863, made to
pursuant to

of this Company is The Home Ih§ui*ahy, incorporated in 1668, aud located
ot New York.

The Capital of said Company actually

quality,and

Hard and Soft Wood.

For Bangor and intermediate station* at 1.16 r.x.
RETURNING—leave Lewiston at 6.20 A. x., and

Watcrville, November, 1863.

NAME

in

best

are

#0.60....CHEAP

the first day of December, A. D.
the Secretary ot Mate of Maine,
Statute of that State.

The name
banck Com

Also, foreale, best qaality of Nora Sootla and other

Train* leave Portland, Grand Truk
Lewiston and Anbnrn, at

ROOMS,

SEWING MACHINESl

in advance .92.00
For aix months. 1.00
Torlnbaof four or more, all to the
same post office, each.
1.7 6
To clubs of ira or more, all to the
same post office, each. tl.SO
And a free ;opy to the getter up o(.the club.

Coals

Company,

YORK)

ON

the

COAL

strictly of the
THESE
warranted to give satisfaction.

!

Station, for

arrive in Portland at 8.30 a.m. Leave Bangor at
7.26 a. m., and arfive In Portland at 2 00 p. m. Both
these trains oonnect at Portland with trains for
Boston.
Freight train leaves Portland at 8 a.m., and re*
turning is due inPortland at 1 p. m.
stations,
Stages counoct with trains at
daily for most of the towns North and East of this
line.
C. M. MORSE,Sup’t.

OF NEW

ros surras’ use.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

No. 5 Temple Street,

mouth,'pro

WEEKLY PRESS.

8.38
3 66
4.07
4.11
4.18

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.

Berry’s Preservative and Dressing

H. B—LAD1KS desiring may consult

Single copy, oar year.*7.00
For strictly advance payments, a discount ot one
dollar is alio wed ; it paid within six months, fifty

10.16

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

—

—

7.12

do
do

Home Insurance

BarainR.

CUMBERLAND

8.30

Cars attached.
Fares 6 rents ices when tickets are purohued at
the office than when paid in the cars.
Oot. 22, 1863.
dtf
DAN CARPENTER, Snp’t.

by

—

7.00

6.86
6.43

Pure and Free

The Great Female

-OF THE-

DELIVERED TO ANT PAST OP TUECITT

r. M.

7.17 10.22
7.24 10.30
Arrive at
do
7.36 11.46
4.80
The 1.60 P. M. train out and the 9.30 A. M. train
into Portland will be Freight Trains, with Passenger

|3P“iiolaby Druggists everywhere.

Hardly

—

3.06
a.m.
9.30
9.40
10.00

principal

or more

Tales and Poetry
original aud selected will
receive proper attention.
Both papers
the Daily ami the Weekly
will be largely devoted, as heretofore, to the discussion of the great principles which underlie
our fret* institutions, and will give a
generous
ami whole souled support to all the measures
necessary to put down rebellion, to overthrow
disloyalty in all its forms, and to re-establish the
authority of the Constitution, the laws, and the
constitutional administration of the government,
over every foot of our common domain.
On the great questionaof Progress, Humanity,
Liberty and Equal Bights, being forced upon
he attention of the nation by the crisis through
which our institutions and our constitutional
Government arc now passing, the Prices will utter no equivocal voice and occupy no doubtful
position. The emancipation of those held in
bonds before the rebellion
the death of slavery
that Liberty and the Nation may live
will find
the Press neither hesitating uor reserved in iu
advocacy aud support.
In a word, the Press will stand by the government under all contingencies, ami defend
and support those who labor to maintain its integrity and honor; and it will be, as it has been
heretofore, the uncompromising foe of all rebels
and rebel sympathiiei-s, without respect to their

8.00
a.m.

LYON’S PERIODICAL DROPS

STATEMENT OF THE C0NDITI0H

WOOD,

SPRING MOUNTAIN LEHIGH,
HAZ ELTON LEHIGH,
COLERAINE LEHIGH,
LOCUST MOUNTAIN,
JOHN'S.
THE GENUINE LOBBERY

6.22
6.30

Cumberland Mills, do
do
Morrill's,

Growth !

Restore the grev to its natural color; stop and prevent tho hair failing off—causing it to become moist,
sort aud glossy.
It will gradually darken light and flaxen hair
it or staininy the skin—being free
without
from silver and other injurious chemicals, and truly
beneficial to the hair in all its phases.
TRY IT, and be assured of its superiority over all

ranted

ographical Sketches, Sketches of
Travel, Notices of New Discoveries, Inventions, die.

do

Gorham,

2.66

8.62

Saco River for Portland, at
Buxton Centre,
do

a

Young Men troubled with emissiors in sleep, a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youth, treated scientifically, and a perfect cure war-

cational

1

do

Saccarappa,

CO I, O R

and condition of health, by working upon the roots
and papilI.Tceous tecretious, supplying the hair
with that nutritious element in w hicn the blood is
deficient, and removing the accumulated excess of
dandruff and humor, making a most Delightful
Dressing, well and agreeably perfumed,thus affording a desirable article of intrinsic value for the Toilet.
It will in all CASKS (with the exception of very
aged people, where the roots, germs and sheaths
have all co*rr away, or, by reason of age, become

a

a

diseased

Literary, Scientific, Agricultural and Edu-

addition is made to the subscription
price; but in consequence of the increased expense, and the high rates of nearly all articles
used in the manufacture of a newspajier, we shall
lie obliged to adhere rigidly to the above terms.
Advertisements, not objectionable in character, soilieited for the Daily. Legal notice*, and
a limited number of business
advertisements,
will be inserted in the Weekly.
N. A. FOSTER k Co., Proprietors.
Portlard, Jan, 1, 1S04.

for

or

N A T URAL

HO IF MAN Y THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS B Y UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE.

cent.,

and

pathological

a

T H K

state to

of the day, it will contain a variety of miscellaneous matter, embracing articles of a
sues

Button Centre,
Arrive at

MEDICAL.

INSU RAN CE.

FOR CASH,

CHEAP

Ob and after Monday, Oct. 26, 1663,
(■ms
Trains will leave aa follows:
r. v,
a. m. r. m.
PoHland for Saco River, at
8.no
1.60
6.80
Morrill’s
do
8.11
2.06
6.42
Cumberland Mills, do
2.13
6.48
S.18
2.20
6 64
do
8.23
Saccarappa,
do
6.36
2.86 6.06
Gorham,

IPatliological

&

COAL

WINTER ARRANGEMENTS.

HAIR RENOVATOR

IS

4

6

Published at No. 82 Exchange Street,
PORTLAND,
BY N. A. FOSTER A CO.,

“Where are you going?” asked a’Jittie boy of
another who had slipjieddown onau icy pavement.
“Going to get up!” Was the blunt

reply.

8

COAL & WOOD.

York A Cumberland ICailroad.

AHDTHE

re-

cently a farmer appliud to him to secure his
assistance in collecting a bill against the government for damages done by troops passing
through his premises. The President referred him to the proper officer, whoBe duty it
was to attend to such matters.
But the man
was anxious that Mr. Lincoln should examine
the case personally, and give an order to have
it settled.
“Then,” said he they will attend
to it at once; otherwise I may hare to wait a
long time.” “But, I have no time to attend
to such things.” said the President “It wont
take but few minutes," urged the man. “You
remind me of what occurred to a friend vt
mine on tire Mississippi river,” said the President. He was a captain of a steamboat, and
when passing through the rapids he always
took the wheel, and steered the lioat himself.
One day when he was in the most difficult
part of the stream, a boy came blubbering up
to him, crying, “Captain.Captain!” ‘well what
do you want ?" “O, do stop the boat, I've lost
uiy apple overboard I”
The farmer saw the point of the story, and
wisely concluded to collect his bill in the usual

_RAILROADS.

THE

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS

4

It is related of President Lincoln that

MEDICAL

PROSPECTUS

MISCELLANY._

J.L. CUTLER, President.
H. WILLIAMS,Secretary.

EDWARD SR AW

...

Agent,

No. 108 Middle Street.
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Book Card & Fano v Printing
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AT THI OFFIOE OF THE MESA

John D. Jone*. A.V I'lllot,
Joe. Gall lard. Jr.,
Chariot Dennl*, Loro* M Wiley, J. Hear Borgy.
W. 11. H. Moore, Dnn'IS. MillFr, I'ornelliuGrtaaell
Tho*. Ttleaton,
S. T. Nicnll,
C A. Band.
Joah’a J Henry.Watt* Sherman,
Henry Colt,
W.C. riekrragiU, Geo G llobaou, E. E. Morgan,
Lewi* Curtia,
B.J. Howland,
David Lane.
Beni. Bibcock,
Chaa. H. Kuaaell. June* Bryce,
Lowell Holbrook, Wm.Sturgu.Jr.. Eletclwr Weal ray,
P. A. Hargoua. 11. K Bogert, K H. Mmturu.Jr.,
G. W. Burnham,
R. W.Weaton,
A. A Low,
Win E. Dodge, Fred, t'hnuncey,
Royal Fhelpa,
Janie* Lew.
Iiennis
Perkins.
Caleb Baratow,
JOUN D. JONES. Preeidtnt.
DENNIS,
Vice Frealdeat
CHARLES
1
W. H.HMOOKE, fid Vice Pro.1

(^Application* forwarded and OPFK POL1C118
procured by

join W. ItlNOER,
Loaf Wharf,

Vs. 166 Vsrs 8t., head of
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